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In 1974, the Committee on Evaluation of Employment and Training
Programs was established in the National Research Council to assess the,
political, economic, and social effects ,of the Comprehensive Employment

sand Training Act (CETA). Since CETA's enactment, the c9mmitt has
monitored Ole introduction of CETA in local governments, the kinds of

1 programs established, changes in delivery systems, and the expansion of
public service employment programs. In this study, the committee
examines the early effects of the 1978 CETA amendments on public
service employment.

Under the original act, management responsibilities for a score of
fedeALemployment and training programs for the disadvantaged were
transferred to ovex 400 state and local jurisdictions that were designated as
"prime sponsors," The enactment of a countercyclical public service
employmdne-program in 1974 began to shift the emphasis in CETA, in
terms of funds, from structural to cyclical unemployment progrants.
CETAAappropriations have leaped from $3.7 billion in 1975 to $10 billion
in 1979 as CETA has become a major tool attempting to deal with both
economic problems and the development of human resources. .

Among the issues addressed by the committee in previous reports (see
list on page iii) are the effectiveness of local governments in operating
decentralized programs within a broad framework of federal policy, the
effectiveness of public service employment programs in coping with.
cyclical joblessness, and the extent to which CETA has mitigated the
unemployment problems of the most disadvantaged in our society.

XV

ti
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xvi r Preface

The Comprehensive Empldyment and Training Act Amendments of
1978 (PL 95-524)which reauthorized CETA for four yearsmade a
number of significant changes designed to redirect the public service
employment programs toward the disadvantaged, emphasize the transition
of CETA participants into unsubsidized jobs, lower wage levels, and
provide training and other employability development services for persons
in public service employment jobs. The act also- required increased
monitoring and compliance activities. This report does pot attempt to
evaluate the merits of congrestional objectives, but assesses the degree to
which public service employment and administrahn objectives have been
achieved.

The assessment of the effects of the CETA amendments is based largely
on data obtained from a survey of 28 sample prime sponsors conducted by
field research associates who have been monitoring developments in those
areas for several years. The sample was drawn from a universe of prime
sponsors, stratified by type of sponsor (six cities, nine counties, nine
consortia, and four states), by size, and by unemployment rate. The study
also drew on statistical data and reports from the Employment and
Training Administration and from other sources (see Appendix B for a
description of the sample and methodology).

To provide early feedback to policy makerk and program managers, the
survey was launched in June 1979, two months after the effective date of
the new legislationtoo soon to capture the full impact of the program
changes, but still useful , for early indication of trends. Chapter 1

(Overview) and Chapter 7 (Findings and Recommendations) are the
report of the Committee on Evaluation of Employment and Training
Programs. The remaining chapters are the staff report that provided the
supporting data and apalysis.

This project, funded by a grant from the Employment sand Training
Administration of the Department of Labor, is part of the program of the
Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences of the National Research.
Council, William Mirehgoff, who originated the project, is the study

/ director,. and is assisted by Lester Rindler, Harry', Greenspan, Scott
, Seablom, and Lois 4a1 ads.. The authors are indebted to the resident field

research associates, -to CETA administrators and other officials in the
dy areas, and to individuals in the Department of Labor who provided

statistical data and other helpful materials. The study owes much to the
encouragement of Seymour Brandwein, Director, Office of Prbgram
Evaluation, U.S. Department of bor, who, contributed to the formula-
tiontof the study objectives and Xvided technical advice. We particularly
wish to acknowledge the invalicable contributions of Albert J. Ange-
branndt in, the design of the study and in the review of draft materials.

t
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Preface xvii

Support services were prdvided by Marian D. Miller, Diane Goldman, and
,Susan Kendall. -

I ,am grateful to the members of the Committee on Evaluation of
Employment and Training Programs, who provided guidance for- the
project, reviewed successive drafts of the report, and participated in the
process of formulating recommendations. The committee's recommenda-
tions are found in Chapter 7 and are summarized in Chapter 1.

PHILIP J. RUTLEDGE, Chairman
Committee on Evaluation of Employment

and Training Programs
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1 Overview

BACKGROUND

The 1978 amendments to the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA) are the latest in a series of legislative revisions enacted in
response to changing economic, social, and political conditions. These
modifications, reflect a congressional commitment to improve the
effectiveness of the CETA progranis while ensuring congruence between
national objectives and loctal practices.

The underlying rationale for an employment and training policy is the
1recognition of the need for governmental intervention in the lAbor market

processes on behalf of the poor and the disadvantaged. During the 1960s,
this national policy to inte e was expressed in a profusion of federally
controlled programs autho the Manpower Development and
Training Act and the Economic Opportunity Act.

Enacted in 1973, CETA combined many of these categorical programs
into a single block grant and transferred responsibility for their adminis-
tration from the federal to the state and local governments. These local
units of government were to provide employment, training, and remedial
services primarily for the structurally unemployedthose who, because of

This chapter presents the summary report of the Committee on Evaluation of Employment
and Training Programs.

1
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2 THE NEW CETA

inadequate education, lack of skills, or other structural impediments, are
at a disadvantage in the labor market. The public service employment
(PSE) program (Title II), which provided federal funds for state and local
governments to create temporary jobs for the unemployed in areas of
substantial unemployment, was only a minor component of the original
legislation. , e

However, during the recession of 1974, CETA was pressed into service
as part of a strategy for combating rising unemployment, and the emphasis
of the act began to shift to countercyclical PSE programs. In December
1974, Congress passDlie'Eniergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistance
Act, adding a new countercyclical PSE program (Title VI) to ,CETA and
authorizing $2 5 billion to create 250,000 additional positions for one year.
Faced with persistently high levels of unenloyment, Congress extended
Title VI in 1976, and in 1977-1978 expanded PSE as part of a national
program to stimulate the economy (Figure 1). In 1977-1978, nearly $8

' billion was appropriated to fund 725,000 jobs under Titles II and VI. By
1978, CETA no longer was primaril1 a program for the structurally
unemployed public service jobs programs accounted -for over 60 percent of
all CETA; expenditures (Figure 2). .

The expansion of PSE programs, however, brought in its wake several
intractable problems: persons on the lower rungs of the socioeconomic
ladder did not participate in adequate numbers, CETA funds were used for
activities that otherwise would have been supported by local resources
(substitution); and allegations of PSE progr {m abuses aroused skepticism
about the program. To some extent these problems reflect the inherent
difficulties of achieving congruence in a decentralized program between
the objectives of the federal government and the priorities of local,officials
who administer the programs. However, these difficulties have -been
aggravated by ambiguods legislation, competing statutory objectives, and
pressures for speedy program implementation. The amendments of 1976
attempted to deal with some of these chronic problems but did not
produce the desired results. __,--

The amendments of 1978 that reauthorized the CETA legislation are
the most recent efforts to address the shortcomings of the PSE programs
and appear to be the most effective. This study provides a preliminary
assessment of the effects of the reauthorization act on PSE programs. It
not only examines these programs, to determine whether the goals of the
CETA amendments are being attained but also assesses the effects of the,.
reauthorization act on planning and management systems,' administrative
processes, and institutional relationships.

A word of caution is needed. The field survey, which is the source of
much of the information gathered for the study, was conducted during
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1974, 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

SOURCE Based on Data from Employment and Training Administration and Bureau of
Labor Statistics -- s zz5. .

FIGURE 1 CETA Public Service Employment as a Percent of the Iota?
Numb& of Unemployed

June and July 1979, eight months after the enactment of the amendmentsA
but only two months after important provisions went into effect. The
timing of the survey, although , useful for detecting problems and
identifying trends, prevented identification of the long-term effects of the
reauthorization amendments,

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT

The reauthorization act of 1978 reaffirmed, the original goal of CETA,
. . . to provide job training and employment opportunities for econom-4 4

cally disadvantaged, unemployed, and underemployed persons" (PL 95-
24, ,Sect. 2); Additionally, the PSE provisions were designed to attain
vera' 1 specific objectives: (1) to increase the share of PSE jobs for persons

. whose 'needs for labor market assistance were greatest, (2) to eliminate the
A
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FISCAL YEARS

1976

. . .

THE NEW CETA
41,

1977

S3 2 Billion

4i..
1978

.550 Billion

1979

$5.6 Billion

1980

$9 5 Billion $9.4 Billion

SOURCE BSsed on Data from Of fuse of Management and Budget

$8 9 Billion (est.!

0 PSE Outlays

NonPSE Outlays

FIGURE 2 Outlays for Public Service Employment Rose from 30 to 60
Percent of All CETA Expenditures by 1978 and Then Declined

1

de of PSE As 'a substitute for positioris-that otherwise, would be suppOrted4
by local funds, (3) to improve the chances of participants succeeding in the
labor market, by supplementing PSE jobs with training and other
suppoliive services, and (4) to eliminate program abuses. These objectives
are not greatly different from earlier aims, but the means used to achieve
these elusive ends are radically different. The new legislation relies less on
rhetoric and generally worded provisions that nibble at the edges of the
problem, and morq on stringent requirements and self-enforcing devices
that will drive the program in the direction Congress intended.

The 1978 PSE provisiOns of CETA restrict eligibility, wage ftvels, and
duration of employment for PSE jobs. They also mandate two public
service employment programs: one io counter cyclical unemployment; the

21
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Overview 5

other to serve the structurally unemployed. Training and employability
de.veldpment services are prescribe-4 for persons in the structural PSE
programs and emphasized for those in countercyclical PSE.

:The wilt also attempted to 'improve the administration of CETA
programs. Jhe plinning and grant Nplication system was, redesigned,
tighter procedures for verifying the ,eligibility of participants and fixing

' liability for, improper enrollment were established, and indepenaent
monitoring units were required in each4ocal prime sponsor arekto ensure
compliance with the act (see chart, p. 6).

EARLY EFFECTS OF HE REAUTHORIZATION ACT

Early indications are that the overriding objective of ETAto sate,
ittore-fiillyiblisel-vho§e needs are-greatestis beingtachieved. Additional-
ly, wages are lower; the tenure of PSE participants is being shortened;
more emphasis is 6eing placed on the transition of enrollees intd7regular
jobs; and prime sponsors are administering programs with a greater
concern for accountability. There is also some basis for believing that the'
incentives for substituting federal fundr64- local revenues are weaker. °
However, other goals Of the act such as simplifying the planning process.

p

. Iand establishing two distinct PSE programs serving different clienteles had
not been realiNd at the time of our survey. Moreoverk, sponsors had not yet
faced up to the full implications of providing training and employability ` "-
development services for PSE enrollees, and monitoring units were not
fully.-operational in most jurisdictions.

In many,areas, one set of goals was achieved at the _expense of other
objectives. Thus, although the wage and eligibility restricons helpepto z
increase theshare of PSE jobs going to the-disadvantaged, they limited the Ai
kinds of jobs, and services that could be undertaken and often precluded
activities favored by local officials. The act has also affected the
administration of PSE programs by significantly adding to the administra-
tive burdens of a 'system that was already straining to ,keep up with its
load.

a

Serving the Disadvantaged

Early reports indicate that public service employment programs are
serving more economiqally disadvantaged pervnsi women, youth, blacks,
and persons without a high school diploma than they did in the past.' The
hiring of veterans,itoweve, is down, and welfare recipients are not being
selected in numbers anywhere near their proportion in the eligible
population.

R
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SUMMARY OF THE COMPREHENSIVE
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT (CETA)

The Comprehensive Employment and Tratning Act Amendments of 1978
(PL 95-524) reauthorized the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
of 1973 (PL 93-203) for fiscal 1979-1982. As amended, CETA has eight titles.'

Tale I contains admiriistrative provisions. Cities and counties of 100,000 or
more and consortia are designated "prime sponsors", slate governments are
prime sponsors for balance-of-state areas. Prime sponsors mu ubmit an ac-
ceptable plan to the secretary of labor, pteparecrin consurlation with local
iavisory councils. Participation is limited to 30 months, 18 months for public
service employment programs. Allowances and wage limits are specified. Prime
sponsors must estabhsh monnonng units. The secretary of labor is required
to seperformance standards andoto qtabhsh an Office of Management Assis-
tance Other provisions deal with the protection of employed workers, nonchs-
crunmation in selection of clients, and prohibition of political activities.

Title II authorizes prime sponsors to provide training, work experience,
and supportive services to increase the employability of the economically dis-
advantaged, unemployed, and underemplOyed. Part C authorizes assistance to
employers for upgrading tow - skilled employees. Part D authorizes temporary
public service jobs for welfare recipients and for the low - income, long-term
unemployed; A portion cifallotted funds must be reserved for training, Aver-
age wages are set at $7,200 for 1979, with adjustments among areas. CETA
wages may not be supplemented above the fixed maximum

Title III authorizes nationally administered programs for Indians, migrant
and seasonal farm workers, older workers, and other grodps in need of such
services. Part B requires the secretary of labor to develop a comprehensive pro-
gram of research and evaluation, experimental and demonstration prvjects, and
labor market informant:7n, including job banks and occupational information.

Title /I' authorizes the Job Corps and-summer youth programs, it extends
for two years t Youth Employment Demonspation Projects Act programs,
enacted in 19t.

4 Title V establishes the National Commission for Employment Policy,
charged with identifying spats, evaluating manpower development programs,
arid making recommendations to the president and the Congress.

Title VI authorizes temporary public service jobs for the long-term, low-
income unemployed and welfare recipients when the national unemployment
rate exceeds 4 percent. A portion of the funds must be used for training and
employability counseling. Average wages are fixed at S7,200 (for 1979) with
area adjustments. Hiring agencies may supplement wages for participants by
up to 10 percent of the maximum CET wage.

Title VII authorizes a two-year cl6lionstration program to test methods
fpr =teasing the participation of private businesses in CET4 programs,for
the economically disadvantaged. Prime sponsors are to establish advisory
Pnvate Industry Councils with representation from business, labor, educa-
tion, and the community.

Title VIII authorizes the employment of youth in conservation and other
public projects.

0/
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Since the eligibility criteria for Titles ND and VI are now similar, the
differences between the clienteles of the countercyclical and counterstruc-
twal programs are becoming blurred.

Wages, jobs, and Se).vices

No change irc the reauthorization act caused as much consternation among
Ideal sponsors as did the reduction in the average wage permitted for PSE
jobs, CETA requires That PSE workers be paid prevailing wages, but

. because the new average PSE wage levels are often below. the prevailing
wages for public service positions, sponsors are having difficulties in
establishing PSE jobs. To adjust to the restrictions,-most prime sponsors
will shift from high-skill positions to laborer, clerical, and service jobs.
Some havebeen restructuring positions. As a result, most of the..t:
administratod in the study, sample believe that the usefulness of PSE
services has been adversely affected. . ,

This report does not attempt to measure the extent to which the
reauthorization act has reduced the practice of using CETA fends for
activities that would otherwise be supported by local revenues. It would
require an army of auditors to t#ick the federal dollars' through °473 prime
sponsor budgets.budgets. However, there are grounds for believing that the
provisi s of the new legislation have nudged the program closer to this
goal: participants e s qualified, the proportion of professional and
skilled positions is reduced, and the tenure of ?SE enrollee§ is
limited. - /--'

Transition to Unsubsidized Employment

The reauthorization act of 19 re ives the emphasis on the temporary
nature of PSE programs and the a ity for PSE enrollees to move on to
regular jobs. Although limits on duration of participation have generated
pressure to find unsubsidized jobs for enrollees who must be terminated, it
is too early to assess the full impact of the reauthorization act on
transition.

An analysis of the methods that sponsors lase to promote transition
suggests that better results may be obtained when transition planning,
centralized placement units, coordination with the employment service,
and job development are part of the placement process. The most
frequently cited weaknesses in the sponsors' placement systems were
inadequate planning and a lack of trained staff.

2
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Program Monitoring

Congress tried, in several ways, to safeguard the integrity of PSE and
overcomd the negati eimage resulting from allegations of fraud and abuse.
Early indications re that some efforts were successful, others have yet to
be tested. By assigning liability for improper erunllment to prime sponsors,
setting sanctions for noncompliance, and requiring intensified monitonng,
the amendments have made program managers more concerned about
preventing program abuses.' Much stricter methods are being used to
screen applicants for eligibility, and prime spoesor efforts often exceed
those required by the legislation. There is, however, some uncertainty as to
how the liability provisions will be implemented.

Sponsors have been slow in establishing independent monitoring units
and unsure about -their roles. Moreover, there is some question about the °
independence of the units that have been establishedvirtually all of them
are appointed by and are responsible to the local CETA administrators.

At the federal level, monitoring has been stepped up and preventive
programs haVe been initiated, but these activities have been hampered by
staff and funding limitations.

Planning and Administration
u,

The-redirection of the CETA programs has exacte a price. Most of the
1978 amendments, aimed at strengthening the program and ensuring

`compliance with national policies, have generated a host of complex
administrative tasks. ,

Although Congress attempted to simplify the grant application process
..replacing separate annual plans with a master plan and annual

supplements, sponsors are finding the new planning documents no less
difficult than the old and, in'any event, no more useful for local operations
and evaluation In 'other respects, the administration of PSE programs is
becoming more complex. Sponsors identify the wage, eligibility, and

'training provisions as especially difficult to implement.
Sponsors have tried to minimize the strains created by the new

ft requirements by adapting them to existing systems and practices.
Nevertheless, a substantial number of prime zponsor organizations have
been badly shaken by the added complexities and funding uncertainties.

Conclusions

The two major forces driving the PSE program in the direction that
Congress has charted are the wage and eligibility provisions of the

t
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eauthorization act. The wage provisions are forcing prime sponsors to
'rainate pr restructure high-wage PSE positions. the jobs that result

fr these changes require lower skills mid are themfore less attractive to
pers with alternative employment opportunities' but more accessible to
'persons with limited qualifications. The wage provision, also tend to
discpurage substitution by reducing the number of professional and skilled
positions that arethe most susceptible to this.practice. The stiffer eligibility
criteria not only increase the share of disadvantaged persons partisipating
in PSE proghhns-rbut also tend to reduce the proclivity of sponsors to use
PSE workers instead of their regular/workforce to provide essential public
services.

'Balancing competirng Ajectives` is an inherent problem of legislation
that purstks multiple goals, and CETA is liberally sprinkled with such
goals. 'The pursuit of one objective may require ttre abandonment or
another. Thus, the enrollment of the most disadvantaged may limit the
kinds of'services 'that sponsors can proyide and may adverselyaffect the
'quality of these services. Similarly, the limited ,qualifications of PSE
workers may reduce the likelihood of their being placed in unsupsidized
jobs.

Perhaps the goal that ha's remained most elusive is that of,combining
training and other employability developiRent services with PSE jobs. To a
large extent, PSE is still operating as an ineme maintenanderprogram for
the unemi4oyed and a welcolne supplement to local goveinnient services.
There are, 16--be-sure; inevitable diffiqulties in meshing programs that are
subject tsdifferent rules and institutional frameworks. However, the basic
question is whether, without training and other employability services, the
kinds of experience afforded by PSE programslargely in public works'
an arks-,7-contribute to the participant's ability to.compete in the labor
.rnarket.

SUMMARY. OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee 454 Evaluation of Employment and Training Programs
(CETP)sproposes that sweeping legislative changes in the PSE program be
deferred unless such changes are;pecessitated by rapid increases in
unemaloyment. The employment' and training system, battered by
successive waves of program chinges, needs, aboVe all else, a period of
consolidation and stability. For this reason, the major recommendations
summarized below are primarily technical proposals that may help to
facilitate the implementation of the new CETA. A full discussion of these
and other recommendations is presented in Chapter 7.

-we
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1. Eligibility Criteria. The new eligibility criteria appear to be accom-
plishing the congressional objective of focusing }PSE prograths on the
disadvantaged and should he retained. Hbweier, in the event of a
significant rise in unemployment, the'Title VI criteria should be reassessed
to determine whether they are sufficiently broad for an expanded
counterrecessionary program.

2. Target Groups. The act designates so many groups fort special
consideration that these designations - cannot be used effectively for
targeting. The committee recommends that Congress reserve special,
consideration for feWer groups, so as to provide a better basis for
establishing priorities. More effective methods should be devised for
Ieefuiting and enrolling target groups, especially public welfare recipients.

3. Wages. Although the wage provisions of the reauthorization act
complicate the task of operating PSE programs, they appear to be effective
in accomplishing he basic objectives of CETA and should be retained
until their Cull eff can be weighed. Some minor modifications, however,
are recommended. 1) the method used to adjust the national average wage
for local areas sho ld be modified to give greater weight to government
Wages; (2) in areas where permissible PSE wages are generally below
prevailing, rates for government positions, additional wage supplementa-
tion should- be permitted; and (3) the PSE maximum wages should be
modified annually to adjust for wage escalation.

4. Transition of Enrollees. Efforts to. enhance the employability of
enrollees or to find unsubsidized work for those terminating should be
supported more vigorously by the Department of Labor. The Department
of Labor should provide sponsors with models of employability develop-
ment plark,,aseisetEnce in developing staff capabilities in job placement
procedures, and better labor market information that is more useful for
placement activities.

5. The Planning System. The Department of Labor should increase
assistance to prime sponsors, program agents, and other subjurisdictions.to
improve the quality of plans. Training sessions and materials should
provide information on the principles and methodology of planning.
Furthermore, the Department of Labor, in consultation with prime
sponsors, should estahlish a task fdrce to review the present guidelines for
the purpose of culling out requirements for nonessential data.

6. Program Monitoring. The Department of Labor should reviewrthe
monitoring activities of all levels of administration to clarify the role of
each and to integrate monitoring activities. At the regional level, technical
assistance should be provided by individuals who have no responsibilities
for monitoring activities. Furthermore, the DOL should clarify its policy
on liability for ineligible applicants.
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7. Program Administration. Congress should usethe authority available
under the act for advance funding to permit more orderly planning and
management and to provide more lead time for implementing legislative
changes. Although the PSE programs have not yet exceeded statutory
administrative cost limits, the DOL should review the additional tasks
mandated by the reauthorization act to determine their impact on costs
and staffing.

,

8. Employment Service/CETA Relations. The need for closer relation-
ships between the employment service and prime sponsors has been
generally recognized. To derive the greatest benefit from the special
competencies of both systems, incentives should be provided to encourage
close coordination in job development and intake activities. The committee
also recommends that Congress establish a commission to study the roles
and relationships of the employment service and CETA manpower
systenis and to consider changes in the Wagner-Peyser and CETA
legislation that would harmonize the two systems.

e a

ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER STUDY

This study has focused on the effects of the 1978 amendments on the
CETA public service employment programs and on the degree to which
the goals of the amendments have been realized. It is apparent, ho
that several broader issues warrant further examination: the hairno
tion of federal and local goals, the limits of decentralized management,
PSE wage policy, the relative roles of the private and public sdctors in
CETA programs, the relationship between CETA and the welfare system,
problems of resource allocations, and the institutional roles and relation-
ships of agencies involvenviih CETA.

Limits of Decentralized Management

The CETA system, originally designed to simplify the employment, and
training system, has wlved into a jumble of special programs. Even the
public service tmploPient programs are comprised of several subparts
with different objectives and ground rules. When reauthorization changes
were introduced,' they had a shattering effect o local sponsors. This has
been reflected in low morale, excessive staff to over, and the break-up of
consortium arrangetents. Further examinatio is necessary to ascertainf.,
whether the present management systems can dequately administer the
CETA

The 4nerstones of CETA, decentralization and decategorization of
employment and training progranislbegan to erode immediately after the

I 9
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enactment of the legislation. New program initiatives to serve special
groups and deal with special problems created a new generation of
categorical programs. These, plus a growing number of federal spe=:.
cifications, have substantially increased the federal presence, which is a
continuing source of tension among the various revels of government,
responsible for program administration. The' reauthorization act rein-
forced the trend towards more categorical programs and greater central
control. After six years of trial and error, the limits of decentralization and
decategorization in a human resources program and the roles of the
participating institutions should be reexamined.

The issue of congruence between national and local objectives has been
discussed in earlier reports of the CETP (National Research Council 1978,
1980) Since it lies at the heart of many CETA conceptual and operating
problems, it bears repeating.

The underlying assumption of a decentralized program is that national
and local goals are closely matched. In fact, however, they diverge
significantly. CETA embodies a blend of federal, state, and local
aspirations with each participant trying to shape the program to meet its
own needs. Local deviation from federal goals, however, invites federal,.
restrictions that, in turn, narrow local flexibility. The reauthorization
amendments reflect the congressioyl perception that local programs have
not adequately responded, to natienal purposes. Local sponsors, on the
other hand, view such restrictions as onerous and an encroachment on
their freedom to make local program decisions. In their view the ,CETA
amendments "have brought the program back to-Washington." Central to
this issue is the need to establish a balance between federal and local needs.

Wages for PSE Jobs

A.Jthough PSE wage restrictions increase the participation of the least
'advantaged, encourage transition, and deter substitution, these restrictio
ace frequently not ,compatible with the prevailing wage requirement
CETA and may have unintended effects. Several questions should be
addressed: Does the wage policy threaten the established job Classification
and wage standards in the public sector? Does it reduce the incentives for
unemployment insurance and welfare beneficiaries to accept PSE jobs'??.
Does it substitute "make-work" activities for useful public services? Most ,

importantly, do the jobs that are established under the'new wage policy
contribute to the job potential of PSE participants?

9
A.0
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Private and Public Sector Roles

Prio.r to the reauthorization act, federally supported on-the-job training in
private industry was one of several program options available to,prime
sponsors, but was used infrequently. The new private industry councils
(PICs) and the targeted jobs tax credit program were designed to stimulate
greater perticipation of 'the private sector in training and expanding
employnield opportunities for the disadvantaged. At issue are the
-respective roles of the private and public sectors in the CETA programs. It
is not yet clear whether the private sector role can be enlarged enough to
significantly lessen reliance on the public sector, especiall, in the event of
an economic slowdown.

CETA and the Welfare System

The administration's proposed welfare reform bill contains a jobs
component that would be implemented through the CETA-PSE programs.
The, bill, which would establish a new PSE title MEV: would greatly
increase the number of PSE positions available to welfare recipients.
CETA experience indicates that employers are sometimes not eager to hire
welfare recipients and that the recipients themselves are frequentfy
reluctant to enter PSE programs. At issue are the feasibility of adding
400,000 welfare eligibles to the public service employment program, the
ability of the CETA system to absorb the change, the effect of increased
use of welfare recipients on the level of public services that can, be
provided, and the capability of the CETA system to provide the training
and other supportive services needed by these PSE participants. '

Resource, Allocations

The reauthorization act has revised the ,formulas for allocating resources
for the comprehensive manpower programs in TitleIIA, B, and C end the
public service employment programs in Title IID: it has also introduced
new formulas for youth programs and private sector initiatives. The effects
of the new formulas on the distribution of resources should be explored in
terms of equity considerations; and differences in resource needs stemming
from geographic variations in labor market conditions, wage levels, and
service costs.

U
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Objectives of Public Service Employment

Attention needs to be given at the national level to defining what it is that-
CETA PSE is intended to accomplish and to adopting a program design
consistent with that objective. Many of the problems that have occurred
under CETA can be traced to congressional vacillation and a failure to
define a clear and consistent set of objectives for CETA. Questions that
need to be addressed include: Can public service employment be .a
program all seasons? Can it simultaneously be effective as a
countercyclical device, as a vehicle for training the structurally unem-
ployed, as a tool for income maintenance, and as a means of assisting
financially hard-pressed state and local governments?

t
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Public Service Employment as a CountercJclical Measure

Timing is an important element Of fiscal policy. For.PSE to be an effective
part of a countercyclical strategy, the jobs must be filled quickly at the
onset of a recession and phased out when the stimulus is no longer needed.
However, the experiences with PSE programs show little evidence of this
kind of fine tuning (Figure 3): Although the 1978 amendments authorized
a "trigger" to adjust the scale of Title VI programs. to the rate of
unemployment, this mechanism has not been used.

The wage and eligibility restrictions of the reauthorization act may
retard a rapid job creation buildup during a recession, while delays in
phasing down the program in a recovery period may contribute to
inflationary pressures.

If Title VI is to serve as an effective weapoti in the arsenal of fiscal
policy, consideration should be given to developing a PSE design that will
facilitate rapid, expansion and timely reduction sand is administratively
feasible.

More specifically, the concept and design of the "trigger" should be
reexamined in the light of the coniplexitiss of.inflation accompanied by
high unemployment.

7\
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Planning and
Zi Administration

/

The 1978 amendments to the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA) are the most radical revision of the legislation since its
enactment in 1973. ite amendments, designed to buttress weaknesses in
the legislation and to ensure local compliance ,with national policies,
included new and detailed prescriptions that have made administration of
the pr ram more di ult Wave reduced national and local flexibility,

This c exployes he effects of the 1978 legislation on the planning
and administrativem for operating public service jobs programs at
the local level and exa es changes in institutional relationships,
particularly those involving federal and local officials.

When CETA was renewed in 1978, Congress made a number of
significant changes. Programs were added to involve private employers
more directly and to permit upgrading of e played workers. Experimental
youth programs, enacted in 1977, were i orporated into CETA. The
planning system was revised to reduce pape ork and broaden participa-
tion on planning councils. Steps were taken to discourage the substitution
of CETA for local public service employees. Congress assigned liability for
ineligible participants and strengthened monitoring to control program
abuse. All of these administrative and program changes affected )the
management of CETA programs at the local level.

Perhaps most important is the redesign of public service employment
programs (PSE), which has made the act unwieldy to manage. Among
specific changes in. PSE were the establishment of separate programs for
the structurally and cyclically unemployed, tightening eligibility crfteria,

16
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restricting wage levels, limiting the tenure of CETA participants, and
combining employability development services with public service. jobs.

EFFECT OF REAUTHORIZATION ON THE PLANNING
SYSTEM

During the first five years of CETA, the planning and grant-application
process had become increasingly complex as new programs were added.
The 1978 reauthorization act attempted to simplify the process through
reductions in paper flow and through better integration of the planning
system. The act also attempted to expand the grass - roots' participation in
manpower planning. This section reviews the implementation of these
changes in the months immediately following the CETA reauthorization
and assesses their effect on the planning .system.

PLANNING PRIOR TO REArTHORIZATION

Local manpower planning systems have longbeeff considered essential for
the implementation of employment and training legislation. SE')
planning was expected to provide (1) an analytical fritnework for
identifying both, the populations in need of service and the programs that
could, in light of local labor market conditions, best meet the needs of this
population; (2) closer consultation among relevant groups in the commu-
nity; and (3) a systematic way for federal and local officials to check
performance against go nd assess the effectiveness of programs and
service deliverers. ,4

However, the CETA planning,system never totally fulfilled its promise.
As new programs were added for pudic service employment, youth, and
other special purposes, planning became fragmented and plans became
little more than a series of separate grant applications that were repeatedly
modified to reflect program or budget changes. Although plans Brought
together management information, they generally did not meet the more
strategic, long-range goals of relating programs to the employment and
training needs of the community or the management needs of local
administrators. '

CETA plans for Title II and Title VI primarily consisted of lists of jobs
to be filled, wages to be paid, and numbers of participants to be hired.

'1,They also contained stock "assurances" _that local officials would observe
regulations pertaining to wages, selection of participants, conditions of
employment, protection of standards and rights of regular workers, and
maintenance of effort.

For CETA programs tenerally and for public service employment most
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particularly, pro gram decisions and formal phans were often unrelated. In
fiscal 1977, for example, the Department of Labor (DOL), as a measure to
stimulate the economy, required prime sponsors to set new and higher
enrollment goals for public service employment programs long after the
original plans for the yea'r had been approved. Although the trappings of a
planning system were retainc,d, the revised plan merely reflected decisions
already made. 9

Thus, plans before the reauthorization were used more as a justification
for budgets than as a basis for designing rational local employment and
training progyms. Plans had become a collection of grant applications
and, as such, were treated perfunctorily-at the local revel.

9

PLANNING UNDER THE REAUTHORIZATION ACT

One of the objectives that Congress hoped to achieve through the
reauthorization act.was a simplification of the planning process. Congress
sought to reduce paperwork, broaden participation in advisory councils,
promote the independence of these councils, and encourage comprehensive
area -wide planning (U.S. Congress, 1978bF, 14;1978a, p. 5).

The most sweeping change was the replacement of separate annual plans
for each title by a one-time master plan (a -long-term agreement between
the sponsor and the Department of Labor) and an annual plan cowering all
programs operated by the sponsor. The change was intended to simplify
plaining documents by no longer requiring resubmission of Information
that did not change from year to year. This section seeks to ascertain
whether plans have in facebeen simplified and more importantly, whether
they are more useful for program developmenCN

A comparison of past and present requirements showed that, despite the
intent to reduce paperwork, new plans, if prepared according to DOL
instructions, must contain significantly more detail. For example, a
description of the industrial and occupational composition of the labor
market and of economic trend% was required foi. the pre-reauthorization
Prime Sponsor Agreements, whereas the new master plans must include
detailed current demand data by major occupations and industries, and
projections of demand over thenext five years. Curren -master plans must
also contain more detailed information on the eligible population, delivery/
agencies, coordination, administration, and management.

Similarly, requirements for th annual plans under the reauthorization
act do not recjihce the volume of iii fwtfiiation.° he annual plan is integrated
in appearance only; it actually has several stfbeihrts, each pf which
with a separate title or program. For example, there are eight separate
titles or subtitles for whicheste demographic characteristics of the eligible

10
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populations must be provided; less detail was required" for the annual
supplements ''before reauthorization. The new annual plans must also
include a detailed description of each public service employing agency,
including informatfbn on the level of employment not supported under
CETA, layoffs that have occurred or are anticipated, and hiring and
promotional freezes. This information is necessary for monitoring mainte-
nance of effort, but it impbses a heavy data-gathering burden on local
officials Moreover, PSE budget information must be estimated separately
for project and nonprojectipmployment on a quarterly basis, formerly only
combined figures were required.

.
In summary, both the master and annual plans must contain much more

detailed information than was contained in pre-reauthorization plans.
These new information requirements, based in part on legislation, are
intended to strengthen surveillance over the CETA system and to broaden
the scope and depth of local planning. The result, however, is a more
complex planning document.

Reactions to the new planning requirements vary. Sixteen of the twenty.-
eight planners or sponsors in the NRC survey thought that, under the new
requirements, preparation of plans has become more difficult and time-
consuming than it had been in the past, while eight believed that the new
requirements have made little difference in this respect. Four believed that,
in time, information wquld be accumulated and onsolidated, and th
planning under the revised system would then become easier than it had
been under the former system. . .

Those who found 1980 plans more difficult noted in particular the lack
of source data for statistical profiles of the eligible population and laboi
market information. This information is not available in sufficient
geographic detail on a current basis. Another time-consuming requirement .
is the occupational summaries of projected public service employment
slots. In the compilation for the balance of North Carolina,Sor example,
more than 10,600 positions were listed. Sponsors questioned the need for
such detail, particularly since they are not bound by occupations listed.
The exercise, in their view, does not necessarily contribute to program
decisfons. ..

Far more serious, however, is the recurrent problem that results from
klays in appropriations and the need to adjust plans to revised allocations

when appropriations are announced. Sponsors began the fiscal 1980
planninecycle. in -May 1979, -based on the administration' fiscal 1980
budget. When the 1980 appropriations were enacted in Octob r, funding
levels were changed sharply, necessitating revisions in plans. Because the

'level of funding is not known when plans are being-drawn, the amount of
detail that is reqtiired of plans is unrealistic.'

3 j
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Other sponsor complaints were the time pressures of the planning cycle
and the programmatic changes -that make projections difficult. For
example, the restructuring of PSE positions due to wage limitations-affects
the program, but local officials were not in a position, to fully evaluate
these changes dui-ipg the planning period.

Despite -the intent to simplify the planning documents, 'plans still
contain hundreds of pages. Presumably benefits will accrue in the future
because, except for sections on labor market information, the master-plan
will not need to be revised. However, grant modifications are likely to
continue unless the appropriation and allocation system can be made more
stable.

Reporting
4-

The presumed saving in the paperwork..for planning is more than offset by
the new reporting requirements. The reauthorization.ict calls for a new
annual evaluation report that is more extensive than the regular quarterly
reports. Although this detailed information may be useful for program
evaluatioii, the benefits are not readily apparent to the majority of prime
sponsors interviewed. Eight of the sponsors saw son potential advantage,
mainly because the new requirements necessitate a shift to automated data
processing that can provide better access to program data; but 16 felt there
was no immediate improvement in their evaluation capability. The
remaining four sponsors were not able to respond since the new annual
reports were not 'required at the time of the interview. Two respondents
who used their own information systems for program evaluation and
decision matting believed that the increased statistical information would
be used only by the Department of Labor.

As a result of the new reporting load, the quality of regular quarterly
program statistics may suffer. At present there is no consistency in the-way
sponsors report many items such as the number of terminations and
placements, and even the number enrolled. Moreover, enrollees wha were
transferred among titles were frequently counted among new enrollees and
ternAnees. Hence, transfers overstate the number of .enrollees and the
number of terminees, making it difficult to arrive at placement rates and
cost estimates.

Usefulness of Plans

The enormous amount of time invested in compiling statistical and
financial data might be justified if the resulting plans serve the needs of
local administrators or aid federal officials in supervising local programs.

3
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Eleven of the twenty-eight sponsors in the study sample thought that the
new plans are potentially more useful to them for' PSE operations than
were earlier plans, but fifteen believed that the usefulness of plans
remained unchanged, and two felt that it was too early in the planning
cycle to make a judgment.

Most sponsors, interviewed indicated that the new planning documents,
despite problems in the data, provide better targeting information than
those of ige past. There was less agreement that the new plans will be more
useful for other operating purposes such as allocating resources among
agencies and subjurisdictions, selecting employers and PSE positions, and
planning for the transition of enNiees_to-imsubsidized employment. Nor
was there agreement on the usefulness of the new plans for evaluating PSE
programs. Twb-thirds of the regional office representatives interviewed
reported that planning documents were useful for program review and
administrative scontrol. The additional detail on systems and processes
required in the'new Planning' documents was believed to be more useful
than in the past. However, several of these respondents felt that they could
only use a fraction of the information available.

On. t whole, plans are mainly useful as an organized way of
documentin and justifying local operations. Although .plans are better
structured t n in the past, it is questionable whether they are mere
relevant for rations and evaluation because there is little relationship
between progr m, plans and supporting economic and demographic data.
Major decision relating to public service employment programs are based
on available f nds, enrollment time schedules, the needs of government
agencies, an political judgments on resource allocations. Planning
documents frequently play little or no part in these decisions. However,,
the process of putting together the planning documents requires interac-
tion among administrative and elected officials, program operators, and
membprs of the planning council that contributes to the 4objective of
broadening participation in decision making.

EFFECT OF REAUTHORIZATION ON DFJCISION MAKING

Councils

The reauthorization act attempted tcf4evitalize local. manpower advisory
councils by broadening their composition. Before reauthorization, mem-
bership was balanced among clieq &ronps, pi.ogram service deliverers,
business and labor, elected officials, public agencies, and other groups
(National Research Council 1978, p. 58).2 The amendments of 1978
specified the addition of more client groupsunorganized labor, agricul-
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tural workers, veterans, and ,the handicappedas well as institutions
whose activities are closely related to CETApublic welfare and
vocationdl education agencies.

In our study, 1¢ of the 28 sponsors reported4hat representatives of these
groups had been, or would soon be appointed to the local councils.
Responding to the act's emphasis on the private sector and special target
groups, several sponsors also added employers and worhen's representa-

`'`tixes to the councils. .-*
I.

was no immediate sign, however, 'thali the addition of new.<"
members ignificant1S, altered the councils' role. In 14 areas, either no
change or ecline in council influencelhas reported. lil 9 areas, council

.1,

... influence wa eportedeto be greater since reauthorization, but iti most
cases this gran e resulted not from the amendments but rather from more
active participation of council members or the activation of subcommit-
tees; several of these respondents attributed greater council influence to the
addition of business representatives or the appointment ofan independent
chairmarv. changes t4 are linked to reauthorization. In the remleng 5

1 areasilq-espondents believed that judgment would be premature.
In recognition of the fact that five-sixths of all jobs are in the private

sector, the CETA reauthorization act sought to increase the role of private
business and industry in CETA by requiring that Private Industry
Councils (PICs) be established in each area to aughient on-the-job training
and initiate new approaches for combining training with work experience
in the private sector. To avoid duplication of other CETA programs, PICs
were to develop their activities in consultation with prime sponsors.
Sixteen of the twenty-eight sponsors in the study sample had established

%
PICs and arranged for consultation with PIC councils.3 Several of these
reported that 'the delineatiop of rots between the regular advisory councils
and PICs was still unsettled. An Ohio State University study based on a
review of 25 prime sponsors also concludes that progress is being mace.in
establishing the organizational framework for private sector initiative
programs, but in 9 of 21 cases in which a PIC has been functioning,
tensions exist betw n PIC and CETA staff over the degree of autonomy
afforded to the PI (Ohio State 'University Research Foundation, 1979b,
pp. 15-16). 4

...
*

PSE Decision Making

The NRC survey confirms that the decision-making process in public
service employment programs remains essentially unchanged. The CETA
administrator, armed with knowledge of the complex rules and proce-
dures, plays a central role. Basic decisions on allocation of slots among

ti
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jurisdictions and employing agencies are made y the CETA administra-
tor, often in consultation with elected officials or with planning councils.
Decisions on selection of target groups'are even more likely to be handled
by the CETA staff.

Decision making in consortia and "balance of states" is more complex allopo
because of multiple jurisdictions and administrative layers. Key operation-

,.

al decisions made largely at the subjurisdiction level.4 In the Orange
County Consortium, for example, selections of employing agencies,
positions, and projects are made by program agents, whereas the prime
sponsor is most influential in selection of target groups. In Maine, Title
IID programs are approved at the county level, while Title VI projects are
referred to the balance-of-state prime sponsor with recommendations from
focal councils. In the balance of Texas, an area with over 130 counties, all
PSE Kgram decisions, except for selection of trget groups, are made by
councils of governments and community action agencies that operate the
subarea progrtms..

Although the major decision-making processes for CETA programs
have not yet been affected significantly by the reauthorization, three
factors directly related to the act.Phy affect decision making 61 the future:
(1) the requirement that the chairman of th council be a public member V
and that thd sponsor provide supporting s ff for councils; (2) the
emergence of PICs as an influential factor; d (3) the feedback- of
information from program monitoring. But ore important to PSE
decision making are externaPfactors such as ajonshifts in program funds
and the specificity of the act itself, which narrows the range of prime
sponsor decisions. While local 4cisions are always based on nationally
determined appropriations, major changes in funding levels made after
allotments are announced, in effect; tend to limit local`discretion.

EFFECT OF REAUTHORIZATION ON ADMINISTRATION

'ORGANIZATIONAL STRUSLIRES AND SySTEMSi

The transition from the old to the new CETA sent shock waves through
the system; some, prime sponsors were better able to absorb them than
others. Measures aimed at strengthening programs, making them more
consistent with national policies, improving performance, and preventing
abuse add considerably to the adminisilative load. On the whole, however,_
the reauthorization' act has had more effect on processes than on the basic
organizational structures and systems for handling CETA programs. The
institutional framework that had been established for carrying out'CETA
responsibilities remained largely intact.
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CETA organizations vary in conij5lexity depe ding on their scale of
operations and whether they serve a single isdiction or multiple
jurisdictions. Eighteen of the twenty-eight CETA offices in the study
report directly to elected officialsmayors, gl*Viity commissioners or
executives, or governors. In the remaining 10 areas, including most cities,
the CETA administration is lodged in a human resources department or
other umbrella agency. None of the sponsors in the surveys eported
changes in the organizational location of CETA staffs following reauthori-
zation although several expected that changes would result from the
dissolution or formation of consortia.

Most of the prime sponsors surveyed either contract out all activities,
retaining only central office functions for the CETA administrator's staff,
or hate a mixed pattern with some functions contracted out and others
performed directly by the CETA administrator's staff. These arrangements
were not affected by the reauthorization.

Nor did the new legislation affect the assignment of PSE functions. In
two-thirds of the surveyed areas, these activities.are under the supervision
of the CETA administrator or the chief of operations; in the remaining
areas the activities of the public service employment programs are ba?idled
with other comparable activities by. functional units. In consortia, balance
of states, or large counties, some PSE activities are, carried out at more
local levels. Only one areathe PinellasSt. Petersburg consortium
reported a major internal reorganization clearly associated with the
reauthorization. The CETA administrative office was restructured along
functional lines to handle new activities such as eligibility verification,
monitoring, and keeping track of the lengths of time that individuals have
phrticipated in the program.

Although the basic patterns tend to persist, changes occur frequently for
reasons not related to legislation. At the time of the survey, 11 of 28 prime
sponsors were in the midst of major reorganizations. In Texas, an
incoming governor reduced and consolidated the balance-of-state staff as
part of a state-wide personnel cut. The staff of Lorain County, Ohio, was
also cut drastically to lower administrative costs and improve manage-,

4. ment. Cleveland, the major consortium in the sample, was on the verge of
dissolution because of interjurisdictional and management problems, and
two other consortia in the sample (Austin and Raleigh) were experiencing
internal tensions.5 Calhoun County, Michigan, was negotiating a consorti-
um agreement with Barry County and was in the process of taking over
the activities of a community action agency. Long Beach was being
reorganized and expanded to integrate a welfare demonstration program
with CETA. Several other prime sponsors were expecting changes due to
turnover of key personnel.

4 L
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In summary, although the widespread strains and tensions in the CETA
system were aggravated by new reauthoriiation procedures, they did not
result in organizational upheavals. Most sponsors adjusted to the changes
by beefing up monitoring and record-keeping units and reassigning staff.
This is discussed more fully later in this chapter. The major changes that
did pccur are not attributable to the reauthorization.

PROBLEMS IN ADMINISTERING PSE DURING THE TRANSITION
PERIOD

The rigid time table in the reauthorization act, along with changes in
funding, new directives, and shifts in program emphasis kept the CETA
public service erhployment program in turmoil throughout most of 1979.
Restrictions on eligibility, duration of projects, and tenure of participants
went into effect on the day the act was passed in October 1978. Maximum
wage provisions and measures to control fraud and abuse became effective
90 days later. The act was to be fully effective on April 1, 1979, only five

s
months after enactment, and in the. middle of a program year. Sponsors

-.were faced with the task of establishing mechanisms for determining and
verifying eligibility under new rules, tracking the tenure of enrollees, and
redesigning PSE activities and jobs to conform with the new wage
requirements. Furthermore, while doing all of this, they were to activate
monitoring units, arrange for youth projects, and set up private industry
councils. -\

The number one problem during the transition period was converting
the new regulations and requirements into operating procedures (Table 1).
Wade and eligibility regulations were revised twice, and literally hundreds
of field directives, touching on all aspects of the PSE' programs, were
issued. Despite these communications, sponsors Complained that policy
direction was absent, interpretations of regulations were confusing, and, in,
some cases, questions went unanswered. One CETA administrator
suspended all PSE hiring pending clarification of instructions. Others were
confused by "grandfather" clauses (which Permitted continued supple--
mentation of wages for Title IID participants enrolled before October
1978) and other wage provisions. These problems were compounded
because sponsors had to communicate rule changes and 131/4ovide guidance
and supervision to program agents and PSE employers in their jurisdic-
tions.

The transition period was characterized by continuous revision of grants
to adjust to changes in funding levels and program shifts. First, in early ,

OctOber 1978, sponsors were required to close out and renew: existing
grants so that the program could continue to operate in fiscal 1979. A

4'1
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TABLE 1 Problems in Implementing the CETA Reauthorization Provisions
During the Transition Period, October 1978 to M'arch 1979, Sample Prime
Sponsor Areas ..,

)

Activity

Percent of Areas

Identify Consider
Activity, Problem
as Problem Most Senousa

Converting new regulations and instructions into
operating procedures 82 36

Modifying grants 68 14
Installing procedures for determining and verifying

eligibility 64, 14
Installing systems to record and track tenure of

individuals .61 14
Adjusting to changes in funding 57. 32

, Adjusting to wage provisions, arranging for training,
and other activities 50 46

Source Based on reports from 28 areas.

aSome respondents noted more than one problem as most serious

second round of modifications to adjust for allocations and provisional
requirements occurred in December 1978. The DOL then set April 1,

'1979, as the deadline for submitting revised fiscal 1979 plans in the format
required by the reauthorization act. The fourth cycle, beginning in May
1979; was the preparation of fiscal 1980 plans. The administrative activity
involved in revising grants andvplans is, in itself, mind-boggling, yet it
represents only the tip of the . iceberg; corresponding changes were
necessary in thousands of subgrants and contracts.

Close to two-thirds of the' areas reported that installing systems for
determining and verifying eligibility hampered operations during the
transition period for two reasons. First, the systems are elaborate and
time-consuming (see Chapter 6). Second, the eligibility criteria for
programs under Titles IID and VI are only marginally different, and a
different set of rules was'in effect for part of the transition period.6

Most of the sponsors in the study had problems in installing systems to
track the length of time enrollees participated in the program. The law
provides for a 30-month maximum for all CETA enrollees, but restricts
classroom training to 24 months, and tenure in public service jobs to 18
months. Enrollments prior to October 1978 may be counted toward the

4 ci
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PSE limit but not toward the 30-month rule. The maze of rules relating to
sequential activities, part-time enrollments, interrupted tenure, periods
when the enrollee does not receive allowances or wages, etc., is nearly as
complex as that for eligibility.

Other problems during the transition period involved finding positions
that met the lower wage requirements and arranging for training PSE
workers.1-These became more acuteafter Apri1.1, when the act became
fully operational (as discussed elsewhere in this chapter).

Adjustment of Funding Levels

Among the most serious problems facing prime sponsors was the
continuous adjustment to changes in funding levels and delays in
apropriations. Fiscal 1979 began without an appropriation for CETA
fund. To sustain the programs, the Department of Labor Urged state and
local governments to continue operating with unspent funds carried over
from the previous year, or, if necessary, with borroWed funds. Whe? the
new appropriation was enacted two weeks after the'beginning of the year,
it required a substantial realignment of PSE programs.

The $5.9 billion PSE appropriation assumed average enrollments (Title
II and Title VI combined) of 625,000a drop of 130,000 from the peak
enrollment 'level of 755,000 in March 1978. The cut wa3, exclusively in
Title VI countercyclical PSE programs. Participants in Title IID, tha new
structural program, were to be twice the number in the 1978
program.

It was soon apparent, however, that the number enrolled was dropping
faster than had been ,expected (Figure 4 and Table 2). When the
appropriation was 'passed, DOL urged an orderly reduction ofyrogram
levels, despite the fact that the number on board was already below target
levels.? The biggest drop had actually occurred in the final quarter of the
preVious fiscal year (July - September 1978) against a backdrop of heated
congressional debate on the future of public service employment programs.
Clearly, uncertainties concerning funding and the continuation of the
program had a paralyzing effect.

For individual sponsors, the important figures are their own allocations.
These were sharply different from funds in 1978 for three reasons: (a)
appropriations for Title III;Incieased (as compared with appropriations
for Title II), while Title VI funds decreased; (b),the Title -11D allocation
formula was changeds; and (c) area unemployment levels changed.
Twenty-three of the twenty-eight areas in the sample received less money
than in the prior year, and five areas received more. All received more for
Title IID, and all but one received less for Title VI.
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FIGURE 4 Trends in CETA Public Service Employment

'In this atmosphere, sponsars found it hard to plan and carry out orderly
programs. Enrollments declined in 18 of 28 areas, and several' sponsors
suspended recruitment until some of these problems were resolved. By
March 1979, 20 of the prime sponsors in the survey were lagging
significantly behind planned levels of-enrollments or expenditures.

'Alarmed by the sharp' declines, the DOL launched a drive in March
1979 to boost enrollments to 625,p00 by the end of June. Nonetheless, 15
of 28 areas in the study were still below new enrollment goals as of June
1979. With the possibility of reduced appropriations, cautious prime
sponsors were reluctant to do any hiring because they feared subsequent
layoff problems. Moreover, it was becoming difficult to recruit and process
applicants and to establish positions that met wage guidelines (see Chapter
4). Eight of the survey sponsors were threatened with withdrawal of funds
because of lagging expenditures.9 By the end of June, enrollments reached
592,000, about 5 percent below the target level. The alternating pressures

e.
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TABLE 2 Participants in Title II (LID) and Title VI, Fiscal 1978 -1980
(thousands) /

Year and Month .

Total
Titles II and VI Title II (11b) Title VI

FY 1978
October (1977)
November
Decembe;
Jantry (1978)
February
March
April
May
June
July

....

,

..

571

603
627
674
751

751
755

736
729

698

4:.

100
106
110
118
128
128
126
125

126
122

°

471
497
517
556
623
624
629
611
603
576

August 659 118 541
September 608 112 496

.,,,.Average 680 \ 118 562
%.

FY 1979
October 554 .: 109 445
November 544 109 4345
December 534 118 416
January (1979) 514 155 360
February ' 526 f77 349
March 546 210 336
April 553 242 311
May 561 250 311
June 592 266 326
July 604 272 331
August - 604 278 326
September 554. 257 297
Average 557 264 3546

FY 1980
October 420 208 211

'November' 412 202 210
December 395 193 201

Souice: Employment and Traiping Administration, U.S. Depdriment of Labor (unpub-° fished data).

NOTE: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.

4
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to increase and decrease enrollments continued as further program cuts
were made in fiscal 1980.10

The "Cliff" Problem

The difficulty in maintaining enrollments in fiscal 1979 was underscored in
the closing months of the year. Many sponsors, while being pressed by
DOL to increase their PSE levels, faced the prospect of laying off large
numbers of PSE enrollees who had reached the limits of their tenure.
Congressional action to limit the duration of enrollment in PSE programs
to 18 months emphasized the transitional nature of PSE as a bridge
between unemployment and a regular unsubsidized job. It was expected
that these limitations would (1) induce participants to seek unsubsidized
employment, (2) encourage employers to absorb PSE workers or assist
them in obtaining other permanent jobs, (3) discourage employers from
substituting CETA participants for regular employees, and (4) make the
PSE program available to the maximum number of unemployed persons
(U.S. Congiess 1978b; p. 9). Previously, the length of time that enrollees
could remain in PSE jobs was unspecified and cases were reported of -.
persons who had been hired under the Emergency Employment Act of
1971 who were still on the CETA ayroll. A report by Westat, Inc. (1979,
Appendix C, p. C-1) showed tha after 18 months, one-third of PSE
participants continued to be employed in CETA jobs.' '

The reactions of the sponsors in the NRC study to the tenure rule were
varied. Few objected to the policy, but some complained about the
additional workload that would result from maintaining records of
enrollment dates. More important was the problem of dealing with
enrollees whose tenure was about to expire. At the time of the survey, %

.
ii,

nearly all sponsors expected to face a "cliff' problem on October 1, 979.
The act provided' that those enrollees who had been in the program for 6
months as of October 1, 1978, could continue to hold PSE positions for 12
more months. In half of the 22 survey areas for which data were available,
50 percent or more of PSE enrollees fell into this category. Although many
of these long-term enrollees would have left the program during the year,
most sponsors faced the /prospect of having to terminate significant
numbers as of October 1, 1979, unless these enrollees could be absorbed by
the PSE employer or placed in other unsubsidized jobs before that time. In
some instances, particularly where unemployment rates Vere low or where
sponsors already had fixed terms for PSE enrollees, the transition problem
was minimized. It iii

The act permits the Secretary of Labor to waive restrictions on tenure in
cases_of unusual hardship. An area can qualify for a waiver if its
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unemployment rate is 7 percent or ore and if the sponsor can
demonstrate that he has had unusual difficu in placing PSE participants
in unsubsidized employment. Waivers are gr nted only for a stipulated
period of less than 12 months to afford additional time to place enrollees
(Federal Register, I979b, pp. 46760-46762).12 At the time of the survey, 9
of 28 sponsors expected to apply for waivers for all or some of their
participants. Others had not applied because their unemployment rates
were too losV, because they were informally advised by DOL staff that they
would not qualify, or because -they were discouraged by the cumbersome
DOL waiver procedures.

The Employment and Training Administration estimated that between
200,000 and 250,000 participants reached the 18-month tenure limit as of
October I: Waiver requests were screened in regional offices, and requests
for approximately 53,000 participants were forwarded to the national
office; nearly all were approved. The number of waivers granted, at least in
the first year, was not so high as to vitiate the congressional intent.

One of the intended effects of the tenure requirementthe stimulation
of 'placement effortswas being realized. Most of the sponsors in the
sample were intensifying efforts to assist enrollees who would be droppeJ
from the program. PSE employers were urged to absorb some of the
participants, and job-search counseling or training was offered (or
enrollees about to be discharged. In New York City, where .14,000 of
26,000 enrollees were faced with termination, the city planned to seek
waivers for 9,000, absorb 3,000 into regular jobs, and lay off the remaining
2,000. In a small area, Pasco County, Florida, PSE employers were urged
to absorb enrollees, and participants Were required to report to the
employment service at least once a month for assistance in job placement.
Several sponsors staggered the phaseout of enrollees to avoid a sudden,
mass layoff. Cleveland, for example, ternfinated 300 in March and 700
more by September. The Capital Consortium (Austin) attempted, to meet
the problem by dropping projects as they expired. The fact that enrollment
levels were expeqted to be lower in fiscal 1980 was an added incentive to
thin out the ranks.

LONG-TERM PROBLEMS IN ADMINISTERING PSE PROGRAMS

Before reau thorization, public service programs in Titles II and VI had
been simplei to administer than the comprehensive programs in other
.SETA titles, because the comprehensive programs involved a wider range
of manpower and supportive services. But this is beginning to change. The'
reauthorization act, particularly Title IID, provides for supplementary
remedial services inclilding plans for developing the employability of
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TABLE 3 Long-Term Problems in Administering CETA Public Service
Employment Programs, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas

9 Percent of Areas

Activity

Identify
Activity
as Problem

krangipg for PSE positions withut wage limits 57
Tracking length of stay of enrollees 46
Training and employability developillept 36
Procedures for determining and verifying eligibility 29
Establishing monitoring and complaint processes 21 '
Recruiting applicants under new eligibility criteria ., 14
Adjusting to uncertainties in funding 14
Other management problems staffing, administrative

cost limits, record keeping, etc. ' 32

Source: Based on reports from 28 areas

Consider
Problem
Most Seriousa

29
11

II
0
4

11

7

14

aSome respondents noted more than one problem as most serious.

enrollees and training for those who need it. Furthermore, wage,
eligibility, and tenure restrictions all of which are related to national
goalsincrease the complexity of PSE programs. Prime sponsors report
that the "new" CETA presents a formidable array of operational and
administrative challenges (Table 3) extending beyond the transition phase.

By far the most serious difficulty is arranging for PSE positions that
meet wage restrictions and also conform to local prevailing wage
structures for entry positions. The problem will be particularly acute in
areas where wages in the public sector are high (see Chapter 4).

Establishing and maintaining systems to record the length of time that
individuals are enrolled in the program was considered a challenge by
about half of the sponsors, even those with computer systems. New York
City estimated that it would take a year to perfect a unified tracking
system for the tens of thousands of enrollees in PSE and other CETA
programs.

Arrangements for employability development and. the training of PSE
workers also will be troublesome, particularly for imall communities
where facilities are not available and for employers not equipped to
provide training. Many sponsors do not fully understand how to combine
training programs with PSE. Because 10 percent of the sponor's 1979
PSE allotmentlitiscbe reserved for training, sponsors felt pressed to 'find

4:)
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approaches, but little had been accomplished in developing training
strategies during the first year. -

Although deterMining and verifying eligibility were not considered the
most serious problems, nearly one-third of,the sponsors expected that
these time-consuming activities would continue to pose difficulties. The
agnount of documentation required of PSE applicants to support their
eligibility is so great that some applicants, although eligible, are discour-
aged from applying. Several areas with low. unemployment reported
difficulty in recruiting workers with appropriate skills fTtn,a reduced pool
of eligibles. The reauthorization generated other managtmentchores, such
as reinforcing monitoring capabilities, maintaining additional records, and
supervising more closely the eligibility rtninatiowend wages paid by. 1.
subcontractors, all of whLch add,. signi antly to the administrative
workload,

Staff Size

The greater complexity of the new CETA resulted in moderate increa s in
overhead staff despite ,declining,funds (Table 4). Two-thirds theme
reporting sponsors in the study group indicated that adthinistrativ staff,
(excluding personnel performing direct operations such as intake
enrollees or job development and placement) had increased between 1978
and 1979. Additions were largely in the administration of public service
employment programs where allowable administrative costs were cut froin
15 to 10 percent. Between the twd' years, the average Anerease in
administrative staff size for the local sponsors who prAded data was, 9
percent. Further small increaseetwge projected-forEs'cal 1980, but these
projections were made befort ogts in ;allotments were announced. The
administratiip staff fo'r bilance::),fisiiiteAhowed simjlargains.

About two - thirds, ve sponsors'..reNted.that a portion of theiristaff
was engaged in providing direct serviAs.S;° other sponsors either contracted-
out all service activi 'es-or !did cpcit kovicli data? -Of the local prime
sponsors reporting, a itions in operating personnel aver, e04 percent.
The major gains were in staff assign 6 -fo jobcgevelopine d,plac merg
activities, reflecting the emphasis on lapement aetiyhiesn the rd#
zation act. > ,f6t 4.

0
3 A ° ",In general, the heavier administrative load has not signifteantlt u A.

tsize of staff or the CETA organization of govern t al _units i)elrowt de
- P,g9prime sponsor level. There were some exceptions: In th balance of Te qsb

for example, where central office staff has been reduced, the burden'oPthe .

new reauthorization requirements has been passed on to coudhils
government. Counties in Maine are developing capabilities for monitoring&

'"
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TABLE 4 Average Size of Staff, Sample Local Prime Sponsor Areas,
Fiscal 1978.1979

't Fiscal Fiscal.
1978 1979

Percent Change
1978-79

Administrative Staff
TOTAL 42.1 46.0 + 9.3
Planning 5.6 5.8 + 3.6
Monitoring/Evaluation . 7.6 8.4 - +10.5
Administrative Support 14.5 17.9 +23.4
Other ' 14.5 13.9 - 4.1

Operating Staff
p.

TOTAL' 33.6 34.9 + .3.9

Source Based on reports from 20 areas (administrative staff) and 17 areas (operating
staff). Excludes balance of states.

NOTE: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.

preparing employability development plans, and transition of enrollees.
The city of Lansing, a program agent under the Lansing Tri-County
Regional Manpower Consortium, set up its own system for processing
applicants and, verifying eligibility. The rural contractor in the Capital
Consortium of Texas has arranged for monitoring and eligibility
verification.

Use of Subcontractors .

Other measures of administrative activity are the number and the kinds of
organizations that provide PSE jobs. In the local study.areas for which

tt, 7 data were supplied, the average number of employing units declined 7
' percent betWeen019.70nd).9.79, reflecting the drop in expenditures and
enrollments. Of 13 sponsors reporting declines in the number of
employers, 6 attributed them to smaller budgets. Only 2 sponsors
attributed these declines to wage or other programmatic restrictions in the
1978 amendments.

Althouglisome shifts were noted in the proportion of PSE contractors
that were government, agencies as compared with private nonprofit
employers in individual areas, overall there was almost nb change (Table
5). The greater use of nonprofit agencies iri some areas was most frequently
attributed to the wage restrictions, which nonprofit organizations are more
able'to accommodate. Areas reporting greater use of government agencies
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TABLE 5 Average Number and Type of CETA Public Service Employment
Program Employing Units, Sample Local Prime Sponsor Areas, Fiscal

I

1978-1979

Type of Employer

Fiscal 1978 Fiscal 1979

Number Percent Number Percent
TOTAL
Government
Nonprofit

- 104 100
57 55.
47 45,

97
52
44

100
54
46

Source: Based on reports fro 22 areas. Excludes balance of states.

NOTE: Details may n. d to totals due to rounding.

observed that nonprofit organizations are less able to provide training
mandated by the legislation and that supervision of such agencies is more
difficult.

Administrative Costs

Despite a decrease in the number of employing agencies, the ratio of
administrative costs to total expenditures is increasing. Congress cut the
proportion of funds available for administration-of public service employ-
ment programs from 15 percent of allotted fund4 in 1978 to 10 percent in
1979, and required that an additional 10 percent of funds was to be
reserved for training.13 The lowering of administrative costs to 10 percent
in fiscal 1979, combined With an overall decrease in allotments, hampered
administration or operations in nearly half of the cases, according to
CETA administrators and program agents interviewed. Sponsors who
shared costs with project operators were particularly squeezed. The most
con-in-ion Complaint was that the lower limit tended to reduce staff at a
time when administrative tasks were increasing. For example, as a result of
the wage restrictions, Philadelphia has had to use many more nonprofit
organizations as PSE employers; this shift is expected to entail more
supervision and admipistrative support..

Survey data show that, despite the cut in the allowable percentage,
administrative cost' ratios were higher in the first six months of 1979 than
in 1978. For the Upited States 'as a whole, administrative costs were 8.4
percent of expenditures alder Title II and 8.9 percent of expenditures
under Title VI during the first six months of fiscal 1979. Although these
figures are significantly higher than the respective figures of .6.5 and 7..3
percent for 1978, they are well below the 10 percent limit. Beginning in

I" es0
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April, sponsors were permitted to commingle administrative funds for all
titlesa change that increases flexibility but that makes cost analysis more
difficult.

COORDINATION WITif-OTHER PROQRAMS. AND AGENCIES

INTEGRATING PSE WITH CETA TRAINING ACTIVITIES

With its increased emphasis on serving the structurally unemploSied, PSE
was brought closer to other CETA programs that focused more directly on
improving the employability Of persons with labor market handicaps. In
fiscal 1978, expenditures for training and supportive services for PSE
participants were negligible for two reasons: (1) training-funds came out of
the administrative cost account and (2) in the haste to increase PSE
enrollments during the 1977-1978 buildup, there was little -time for
designing supplemental training programs.

To underscore the intent that public service employment programs for
the structurally unemployed enhanci-employability, the new legislation
grouped Title IID with the other employability development programs
under Title II of the act. Congress also required that 10 percent of allotted
funds be reserved for training, and called for employability development
plans for each Title IID participant."

Half of the sponsors interviewed reported closer links between Title IID
and Title IIB (employability delopment programs) at least in the
Nanning stage. Nearly all of the sponsors who reported closer coordina-
tion plan either to move Title IIB trainees into Title IID jobs for further
work experience or to arrange some classroom training for Title IID
participants. The plans pf other sponsors include more counseling or
remedial education for Tide HD participants, and in a handful of cases
child care or transportation services. Although it is too early to arrive at a
definite finding, the shift toward a more disadvantaged population and the
attempt to provide some employability services point to a more client-
oriented appfoach in the public service jobs programs.

COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

Coordination of CETA with activities of other community agencies in
joint activities using CETA.labor was widespread among the survey areas.
Nearly all sponsors have programs in which CETA enrollees participate in
weatherization or housing rehabilitation projects for low-income and
elderly persons. CETA provides labor while the Commmunity Services
Adminikration or other agencies supply funk for the- materials. Projects
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of this kind are difficult to arrange because they involve meshing activities
of agencies with different regulations and time schedules. Most of these
joint activities were initiated before the Tea:authorization act, and due to the
limits on the duration of CETA projects, some are being phased out. The
reduction in PSE funds and limitation on wages may further curtail these
projects despite the emphasis on coordination in the act and in DOL
regulations.'5

mt.
CETA/EMPLOYMENT SERVICE RELATIONS

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 established a
national employment and training system and placed it under the
jurisdiction of state and local governments. Control over the local
programs was placed in the Hands of local elected officials. Under this
decentraliied design there were no designated deliverers of employment
and training services. Selection of organizations to implement CETA
programs was left to the prime sponsors, taking into' consideration
demonstrated effecteness.

The effect of this policy was to undercut the primary role that the
employment service (ES) enjoyed as the presumptive deliverer of services
such as selection of enrollees and job placement under the Manpower
Development and Training Act and other pre-CETA manpower pro-'
grams. By 1976, in ES offices, the number of positicins supported by
manpower training funds (other than the Work Incentive (WIN)Program)
had declined by more than one-third from fiscal 1974, but these losses were

--offset by an increased number of ES positions to aid in administering
public service employment programs.

The paisage.of the Emergency Jobs Programs' Extension Act of 1976
and the expansion of; PSE under the economic stimulus program further
enhanced the employment service role. To facilitate the speeciy.expansion
of PSE, the 'Employment and Training Administration `urged prime
sponsors to use employment service offices for establishing pools of
Potentially eligible applicants and for certifying the eligibility, of appli-
cants. As inducements to both parties, prime sponsors .12,o....used the
employment service were excused from liability for ineligibleMirollees, and
employment service offices were given budget credits for referrals, to
CETA PSE positions. The incentives worke&N;arly all sponsors entered
into or continued ekisting agreements with employment service offices, and
PSE placements became a sizeable proportion of all employment service
placements. Moreover the experience of working--together helped to
improve relationships between the two major manpoulk systems (National
Research Council, 1980, pp. 67-72, 83-86).
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TABLE 6 Changes in Employment ervice Role CETA Public Service
Employment Activities, sample Ptirti Spo sor Areas, Fiscal 1978-1980

Activity

Percent of Sponsors
Utilizing Employment Service

FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

Labor market information 89 89 81

Advance listing of PSE openings for
notification of veterans 78 78 67

Recruitment activities 85 81 74

Maintenance of applicant pool 81 67 59
Applicant screening, interviewing, and

eligibility determination 89 78 63

Eligibility 'verification 70 59 44
Referral to CETA administration ° 56 56 56
Referral to hiring agencies 52 44 37

Job development 59 56 59

Placement of terminees . .78 78 74

Source. Based on reports from 27 areas. /Th

The reauthorization act did not dilOcily address the issue CES-CETA
relationships.ILHrever, revised DOL. regulations for the first time
mandated a formal agreement between each prime sponsor and the state
employment security agency. In other respects the act tendS to weaken the
ties between the two systems. Most importantly, the,assignmenCof liability
to the prime sponsor for ineligible enrollments has removed a key incentive
for cooperation. To protect themselves, sponsors are increasingly perform-
ing the verification function rather than delegating it to the ES or other
agencies (Table 6). After the PSE expansion goals were reached, use of ES
for maintaining.a pool of applicants decreased. As a consequence, the role
of the employment service May be receding from the high point reached
during the enrollment buildup prior to the reauthorization. Most sponsors
continue to rell, on ES offices for labor market information, fbr recruiting
of applicants for public service employment position's, and for placement
of those leaving the program.

Twenty-three of the twenty-eight prime sponsors in the NRC study
indicated that the ES role in CETA had changed; about half of the changes
were attributed to the reauthorization, act. In Philadelphia, a private
organization took over the Title HD intake functions forkerly performed
by the, employment service. The Lansing consortium did not renew an ES
contract for' recruitment, screeni.ng, or eligibility verification mainly.
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because of the liability provisions:A numb r of areas discontinued usin
the employment service for applicant pools.

40On the other hand, several sponsors repo ted enlarging the role of the
ntiat service as a result of reauthorize on provisions. In Middlesex

%; C q/, for example, the employment service as enlisted to help "with .

desk audits for eligibility determination, job-starch sistance for enrollees,
and expanded job development and placement. Sta islaus County, faced
with the largenumber of enrollee's who were be rminated at the same
time, turned to 'the employment service 'or bre job development

,ssistance; and in the PinellasSt. Petersburg Con ortium, the employment
service was assigned responsibility for Title V l e ployability development
plans. Overall, hqwever, the employment sere e is playing a smaller role
in public service employment activities than ,did in the past. The decline
is reflected in a sharp drop in the number referrals to CETA programs.
by the employMent service betwn fisc,a X978 and fiscal 1979 (Table 7).
CETA currently accounts for 20 percent o employment service place-
ments compared with 25 percent in the previous year, due to fewer new
enrollmentsin CETA as well as to reduced use of ES services.

Severhf sponsors reported changes in the emplOyme _service role that
were not related to the CETA reauthorilation: Loltai County, which has
withdrawn its contract with the employment s vice fo intake and
certification; and the balance of. Maine, where a number of counties are
switching from the employment service to community-based organizations
fora variety of activities.

In two-thirds of, the survey areas, relationships with' the employment
service were reported to be satisfactdry. Some improvements were noted.as
relationships have stabilized over the years. In the remaining survey areas,
there were lingering problems in CETA-ES relationships, but the
complaints were not new. Historical rivalries, turf problems, Competition
for placements,, lack of commitment, and "too Much bureaucracy" were
among the problems cited by CETA personnel. These problems have been
exacerbated as more pressure has been placed on prime sponsors for
program results.

EFFECT OF CETA REAUTHORIZATION ON FEDERAL-LOCAL
RELATIONS

The delineation of federal and local roles in 'the CETA program has been
unclear and controversial. The original concept of a decategorized and
decentralized block grant system implied considerable local latitude within
a broad framework of. federal.policy and accountability. But the
amendments to CETA since 1973 have narrowed the span of local control.

'-0
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TABLE 7 Individuals Placed by th Employment Service and Placements in
6 CETA, Fiscal 1976-1979 (thousands)

,1

ES Placements hiCETA

Fiscal Year

Total
Individuals
Placed by ES

On-the-Job
Total Training

Public ,
Sefvice
Employment

Work
Experience

Number of Individuals
1976° 3,367 388 38 201 149

1977 # 4,138 772 54 334 384
1978 4,623 1,108 63 579 i 466
1979b 4,537 849 48 393 408

Percent of Total .

1976 100 11 1 6 .4
1977 I' 100 18 1 8 9

1978 100 25 1 13 10

1979. 100 20 1 9 9

..,,
4 Source Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department/of Labor (unpub-

' fished data",

°July 1975June1976.
bPreliminary. ,

NOTE: Details.may not add to totals due to rounding.

IP

Local choice has been reduced by the enactment of new categorical
programs to address special problems and by the considerable number of
prescriptions to bring local programs into closer alignment with national
policies. e . .

The addition of public service employment programs, new youth
programs, and, more recently, private sector initiatives has limited the
range of CETA activities..' Although sponsors exercise sonle flexibility in
resource allocations within the allotments for each 'separate title and
subtitle, they ,generally feel that local initiative has been restricted. The
freedom of local officials has been even more limited by federal
specifications for choosing clients, setting wage levels, and determining
duration of employment. ,

The effect of the C'TA reauthorization on relationships between federal
and local officials was perceived differently by CETA sponsors and DOL

?.,,k-

regional Office personnel. CETA administrators tended to believe that the
reatthorization act resulted in more federal intervention in local affairs,
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,more detailed supervision, and more compliance activity. In contrast, most
regional office personnel did not think that the amendments had a
significant effect on DOL relationships with prime sponsois, but several"
acknowledged a stronger rolesince the act was passed. 1

Federal activities, particularly review of plans and monitoring, were
increased as a result of the reauthorization. A number of sponsors thought
that the federal government provided more technical assistance, but the
assistance tended to be in procedural matters and regulations rather than
in substantive program areas, such as establishing models for combining
training with PSE.

Two-thirds of the 'sponsors in the study group reported serious
differences with regional office personnel since reauthorization. Most
frequently; these concerned fedetal pressure for stepped-up enrollments
and expenditures. Other differences related to transi on plans, establish-
ment of independent monitoring units, conversion PSE jobs under the
new wage structure, adjustment in intake systems to accommodate the
new eligibility determination procedures, and frequencyof, reporting.

A significant proportion of prime sponsors (10 of 28) complained of
confusing interpretations of rules, delays in answering queries, and lack of
responsiveness. These complaints reflected the general instability in
program direction during the transition period. Several respondents noted
that regional officials had similar complaints since most decisions had to be
made in Washington. In the view of these respondents, the problem
resulted less from the actions of regional personnel than from the actions
of Congress and the Department of Labor. The specificity of the act,
'crafted to keep the program on its prescribed track, diminishes the
flexibility of the Department of Labor' as well as that of local 'sponsors.,

SUMMARY

The administration of CETA has been made more difficult by several
features of the reauthorization act, particularly the redesign of public
service employment programs and the introduci of new programs.
MoreoVer, -changes in the planning system and increased monitoring and
compliance activity, and particularly the shifts and uncertainties in
funding, have placed additional stress on the system.

The new planning requirements, intended to reduce paperwork, have
increased the amount of detail that plans must include. Most of the CETA
administrators and planners interviewed felt that the new planning
documents were as difficult and time-consuming as past plans. Although
plans may be better structured than in the past and more useful for
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identifying target groups, it is questionable whether they ate more useful
for other operations and evaluation.- .

The mandated broadening of membership on planning councils has
not affected their influence. The local ,decision-making process has
remained the same, with PSE decisions usually made by CETA staff in
consultation with ele'cted officials or with planning councils. .

Far-reaching changes in public service employment program policy
and regulations, combined with shifts in funding, contributed to adminis-
trative instability in many areas during 1979. Although organizational
structures were usually not affected, operations were in an almost constant
state of flux. Confusion about rules for eligibility and wages, repeated
modification of gfants, changes in enrollment goals, and rigid termination
deadlines for enrollees were among the problems faced by sponsors

The activities that are expected to cause the most serious long-term
problems are antjcipated in administering the wage provisions, tracking
the length of stay of participants, and providing training and employability
development. About one-third of the sponsors anticipate difficulty in
implemenung the eligibility determination and verification procedures.

The cumulative effect of changes in the act has been to increase
record-keeping and reporting, as well as planning and monitoring
activities. The size of administrative and operational staffs is increasing.
Administrative cost ratios for PSE are rising as the programs become more
complex.

Despite pressure from the Employment and Training Administration
the role of the employment service in CETA public service employment .
programs has diminished. When liability for ineligible participants was
assigned to prime sponsors, a major incentive for using the employment
service was eliminated.

Relationships between local sponsors and the federal establishment
are also changing, federal intervention has increased and more emphasis
has been placed on compliance activities, according to CETA administra-
tol-s. The new stipulations go far in the direction of recategorizing and
recentralizing CETA. Funds are channeled into particular programs and a
maze of specific rules restricts administrative discretion.

NOS
I The FY 1980 appropriation for Titles IID and VI, enacted on October 12,

1979, amounted to 53,112 million, only 71 percent of the administration's budget
request The fiscal 1980 planning estimates for Titles IID and VI, issued on May
15. totaled 53.701 million, allocations announced on October 2, including
reallocated carry-in funds and discretionary funds, came to 53,436 million
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Variations between the May and October figures were much wider for individual
sponsors.

2. Data refer to councils other than balance of states.
3. By the end of fiscal 1979, 400 of 419 prime spbnsOrs had set up PICs and an

additional 20 were being formed!

4 Cities and counties wig@ a population of 50,1300 or more are ',:program agents"
under the act. They o ate public service employment programs in their
jurisdictions with supervision from prime sponsors. In balance of states, some
measure of program planning or administration is often delegated to other
subjurisdictionscouncils of government, counties, or other government or
nongovernment agencies.

.

5 The Raleigh consortiumbroke up on October 1, 1979. The city, itself, becanie '
a prime sponsor and the three cbunties joined the "balance of state."

6: The act has a total of eight sets of eligibility requirements for various
subparts In addition to criteria for Tjtles.IID and VI, special rules apply to Title
IIB, Title IIC upgrading, Title IIC retraining, anti to three youth program
components. These involve determinations of family income, prior unemployment
or employment, age, residence, educational status, etc. Seepp. VI-23 to VI-26 in
the U.S. Department of Labor (1979a) FormsPr'eparation Hanbgok.

7. ETA Field Memorandum No. 39-79, October 34, 1978. Because of quarterly
reporting, DOL was not aware at that time that enrollments had declined. In44response to the nee f more timely information, the Office of
Budget latex authoriz semimonthly enrollment reports.

8. Under the reauthorization 'act, equal weight is given to four factors in the
Title IID formula: the total number of unemployed in each area; the number of
unemployed in excess of a 4.5 percent unemplqinent rate; the number of
unemployed in areas of substantial unemployment; and the number of adults in
low-income families. Previously, Title II funds were distributed on the basis of only
one factorthe relative number of unemployed in areas of substantial unemploy-
ment. The basis for identifying areas of substantial unemployment was also
changed in fiscal 1980 from an unemployment rate of 6.5 percent fiir 3 consecutive
months to an average of 6.5 percent for the most recent 12 months. The Title VI
formula was not changed.

9. Because Title IID or Title VI funds were being underutilized, (he Employ-
ment and Training Administration withdrew Title-IID and Title VI funds from 49
sponsors for reallocation to other sponsors who had been determined to be able to
use more funds-effectively. In addition, 25 of the sponsors returned excess 1979
funds. In making the fiscal 1980 allocations, alb unspent funds in excess of 10
percent of each prime sponsor's fiscal 1979 Title IID and Title- VI Illotments were
pooled and reallocated.

.10. In December 1979, PSE enrollments totaled 395,000, significantly below the
450,000 level projected for fiscal 1980.

--IL The report notes, however, that data are obtained from prime sponsor ,
records, which may not reflect precisely the ,date on which enrollees stopped
receiving services.
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12 The waiver request must include a detailed transition plan for four quarters
or less. Under very exceptional circumstances, a subsequent waiver may be
granted.

13. In fiscal 1980 and thereafter, the 10 percent admimstrative cost limit is
retained ror Title IID, but is increased to 15 percent for Title VI.

14 See statements by Senators Gaylord Nelson and Jacob Jav its, Congressional
Record (1978b), pp. 13953, 13955, and 13968. See also U.S. Congress (1978h), pp.
29-30.

15. An interagency agreement between the Department of Energy and the
DeQartment of Labor, approved September 1979, calls for joint efforts to increase
the level of CETA support for weatherization projects

16 Section 5(a) requires the Secretary of L'abor to recommend improvements in
the Wagner-Peyser Act to ensure coordination with CETA, but the DOL has not
yet filed its report.

17. It is noted, however that the amount of funds appropriated for comprehen,
sive manpower programs under Title I (Title II A, B, and C), which is relatively
less restricted, has increased from $e,580 million in FY 1975 to $2,054 million in
FY 1980 (see Appendix A, Table A- I).

C
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3 Participants

The reauthorization act has ha a sudden and sharp impact on the
characteristics profile of new public ervice employment (PSE) enrollees.
Those groups that have traditionally been thought to face disadvantages in
the labor marketwomen, youth, blacks, and persons from low-income
familiesobtained g` much larger proportion of PSE jobs in fiscal 1979
than they had in fiscal 1978. Persons better able to compete in the labor
marketindividuals with posthigh school education and unemployment
insurance claimants, who by definition have lad some work experience
participated less frequently in fiscal 1979.

However, other groups that were of particular concern to Congress
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Vietnam-
era veterans, and disabled veteransdid not benefit fro the reauthoriza-
tion act. The proportion of these groups enrolled in the E programs

'showed little change from the previous year.
The act has succeedecrin converting Title II into a PSE programIor the

structurally unemployed. However, in .terms of client characteristics, the
objective' of establishing separate Title IID and VI programs that serve
distinctly different clienteles has'not been achieved. The characteristics of
new enrollees suggest that there is little difference between the needs of
persons currently enrolled,in these two programs.

1
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DETERMINING. WHOM TO SERVE.

THE NEW CETA

Early efforts to direct PSE jobs to specific segments of the unemployed
population took two forms. eligibility requirements and targeting direc-
tives. The eligibility requirements set the minimum critetia for participa-
tion in the PSE programs, while the targeting directives ide fied the
groups in the eligible population that Congress expected the PSE rograms
to serve. This arrangemept was intended to ensure that national objectives
would be realized while allowing some flexibility at the local lev'el so that
community needscould.be met. In practice, however, national targeting
objectives tended to be subordinated to the local desire to select the besi
qualified applicants for PSE positions.

The principal shortcoming of these early provisions was that they did
not sufficiently restrict access to the PSE programs. During fiscal 1975,
approximately 387,000 persons participated in PSE programs. These
participants were selected,from an eligible population of over 18 million.
Thus, there were approximately 48 persons eligible for each PSE opening.
Under these conditions, targeting was left to local officials who, not
surprisingly, acted much like private sector employers and usually sought
to select the best-qualified applicants available.

Dissatisfaction with the results of this selection pattern was manifested
in the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 (EJPEA).
Congress Mid the administration were concerned not only that the most
disadvantaged were not adequately represented in PSE jobs but that the
hiring of skilled, jdb-ready applicants for PSE positions increased the
probability that PSE employees would be used to perform tasks that
ordinarily would be funded by local revenues.

The tightened EJPEA eligibility requirements reduced the size of the
population eligible for the majority of Title VI positions from i9 million to
4 million and significantly increased the proportion of severely disadvan-
taged persons in the eligible population.' This limited the discretion
exercised by local officials in selecting participants for this part of the PSE
program.

... In terms of the whole PSE program, however, EJPEA did not have as.
large an impact on the characteristics of participants as Congress had
anticipated. Although the new eligibility requirements, reduced the size of
the population eligible for many Title VI positions, there were still 15

persons eligible for each of these PSE jobs. in addition, many of the effects
of the tighter Title VI provisions were offset by the hiring for Title II
positions and_ those Title In positions that were subject to looser entry
requirements. Finally, although EJPEA established guidelines that iden-
tified the groups Congress expected to be served, they, like their

..
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predecessors, were ineffective because they encompassed too many groups,
were not binding, and were not perceived by local officials as being
relevant to their programs.

REAUTHORIZATION ACT PROVISIONS

The eligibility requirements, wage restrictions, and targeting guidelines of
she reauthorization act of 1978 represented another attempt to direct PSE
obs to the disadvantagedEJPEA had moved the PSE progranis in

this direction, the consensus at the federal level was that it had not gone
far enough.

There were other reasons for focusing PSE on the disadvantaged.
Congress and the administration, concerned with rising inflation, did not
want to constrict the ,supply of skilled, job-ready workers by enrolling,
them in PSE jobs. It wasalsopelieved that an increased emphasis in PSE
on enhancing the skills of the structurally unemployed would yield future
dividends in the form of a more productive rabor force. Finally, focusing
PSE on the disadvantaged was viewed by some as a test of the feasibility o1
using CETA as a vehicle for welfare reform.

The reauthorization act was also expected to establish separate PSE
programs-serving the structurally and cyclically unemployed. The distinc-
tion between Titles II and VI had become increasingly muddled in the
years preceding the reauthorization act. The original difference between
these two titles was described by Senator Gaylord Nelson in the report of
the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare: Title 11`" . . ,. was
designed to deal with the kind of chronic, high unemployment that persists
in some areas in good and bad times; . . . Title VI, however, was
countercyclical in purpose and intended to combat the severe unemploy-
ment that became pervasive throughout the Nation as a result of the
recession" (U.S. Congress 1976b, p. 16).' When EJPEA tightened the
eligibility requirements for the majority of Title VI positions without
tightening the requirements for Title II, it created the anomalotis situation
in which the eligibility requirements for the cyclically unemployed were
much stricter than the requirement for the structurally unemployed. One
of the 'purposes of the reauthorization act was to reestablish a two-part
PSE program that would prosIde services to increase the employability of
the structurally unemployed in Title HD,.

The reauthorization, actconthins four basic categories of provisions that
affect the selection of PSE participants: eligibility requirements, eligibility
determination and, verification procedures, targeting guidelines, and wage
restrictions (see chart, p. 48-49):-
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C11 AChanges in Eligibility and Targeting for Public Service Employment, 19734978ET

Date Act , Title Eligibility Targeting,

_Dec. 28, Comprehensive
1973 Employment and

Training Act of
1973 (
PI, 93-203

Dec. 31, 'Emergency lobs
1974. and Unemployment

. Assistance Act of
1974
PL 93-567

Oct. 1,
1976

4-

,>.

Emergency Jobs
Programs
Extension Act of .

1976
-PL 94-444

11

Areas of
Substantial
Unemployment

VI
Countercyclical
public service
employment

7/1
Countercyclical
public service
employment

1. Unemployed 30 days or more or
undereniployed.

2. Unemployed 30 days or more or
underemployed. For areas of exces-
sively high unemployment (7 percent
or more), unemployed IS instead
of 30 days. 4

3. For half of vacanfirs in regular posi
tions above Jun; 1976 level: the-..
same as in 2, above.

4. For the remaining half of regularya..
cantles and for new proper posg
dons: (a) member of low-income
family,"and (b) either received
unemployment insurance for 15 or
more weeks, was not eligible for UIr-

t.., 1)

1. Consideration for most severely disadvan-
taged in teims of length of unemployment
and prospects of obtaining a job; Vietnam .

veterans; and former manpower trainees.
Equitable treatment for significant segments
of the unemployed population.

2. The same as in 1, above. Also preferred con-
sideration for: the unemployed who have
exhausted UI benefits; unemployed not ell-

, gible for UI (except new entrants); Persons
..unemployed 15 or more weeks; recently

separatedtterans (within last 4 years).
3. For half of vacancies in regular positions

above June 1976 levels: the same as in
2, above.

.

4. For the re fining half of regular vacancies
and for new lect positions: the same as
in 2, above. In addition, equitable alloglion
of jobs among: members of low-income," 's
families who received unemploymentinsur-
ance for 15"or more weeks, were not 'eligible...

s.-



Oct. 27, Coniprehensive
1978" Employment and

Training Act
Amendments of
1978'
PL 95.524

IID
Public service
employment
for the
economically
disadvantaged

VI

Countercyclical
publiciotrice
emploTment

but was unemployed for 15 or more
weeks, exhausted UI entitlement, or
was an A IC recipient. (Low-incoime
.defined family income of less than
70 pe cnt of the BLS lower level
fam budget.)

5. mployed 15 weeks, unemployed
at time of determination, and mem-
ber of low-income family; or mem-
ber of family receiving AFDC or
SSI. (Low-income defined arfanuly
income of less than 70 percent of
the BLS lower living standard or
the OMB poverty level.)

6. Unemployed 10 of last 12 weeks,
and unemployed at time of deter
mutation; and an AFDC or SSI re-
cipient or a member of a low-income
family. (Low-income is defined as a
family income of less than 100 per-
cent of the BLS lower living
standard.)

for UI but were unemployed 15 or more
weeks, exhausted UI entitlement, or were
AFDC recipients. (Low-income defined as
family income of less than 70 percent of
the BLS lower level family budget)

5. Intended for most severely disadvantaged in
terms of length of unemployment and pro-
spects of obtaining a job. Consideration to
be given to: Vietnam-era veterans; public
assistance recipients; groups facing labor
market disadvantages, identified as: offen
ders, persons of limited English language
proficiency, handicapped, women, single
parents, displaced homemakers, youth,
olde rkers, persons lacking educational
credentials, and others named by the Secre-
tary of Labor. Equitable treatment for sig-
nificant segments of the unemployed
population.

6. The same as in 5, above.

1 6
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ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

The eligibility requirements of the reauthorization act, as implemented by
the Department of Labor (DOL), identify two populations eligible for
PSE, one for Title HD and one for Title VI. However, as discussed later in
the chapter, these p ulations are in fact quite similar. To be eligible for
Title HD, a person mus eet the following criteria:

be economically disadvantaged2 and unemployed at the time of
application and for 15 of the 20 weeks immediately prior to application or,

be a member of a family that is receiving public assistance;
reside within the prime sponsor's jurisdicti n subject td certain

exceptions; and
not have voluntarily terminated his or her last full-time employment,

without good cause, within the six momhs immediately prior to applica-
tion.

These Title HD eligibility requirements are much tighter than those
previously in effect for Title II and are basically the same as those that
were applicable to Title VI projects in fiscal 1978.

The reauthorization act Title VI entry requirements are only a little
looser than those for Title HD with respect to duration of unemployment
and family income The provisions affecting residency, voluntary termina,
tion of employment, and unemploytnent status prior to application for
enrollment are the lame (Federal Register, 1979a, p. 20001)..With respect

.to duration of unemployment and family incomecari individual must meet
the following criteria for eligibility under Title VI:

be unemployed for at least 10 of the 11- weeks immediately prior to
application; and

be'a membei of a family with an income not exceeding 100 percent of
the,-Bureau of Labor Statistics' loWer living standard based on annualiza-
tion of that family's income for the three months prior to application for
PSE employment or -

be kinember.'of a family that has been receiving_p ublic assistance for
10 of the 12 weeks immediately prior to application.

The new eligibility requiCements for Title VI are considerably more
stringent than the fiscal 1978 requirements for Title II and the nonproject
portion of Title VI. However, both the required length of unemployment
and the required level of family income are less restrictive than the criteria
for Title VI project positions in the preauthorization period. The net effect
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of these changes on participant characteristics is examined in the latter
part of this chapter.

DETERMINIG ELIGIBILITY \
1

Bgiiise a significant proportion of ineligible participants (between 10 and
25Priercent) here hired during the PSE enrollment buildup of fiscal 1277-
1978 (National Research Council, 1980, p. 110), Congress, in the
reauthorization act, took steps to ensure that only eligible persons would
be enrolled in PSE programs. Prime sponsors are now required to follow
highly speefic procedures in determining and verifying eligibility. In

Congressngress specified that prime sponsors were to be held
financially Fable for ineligible participants in the event that the prqcedures
were not fo lowed. The subjects of eligibility verification and liability are.
dealt with a greater length in Chapter 6.

TARGETIN GUIDELINES 1411° -

In an atte pt to accommodate various constituents, Congress set targeting
guidelines hat identified at least 17 groups that are to receive preference in
the partic pant selection process. The reauthorization act also required
that prim sponsors allocate jobs equitably among specified seginents of
the eligib e population. The complexity of the task is best illustrated by
examinin: the actual language.of the act. Consider the following:

.PS under this act is intended for eligible persons-who are,the-inost
severely 'isadvantaged in terms of their length of unemployment and their
prospec s for finding employment. :

S' cial consideration iii filling Public service jobs shall be given to
eligible

I

disabled and Vietnam-era veterans, eligible persons who are public
assistance recipients, and persons who are eligible for public assistance but
not re eivting such assistance.

S eclat emphasis in filling public service jobs shall be given to persons
who 'ce palcular disadvantages in specific and general labor markets or
eccu ations, including offenders, persons of limited English language
prof iency, handicapped individuals, women, single parents, displaced
ho emakers, youth, older workers, individuals who lack educational
cre' entials, public assistance recipients, and other persons who the secretary
de rmines require special assistance.

Employment and training opportunities for participants shall be made
a ailable by prime sponsors on an equitable basis in accordance with the
p rposes of this act among significant Segments (age, sex, race, and

r.

We,
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national origin) orate eligible population giving consideration to the
relative numbers of eligible persons in each segment (U.S. Congress,
1978d, Seet. 122(b)(I)(A)).

The inclusion of so many target groups obscures rather than clarifies the
intention's of Congress, if everyone in the eligible populution_is a member
ofa target group, there can be no effective targeting.

WAGE RESTRICTIONS

The most inno.vative and controversial of the reauthorizatuin act provi-
lions are the wage restrictions. Theseplaced constraints on the average,
wage that can bepaid for PSE jobs and on the up lementation of PSE -

wages with non-CETA funds. The specific wa e provisions are detailed in
Chapter 4,

The authors of the reauthorization act anticipated that the wage
restrictions4Would affect the charactistics profile of the PSE clientele in
several ways. First, the lower wage might make PSE jobs less attractive to
skilled, job-ready applicants, leaving PSE positions for those with the .

fewest employment alternatives. Second, because of the wage restrictions
and the requirement that PSE participants be paid at the rate prevailing
for comparable work, sponsors 'melt find it necessary 10 restructure PSE
programs and exclude some high-wSge. occupations: As a result, PSE
positions would require less skill and would therekre be more accessible to
those most in need of assistance. Finally,jhe different Wage supplementa-

N tion provisions in Titles IID and VI Right help to distinguish the clienteles
, served by theseeprOgrams. The elimination of wage supplementation in

Title LID might result in the selection of a greater ,12k0POrtion of
structurally unemployed individuals.

A A

CHARACTERISTICS OF NM ENROLLEES

CHANGES FROM FISCAL 0578 TO FISCAL 1979

The reauthorization act appears to have produced a swift and substantial
shift in the characteristics profile of new enrollees. Oyerall, the changes are

' leading in the direction Congress intended. The increases in PSE
participation registered 'by blacks, women, and economiOly disadv,an-
taged individuals are quite pronounced. School age youth and persons with
less than 12 years of education have made more limited gains. Other
groups have not fared asAvell, however: Vietnam -era and disabled veterans
and AFDC recipientstarget groups given special emphasis in the

. ,

AS.
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reauthorization acthave yet to benefit. While changes in the profile of
new enrollees were evident in both PSE programs, they were much more
pronounced ih Title IID, particularly in the proportions of black and
economically disadvantaged enrollees.

In general, the changes in participant characteristics were larger in the
second half of fiscal 1979, the 'period in which the reauthorization act
requirements became fully effective. The timing of these changes will be
considered further in the third section of this chapter, which explores the
factors responsible for the changes in the characteristics of PSE partici-
pa

Sex

The proportion of women participating to PSE rose sharply in fjscal 1979.
According to the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey.' (CLMS)
data (Table 8), 48 percent of participants enrolled in the second half of
fiscal 1979 were women, a gain of 10 percentage points over the previous
year Women had been gaining as a proportion of PSE enrollees since fiscal
1975 (see Appendix A, Table A-2). HOwever, during the transition period,
October 1978 to March 1979, the proportion of women jumped from 38 to
45 percent The magnitude of the increases and their timing were similar in
Titles LID and'Vr. 0

Minority Status ,

Black participa'tion in the PSE programs rose substantially in fiscal 1979.
The proportion of black new enrollees increased from 29 percent in fiscal
1978 to 37 percent in the second half of fiscal 1979, All of this increase
occurred in the second half of the fiscal year. While the increase in black
participation was evident in both PSE programs, the change in Title HD
was sharper than in Title VI. The magnitude of the increase in Title LID is
partially 'accounted for by the fact that Title II had less restrictive
eligibility requirements in fiscal 197$ and therefore served a lower
proportion of blacks (24 percent) than Title VI (30 percent).

. The level of participation of other minority groups ,did not change in
fiscal 1979. Hispanics continued to hold about 7 percent of all new PSE
jobs while the proportion of new positions filled by allother minorities,
primarily native Americans, rose from 2 to 3 percent, a statistically
insignificant change.4 Titles IID and VI,exhibit the same basic pattern,
although the proportion of Hispanics may have declined slightly in Title
VI during the second,half of fiscal 1979.

a..
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TABLE 8 Selected Characteristics of Newly Enrolled Participants, Title II (IID) and Title VI, Fiscal 11)78.1979

Titles III) and VI

I mai 1979

title tale VI

I ISLA 1979 1 ISCJI 1979

Selected 1 twit Oct 1978- April 1979- I iscal Oct. 1978- April 1979- 1 iscal Oct. 1978- April 1979-
Characteristics 1978 March 1979 Sept. 1979 1978 March 1979 Sept. 1979 1978 March 1979 Sept. 1279

TOTAL ENROLL1-1) 567.217 172.202 111,661 92,978 47,666 104,530 474,239 124.536 118,858

Percen Distribution
T al 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Sex Male 62 55 52 58 53 49 q3 55 54

female 38 45 . 48 42 47 51 37 45 46
Minority Status

White (not Hispanic) 61 60 54 68 60 54 60 60 54
Black (not Hispanic) 29 29 37 24 28 37 3d 29 37
Hispanic 7 8 6 6 10 6 8 7 ,. 5

-Other 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 4 3

Age
,

19 and under 10 10 14 10 9 14 11 10 TS

20=21 13 11 14 13 13 14 13 10 13
22.24 64 68e 62 63 66 61 65 69 63
45.54 8 7 6 9 7 6 8 . 7 5

55 and over 5 4 4 6 5 4 4 - 3 4 .
Economically Disadvantaged 84 92 95 66 92 97 89 92 93
Receiving unimploYment ,,

'insurance at entry 13 10 9 14 9 8 13 11 9 .

Sour,e Yeestat. In, , Continuous Longitudinal Manpowu Survey, pri.liminary data tunpublisht.4. provide by ihl Lmpluymcnt and Training Administration. L.S.
Department of Labor

NOTE Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

k.I
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Age

Youth 19 years of age and under Increased their share of new PSE
positions in the second half of fiscal 1979 to 14 percent, an increase of 4
percentage points above the fiscal 1978 level. All of this increase, which
reverses a downward trend in the participation of youth since 1975,
occurred in the second half of the fiscal year and was distributed evenly in
'Titles IID and VI.

The Increased participation of school age youth was offset by small
declines in the proportion of new enrollees in the older age categories.
Again, the pattern was the same in Titles IID and VI.

Economically Disadvantaged

The proportion of newly enrolled PSE participants who were economically
disadvantaged at entry rose from 84 peicerit "n fiscal 1978 to 95 percent in
the second half of fiscal 1979. This shift b came evident during the
transition period and continued through the r mainder of the fiscal year.
The increase was concentrated in Title II , where the proportion of
economically disadvantaged new enrollees leaped 31 percentage points as
compared to a increase of 4 points in Title VI. The magnitude of the
chatige in Title LID reflects the fact that title II'did not have a family
income eligibility requirement prior to,.th reauthorization act: In fiscal
1978, only 66 percent of the new enrollees i Title II were economically
disadvantaged compared to 89 percent in Title :Title IID now enrolls a
slightly higher proportion of economically disadvantaged individuals than
Title VI as a result of the tightened Title IID eligibility requirements.

Unemployment Insurance Claimants

In fiscal 1976, when the unemployment insurance (UI) system was
overwhelmed by vast numbers of 'long-term unemployed, Congressb
expressed interest in moving U1 claimants into PSE jobs. This interest was
written into the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 and is
evident in the high proportion of UI claimants in PSE jobs in fiscal 1977
(16 ,percent). As the number of insured unemployed declined from a
weekly a erage of 4.9 million in 1975 to 2.6 million in` 1978, congressional
concern lso declined. Unemployment insurance claimants, not a target
group i the 1978 CETA reauthorization act. As a result of the 1978 act
and the further decline in' the number of insured unemployed, the
proportion of new PSE enrollees receiving unemployment insurance at
entry declined from 13 percent in fiscal 1978 to 10 percent in the first half

a.



TABLE 9 Selected Characteristics of Participants, Title 11 (IID) and TitleVI, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas, Fiscal 1978
and January-June (979'

oltr
Selected
Characteristics

TOTAL ENROLLED

Perceniage Distribution
Total
Education: 04'1 ears

12 years
13 or more years

-Welfare Recipients:
AFDC
Public Assistance, other

Veterans: Total
Vietnam era
Disabled

Handicapped

Titles Ill) and VI Title IM Title VI

Individuals
Served
Fiscal 1978

New Enrollees
Jan.-June 1979a

Individuals
Served

FiscaL1978
New Enrollees
Jan.-June 1979a

Individuals
Served

Fiscal 1978
New Enrollees
Jan.-June 1979a

36,849 7,407 6,480 4,029 30,369 3,378

100 100 100 100 100 100
20 -23 14 _ -, 24 21 22
42 42 42 `" 42 42 41
38 35 44 33 37 . 38

16 17 10 18 I-7 . 16

7 I1 8 10 7 13

23 18 21 18 24 18

8 7 5 7 9 8
I I I t 1 I.
4 6 4 7 4 5

Source Data from prime sponsor records Sample size equals 13 except for education and veteran characteristics where n = 12.

alive prime sponsors reported for only January-March 1979 and three reported for only April-June 1979.

NOTE: Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
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of fiscal 1979 In the third and fourth quarters of the year, there was a
further decline to 9 percent. The drop appears to have been slightly larger
in Title IID than, in Title VI; however, the difference is small, only 2
percentage points.

While the preliminary data from the CLMS provide.the most reliable
information available on the characteristics of newly enrolled PSE
participants, this information is available for relatively few characteristics.
To gain further insight into the characteristics of participants hired under
the reauthorization act, the NAS field observers collected characteristics
data on new enrollees in the 28 sample areas. This proved to be a difficult
task, and reliable data were obtained in only 13 areas.' Nevertheless, the
view obtained in these areas is consistent with the information available
through the CLMS and the cumulative records on individuals served
maintained by the Employment and Training Administration. The sample
data for selected characteristics not available from the CLMS are shown in
Table 9.

PSE participants hired between January and June 1979 in the 13 sample'
areas were different in several respects from individuals served in the PSE
programs in fiscal 1978. A larger proportion of the new enrollees had less
than a high school education, the proportion receiving income transfer
payments was up slightly, and the proportion of handicapped individuals
was higher. These changes were considerably larger in Title IID than in
Title VI Over the-same period, the proportion of veterans among new PSE
enrollees declined. This decline, which did not affect Vietnam-era or
disabled veterans, was'larger in Title VI. These findings are consistent with
the changes reported in the characteristic of individualsserved nationally
in fiscal 1979 (Appendix A, Table A-27111'

Twenty-three-percent of new PSE enrollees hired between January and
June 1979 in the sample areas had less than a high school education, an
increase of 3 percentage points over the previoQ,,year. Mpst of this
increase occurred in Title IID, where the proportion of persons with less
than a high school education rose from 14 to 24 percent. Title VI exhibited
an increase df only I percentage point. This reflects the fact that prior to
the reauthorization act, Title VI served a much larger proportion of
persons with less than a high school education (21 percent) than did Title
11 (14 percent) In addition, the reauthorization act eligiblity, requirements
represented a much larger departure from the previous criteria in Title II
than in Title VI.

The increase in the.proportion of enrollees with less than a high school
education was entirely offset by a decline in those with 13 or more years of
education. Again, this change was confined primarily to Title IID.
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Income Transfer Recipients

Despite the special consideration *men, to AFDC recipients in the
reauthorization act, the overall proppioh of new PSE enrollees receiving
AFDC increased by only 1 percentage point in the 1978 period. This is
particularly surprising because wom*-258 percent of whom are AFDC
recipients in the eligible populationmade sizeable gains under the
reauthorization act The comparison of all PSE enrollees masks a
substantial change in Title IID, where the proportion of AFDC recipients
rose from 10 to 18 percent. This increase was partially offset by a 1

percentage point decline in Title VI
The proportion of public assistance recipients also increased in 1979,

from 7 to 11 percent. However, in this case the increase was 1arggr in Title
VI (6 percentage points) than in Title IID (2 percentage points).

Handicapped

Handicapped individuals appear to be better represented in the PSE
programs in 1979 The proportion of handicapped new enrollees rose from
.4 to 6 perc#nt. The increase was somewhat larger in Title HD (3
percentage points) than in Title VF (1 percentage point). However, given
the small number of enrollees for which data are available, these
differences could be due to sampling variability rather than underlying
changes in the characteristics of the population sampled.

Veterans
,

Total veteran participation in the PSE programs declined in 1979. While
23 percent of thlkindividuals served in fiscal 1978 were veterans, only 17
percent of the new persons enrolled in PSE from January to June 1979
were veterans. Howaver, the specific groups singled out for special
consideration in the reauthorization act did not fare as badly. The
proportion of Vietnam-era veterans-dropped 1 percentage point, a change
small enough to fall within the range of sampling variability, and the
proportion of disabled veterans remained the same. Veterans appear to
have fared better in Title HD than in Title VI. The percentage point
decline in total veterans is smaller in Title IID, and the proportion of
Vietnam-era veterans increased slightly (2 percentage poutts). However,
this is deceptive. Prior to the reauthorization act, Title VI served a larger

73
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TABLE 10 Number of Newly Enrolled Participants, by Selected
Characteristics, Title II (IID) and Title. VI, Pisa 1978-1979

59

Selected Characteristics

Number of New Enrollees
Title II (III)) and Title VI

Percent Change
in Number EnrolledIsca 1978 Fiscal 1979

TOTAL NEW ENROLLEES 567,- 7 395,590 -30.3
Sex. Male 353,26- 209,261 -49 8

female 213,953 186,328 -42.9
Minority Status. t.

White (not Hispanic) 345,874 224,222 -35.2 '
Black (not Hispanic) 166,375 133,080 -20.0
Hispanic 42,453 26,132 -38.4
Other 12,516 12,156 -2.9' Age
19 and under 59,222 48,736 -17.7
20-21 72,796 49,480 -32.0
22-44 364,730 256,511 t-29.7
45.54 44,327 21,335 -45.1
55 and over 26.141 0 16,528 -36.8

Economically dadvantaged 478, 6 370,846 -22.6
Receiving unemployment ,

insurance at entry 76, 52 36,314 -52.6
Source: Westat, Inc.. Continuous Longitudinal,Man power Survey, preliminary data
(unpublished), provided by the Employment and Training Administratipn, U.S.
Department of Labor.

NOTE' Tim number pf new enrollees for selected characteristics may notsadd to the
estimated total due to weighting.

*proportion of veterans. In 1979, both titles enrolled about the same
proportion of veterans.

Effect of Program Redirection

Although. many of the groups traditionally identified as facing disadvan-
tages in the labor market secured a larger share of'the available PSE jobs
in fiscall1979, none of the groups succeeded in gaining enough to offset the
effect of the 30 percent reduction in the size of the PSE programs in fiscal
1979 (Table 10). This situation is likely to intensify in the.years ahead.

Some groups, however, clearly did better than others. PSE positions
held by women declined by 13 percent compared to a 41 percent drop for
men. The number of positions filled by blacks declined 20 percent as
compared to 3t percent for whites and 38 percent for Hispitnics, The other

(V .
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" minority category, primarily native Americans, fared best of all, experienc-
ing only a 3 percent decline in the number of PSE positions Enrollment of
school age youth turned out to be better than average, the youth having
lust only 18 percent of the positions they had held the previous year, while
persons age 45 to 54 lost 45 percent of their positions. Unemployment
insurance claimants experienced the largest drop of all, a 53 percent
decline in PSE positions filled by U. claimants.

Two conclusions can be drawn from these data. First, during a period of
reduced program size, it is difficult for any group to benefit from tighter
targeting requirements in an absolute sense. Secondly, and more positively,
tighter targeting did .succeed in distributing the burden of program
reductions on those believed' to be most able to assume the burden. The
reauthorization act provisions did cushion many &ads Antaged groups
from the full effects of the cut in the size of the PSE programs. Thist_D
highlights the importance of targeting requirements in a period of
declining program size.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TITLES IID AND VI

One of the majorobjectives of the reauthorization act was to establish
separate PSET)rograms serving distinct clienteles. Title IID was to be
counterstructural, serving persons in need of employability development,
while Title VI was to be countercyclical. Congress built several differences
into the two titles that reflect their different objectives. Title HD' I13A:

more restrictive eligibility requirements in terms of the required
length of unemployment before entry, maximum family income, and the
period of time over which income is to be annualized;

a prohibition on wage supplementation unlike title VI, where
supplementation is permitted;

employability development plans for each participant intended to
ensure that the program identifies and meets the needs of the structurally
unemployed for training. In addition to these program differences, only
Title VI has a cyclical funding trigger that gears funding authorizations to
the rate of unemployment. These differences reflect the premise that the
clienteles served by the two programs will have differing needs.

An examination-of the characteristics of participants hired for Title IID
and VI positions in fiscal 1979, however, indicates that the distinction
between the two programs is more theoretical than real. Indeed, the

°
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TABLE 11 Selected Characteristics of Newly Enrolled Participants, Title II
(!ID) and Title VI, Fiscal 1978 ayd April-September 1979

Selected Characteristics

!Beal 1978 April - September 1979

Title II Title VI Title ride VI
TOTAL ENROLLID 92.978 474.239 104.530 118.858
Percent Distribution

Total 100 100 100 100
Se \ Male 58 63 49 i 54

',male 42 37 51 46
Minority StItils

White 1001 Hispanic) 68 60 54 , 54
Black (not Hispanic) 24 30 37 37
Hispanic

C, 8 6 . 5
Other . 3 2 3 3

Age
.. ..19 and under 10 11 14 - 15^

20-21 ' 13 13 14 -'41
2244 63 65 61 63
45.54
55 and over

9

6
8

4
6

4 '-' 4.)1
Economically Disadvantaged 66 89 97 93
Receiving unt:miployment
insurance at entry 14 4013 8 9

Source Westat. Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manposser Survey, preliminary data
(unpublished). provided by the Employment and Training Administration. U:S.
Department of'1,0.bor.

NOTE Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

-

reauthorization act has actually reduced the difference between the
clienteles served by the two programs. This is apparent from the CLMS
data (Table 11), which show that:

although Title LID serves a higher proportion ofwomen than Title
VI, the Magnitude of this difference is the same as it was prior to the
reauthorization act;

the social mixture of new enrollees ih Titles LID and VI is idefIlf11;
the age distributions of enrollees in Titles LID and VI were quite

similar in fiscal 1978 and remain so under the reauthorization act;
the difference in the proportion of economically disadvantaged

participants serv,0-by the two programs has shrunk from 23 percentage
points to 4;
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TABLE 12 Selected Characteristics of Participants, Title II (11D) and
Title VI, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas, Fiscal 1978 and January-June 1979

Selected Characteristics

Individuals Served ,.
Fiscal 1978

New 1.nrollees
January-Jun?-1979a-

Title II Title VI Title IID Title VI

/TOTAL ENROLLED 6.480 30.369 4.029 s' 3,378

Percentage Dtstlibution
Total
Education. 0.11 years

100,
14

100

21

100

24

100

22
12 years 42 42 42 41
13 or more years 44 37 33 38 ,

Welfare Recipients
AFDC 10 .17 18 16
Public Assistance, other 8 7 10 13

Veterans: Total 21 24 18 1 18
Vietnam era 5 9 7 ! 8
Disabled I 1 1 1 .."

Handicapped 4 4 7 5

Source Data from prime sponsor re..ords Sample size equals 13 ex..ept for education
and veteran characteristics where n = 12.

al-1w prime sponsors reported for only January -Mar..h 1979 and three reportedior only
April-June 1979.

°NOTE: Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

Titles LID and VI continue to serve roughly the same proportion of
UI claimants, 8 and 9 percent respectively, in fiscal 1979.

The sample data collected by the NRC field observers from prime sponsor
records show a similar pattern (Table 12). The differences between PSE
programs in the proportions of persons who have less than a high school
education, are receiving AFDC, or are veterans have declined from fiscal
1978 to the second and third quarters of fiscal 1979.

In short, PSE participants are a more homogeneous group in fiscal 1979
than they were in 1978. While this implies that there is little justification
for the distinctions that the reauthorization act draws between Titles IID
and VI, it is not an altogether negative finding. The similar clientele that
both PSE programs now serve is the disadvantaged clientele that Congress
has sought to reach through PSE for so long.

7 .
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FACTORS AFFECTING PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS
et

The sponsors studied identified the new eligibility requirements sand the
wage provisions of the reauthorization act as the factors most responsible
for the changes in participant characteristics. This section discusses the
independent effect of each of these factors on the characteristics of
participants.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

The 'changes in the eligibility requirements° mandated by the 1978
amendments sharply reduced the number of persons eligible for PSE
positions. In fiscal 1978? almost 19 million persons met. the eligibility
requirements for Title II and the nonproject portion of Title VI
(Population 1, Table 13). Under the least restrictive eligibility provisions
established by the reauthorization act, those for-Title VI, approximately 6
million persons are eligible (Population 2, Table 13). Thus, Congress,has
excluded 13 million formerly eligible individuals from participating in the
PSE programs. This narrows the choice exercised by local officials in
selecting participants and is likely to make it more difficult for prime
sponsors to fill positions requiring specialized skills.

At the other end of the spectrum, under the most restrictive provisions
of the reauthorization "act, Title IID, 4 million persons are eligible
(Population 3, Table 13). This is the same number of persons that were
eligible under the Title VI project criteria in fiscal 1978, the most
restrictive requirements then in effect.

Sex .

The new eligibility requirements have clearly.increased the proportion of
women in the eligible population. In Title IID the shift is quite
pronoun ed, but in Title VI the project and nonatject portions tend to
offset ch other. The increased proportion Of women in the eligible
pop ion is consistent with the changes observed in the characteristics of
new enrollees, although the increase in the proportion of female enrollees
is larger than would be expected by looking only at the changes in the
characteristics of the eligible population. This may be due to the fact that

-enrollment in projectswhich were 'predominantly laboring positions
filled by men:---has declined as a proportion of total enrollments in fiscal
1979, opening up a larger share of-PSE jobs to women. In addition, there
has been pressure, both at the federal and local level, to increase the
proportion of PSE positions filled by women..

.



TABLE 13 Characteristics of Populations Eligible for CtTA Public Service Employment Programs Before and After the
Reauthorization Act (percentage 'distribution)

Characterisft

Befote,Reauthorization After Reauthorization.

Population I Population 2 a Population 3

Total
Unemployed
30 days Underemployed Total AFDC Other Total AFDC Other

TOTAL ELIGIBLE (thousands) 18,802 13,835 4,966 5,777 1,327 3,449 4,126 2,327 1,799

Sex: Male 55 59 46 49 27 '64 44 "27 6S
Female 45 41 54 51 73 36 56 73 35

Age: 21 and under 26 27 25 21 16 24 19 16 23
22-44 52 53

'kt
48 61 71 54 64 71 55

45 and over
Race/Ethnic Group:

22 20 27

c's

18 13 22 17 13 22 - .1

White and Hispanic 80 82 (74 66 59 71 64 59 70
Nonwhite' 20 18 26 34 41 29 36 41 30

_s



Editeatoon: 0-11 years .
4 1 2f y car s

13+ years
Economic status:

AFDC recipient
Economically disadvantaged

Unemployment Insurance
Claimant

37
42

. 21

6
43

22

'

.

36
41
23

-°5

23

30

-37
46

P
8

100

2

. 52
35

13
..

40-4
.

78

18

59
33

8

100
100

0

47
36
17
.

0
64

29

l'..

55
33
12

56
100

13

59
33
8

100
113R

4

V.

. 50
33
17

0
100

30

os Source Unpublished data from the Male!, 1978 Ciirrent Population Survey furnished by the Bureau of Lab& Statistics, and Table 30, "Charac-tA teristics of WIN Registrants" furnished, by WIN office of 1.mployment and Training Administration., U.S. Department of Labor. See Appendix Bfor discussion of methodolot '.
a
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Definitions. Population I -Population eligible for Title II and for Title VI sustain at, before the reauthorization act-population includes, .
persons unemployed 5 weeks or more in 1977 an crsons employed 48 weds or more with family incorue,be-
low the 0.t1B poverty level.

0 .Population 2 - Population eligiblaunder Title VI of the reauthorization act, population includes persons unemployed 10 vecks
or more with family income no greater than 100 percent of the BLS low-income standard in 1977 and persons.
registered witli-WIN in fiscal 1977. 0

P Population 3 Population eligible' under Title 11D of the reauthimzation act-population includes persons unemployed 15 weeks
or more with family income no .cater than 70 percent orthe BLS low-income standard in 1977 and persons
registered with WIN in fiscal 1977. 0

o . ,NOT!, Fligible p latidns overlap, persons eligible in Wit: population may also be part of one or both of the other two populations.
0

O

0 0

z

0
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Age .

THE NEW CETA

The reauthorization act eligibility requirements have reduced the propor-
tion of youth (persons 21--and under) and older workers (persons 45 and
older) in the eligible population, despite the intent of Congress that
enrollment of these groups in PSE positions be emphasized. The-reason for
this reduction becomes apparent when the characteristiCs of non-AFDC
eligibles are examined separately. Despite the longer duration of unem-
ployment and lower family income required for eligibility in fiscal 1979,
the proportions of youth and older workers in the non-AFDC eligible
population are about the same as they were previously. However, the
AFDC population has. a much lower proporlion of youth and older

iworkers. Therefore, because AFDC' recipients tre an increasingly large j
preiporlion of the eligible population, the proportion of youth and older
workers in the eligible popultion is declifiing. This decline is not
consistent with the observed increase in the proportion of youth enrolled
in the PSE programs Other factors; such as the targeting directives in the
act or the average wage requirement, may be responsible for the changes in
the age distribution ofparticipants.

Race

The reauthorization act 'has sharply increased the proportion of nonwhites
in the population eligible for Titles 4ID and VI. This reflects not only the
larger (proportion of AFDC recipients-41 percent of .whom are non-
whitebut also the, effect of the stricter requirements on income and
duration of unemployment. The changels consistent with the objectives of
Congress and tile changes observed in pirticipapt characteristics.

.,11;
Education -

The level of educHional attainment dropped sharply among persons in the
eligible population under the reauthorization act. This is perhaps the best
indication that the new eligibility requiremenls have succeeded 'in
identifying"' the structurally unemployed. The shift irt,the educational
attainmencotf eligibles is congruent with the congressional directive .to
serve individuals who lack educational credentials. However, a comparison
of the magnitude of the changes in the ethitational attainment of
participant..with that of persons in the eligible population suggests that
this Ips Apt been a-ccomplished (see Table 14). Nevertheless, the increase
in th&proportion of persons with less than a high school education is much

.larger than in previous years.
.

.4%. 1.....1.P
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'TABLE 14 Percentage Point Change in Eligible Populationand New
Enrollees for Title IID and Title VI, by Educational Attainment, Fiscal
1978-1979- -

Percentage Point Change, fiscal 1978 -1979

Years of .
Education

Title VI

Eligibles

Eligiblesa
New New,

Enrollees
C

Enrollees 4, Nonproject Project

0-11 years
12 years' ''
13 years and over .

18

- 9
- 9

10 15
0 - 7 .

-11 - 8,

-3
2

1

, 1.

-1
1

Source: Tables 9 and 13.
°

.,
1

.

.a"Nonproject" participants are half of the replacements f6r regular public service em-' ployment positions in 1978 "Project" participants are those enrolled in temporary
eprojecti plus half of replacemenis for regular Title VI public service employment

I position. J.,. . .
/

a

Income

The most striking change in the composition of the eligible population is
the sharp increase in the proportion of AFDC recipients. AFDC recipients
comprise 40 percent of the population eligible for Title VI and 56 percent
of the' population eligible for -Title IID. Prior to the reauthorization act,
only 6 percent of the population eligible for Title II and Title VI
nonproject positions were AFDC recipients*. is_not clear- from the
legislative history of the reauthorization act that Congress expected an
increase of such magnitude. However, since Congress singled out AFDC
recipients as one of two groups to receive special consideration for PSE
positions, it is likely that the proportion of AFDC recipients served was
expected to increase substantially. This has not yet occurred. Table 9
indicatefi only a 1 percentage point increase in the proportion of AFDC
recipients among new enrollees.

Many factors may tend to constrain the enrollment of AFDC recipients
in the PSE programs:

An AFDC recipient may be reluctant to accept a PSE job given the
low wages available, the high marginal tax rate assessed on earnings, and
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the Short-term nature of the work. This reluctance may be compounded by
a lack of knowledge or understanding of the many regulations that govern
the benefits paid to an AFDC recipient who is employed.

Lack of coordination and cooperation between the Work InCentive
program (WIN) and CETA may inhibit the referral of AFDC recipients to
PSE positions. Because WIN does not receive placement credit for a
registrant who is referred to CETA and who is subsequently placed by the
CETA system, there is a disincentive for WIN to refer anyone, to CETA
whose prospects for employment appear fairly good. Consequently, WIN
referrals are likely to be those AFDC recipients who are least employable
and from the standpoint of the prime sponsor least suitable for a PSE job

Reluctance on the part of prime sponsors and PSE employers to serve
the AFDC population may also inhibit increased enrollment of AFDC
recipients; Past studies have documented the importance of a prime
sponsor's commitment to servingAFDC recipients if high enrollment
levels are to be achieved (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977). Two factors,
however, militate against this commitment. First, 'referral to a PSE job
depends on the job qualifications of the applicant, Previous studies have
shown that AFDC recipients, even when identified as eligible applicants,
are not likely to be referred to PSE positions because they lack the job
skills needed. Secondly, some sponsors have indicated their preference to
serve individuals who are not receiving transfer benefits, the rationale
being that persons receiving cash assistance are not as needy as those
without work or income.

Despite the targeting priority given to AFDC recipients, the reauthori-
zation act does little to address the factors that have constrained AFDC
pa icipation in the past. It is not surprising therefore that the level of

rticipat'o by AFDC recipients shows tittle change. .
e pr o

, r
rtion of economically disadvantaged, as shown in Table 13,

lso incr ased sharply as a result of the new eligibility requirements
Although the magnitude of the change was smaller, the proportion of
economically disadvantaged persons enrolled in PSE also increased

UI Claimants

The stricter requiremeitts on income and duration of unemployment
reduced the proportion of UI claimants in the eligible population,
particularly in the population eligible for Title LID. This is consistent with
the counterstructural emphasis in the IID program and was reflected in
the drop in the proportion of HD participants receiving
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Summary of Eligibility -

The changes in the characteristics of the eligible population A compatible
with the objectives of the reauthorization act. The new criteria for income
and duration of unemployment increase the likelihood that, with the
exceptions of youth and older workers, PSE will serve those persons who
'face disadvantages in obtaining unsubsidized employment. The changes in
the characteristics of persons in the eligible population, for the most part,
parallel the changes in participant characteristics examined earlier.
However, there are significant differences in the magnitude of the changes.
Recipients of AFDC and persons w' h less than a high school education
did not increase their shares of PS jobs in proportion to their greater
representation in the 'eligible pop ation. On the other hand, youth, a
target group whose i cidence d inedin the eligible population, had a
greater proportion of SE jobs fiscal 1978 than in the previous year.

WAGE RESTRICTIONS

P

The average wage requirement is the most controversial of the reauthori-
zation act provisions. The study indicated that lower wages was one of the
major factors responsible for the greater proportion of disadvantaged
participants in PSE jobs. However, they also suggested that the lower wage
made it more difficult to enroll AFDC recipients and veterans who have
alternatives that are more attractive than PSE positions.

There are two reavns to believe that the wage restrictions will
significantly increase the proportion of disadvantaged individuals partici-
pating in PSE. First, lower wages will probably reduce the attractiveness of
PSE jobs to persons with alternative sources of income or good prospects
for obtaining unsubsidized employment. Thus, persons with marketable
job- skills will be less likely to accept low-wage PSE positions. Similarly, '
income transfer recipients will have less of an incentive to accept PSE.
positions. The second reason is that the lower average wage will'make it
difficult for prime sponsors to fund many professional and highly skilled
positions, especially if the prevailing wage for those positions exceeds the
permissible average for the area. As the level of skill required to perform
PSE jobs declines, PSE positions will probably become more accessible to
the structurally unemployed.

In view of the controversy over the averagt wage requirement, it is
important to know the extent to which the changes in participant
characteristics that occurred,in fiscal 1979 can be attributed to the average
wage requirement; Unfortunately, the ay.ailable,evidence does not present
a clear picture.
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Several techniques were used to test empirically the effects of the
average wage requirement on participant characteristics. The characteris-
tic of-participants hired under the eligibility requirements before and after
the reauthorization act were compared. The correlation between the ratio
of the average wage required in fiscal 1979 to the average wage paid in
fiscal 1978was examined in relation to changes in participant characteris-
tics. Furthermore, the timing of the changes in characteristics. was
scrutinized. Nopeof the techniques produced conclusive results.

The evidence collected by the field research associates is also ambiguous.
To determine whether lower PSE wages discouraged' some individuals
from participating in thePSE programs, CETA administrators were asked
about applicants who turned down PSE jobs. Although this study, as well
as previous ones, suggests that wage rates affect-the willingness of eligible
persons.to accept PSE jobs, it is not clear whether the new reauthorization'
act wage provisions have increased the incidence of rejection of PSE jobs.
There are several .possible explanations. (1) the CEZA administrator may
not be aware that applicants are turning down jabs, (2) applicant's may
avoid being chosen for a PSE position without formally rejecting the job,
or (3).persons likely to be discouraged by lower wages may never. apply for
PSE positions.

Prime sponsors identified a number of groups that were more likely than
others to turn down PSE jobs.ln the Order of frequency Milt which they
were mentioned. these groups were unemployment insurance claimants,
skilled, fob -ready individuals, public assistance recipients, persons with
posthigh school education, and veterans.

The reasons for .applicant rejection of PSE jobs have not changed since
-the reauthonzation act. Both the 1979 field survey and a 1977 survey
indicated that four reasons were given when positions were turned down.
The reasons are listed in descending order, according to the frequency with
which they were cited:

1. PSE wages too low compared with alternate ine rt sources,
2. lack of interest in skill or occupational area;' 3

3. problems relating to transportation or child care; and
4. short-term nature of.PSE.

7

The order was the same in both surveys. Thus, although the data confirm
the importance of wage levels in the decision to accept or reject a PSE
position, it is not clear whether the lower wages. mandated in the
amendments hav-e increased the incidence of rejections..Of the sponsors
surveyed. 20 perc.ent reported an increase, while 40 percent indicated that
the incidence had remained the same. Thirty-two percent did not know

6
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. ( '
whether the incidence of rejections had,increased or declined. The latter
figure suggests that it may be too early to accurately identify" the effects of
the wage requirements. ..

The detailed analysis of PSE occupations in Chapter 4 indicates that, as
'a result of the wagerestrictions (principally the average wage require-
ment), prime sponsors are increasing the emphasis on occupations
requiring fewer skills. Professional, technical, and administrative positions
are being de-emphasized, while clerical and laboring positions are
receiving more attention This change is likely to increase the proportion
of disadvantaged participants in the PSE programs. Past studies have
found that the job qualifications of the applicant were the single most
important factor in job* referral and hiring decisions cNational Research
Council, 1980, p. 102; National Research Cotincil, 1978, p. 171). Although
PSE employers still seek the most qualified of the available applicants, new
PSE jobs require fewer qualifications. Thus, disadvantaged participants are
more likely to be referred and hired. This is affirmed by the fact that 68
percent of the CETA administrators in the field study reported that the
newly established jobs were more suitable for disadvantaged participants
than jobs"created previously.

e
,§

TARGETING GUIDELINES AND SELECTION PRACTICES

Except for tightening the procedures for determining eligibility, the
reauthorization has not affected the way in which prime sponsors select
PSE participants. The same organizations generally are responsible for
recruitment, program assignment, referral, and hiring; they generally do
not give preference to the target groups identified in the act. The principal
consideration in referial and hiring continues to be the job qualifications of
the applicants. This approach tends to exclqde those most in need of
employment and training services. By restricting the pool of eligible
applicants to tliose most in need, the reauthorization act severely limits.the
ability of sponsors to select highly qualified participants.

c.

4

-c
1

0 .

RECRUITMENT ., . .

Targeted recruitment is clearly a weak link in the participant 'selection
process. Most prime sponsors rely on a self-selection processwhoever
walks in the door is selected if he meets eligibility requirements. As one
field research associate pointed out, the neediest populations ale tlie ones
least likely to respond to this type of recruitment.

ic!
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Media adVertising and employment service file 4 rches are ,sometimes
used, particularly for a hard-to-fill job'. Sixty-eitht percent of the sponsOrs
in the field study reported that they attempted to direct their recruitment
to specific groups. These efforts, however, appear to be limited. Only
veterans and welfare recipients were the targets of special outreach efforts
by a significant proportion (36 percent) of the sponsors surveyed.

Two-thirds of the CETA administrators interviewed reported difficulty
in recruiting specific target groups In more than half of these cases the
problem was in recruitment oadequate numbers of eligible veterans.

ELIGIB14.ITY DETER1NATION

The reauthorization act has succeeded in focusing attention on the need to
determine eligibility correctly. Nearly half(44 percent) of the sponsors
surveyed make additional checks and cross- checks to ensure thA persons
hired meet tfie eligibility requirements. This has both benefits and costs. Of
those sponsors who reported changes in eligibility determination proce-
dures, 45 percent indicated that the improvements would increase the
proportion of disadvantaged participants, particularly low-income, long- a

term unetriployed persons. However, these sponsors also observed that the
new procedures require more time and make it more difficult to find
eligible applicants (see Chapter 6).

PROGRAM ASSIGNMENT

To determine whether different procedures are used for assigning
applicants to the structural and countercyclical PSE programs, NRC
research associates asked CETA administrators to_identify the factors that
influenced the program assignment decisions. dihree factors were domi-
nant Most important was the availability of openings'iri the program. The
applicant's need for employment and training services ranked second,. and
the job Qualifications of the applicant ranked third.

Two conclusions can be inferred. First, the prime sponsor's principal
consideration in assigning applicants to PSE programs is the need to keep
tV job slots filled. This takes precedence over any theoretical differences
between Titles IID and VI. In making program assignments, attempts are
made to consider applicant needs. To the extent that fewer skills are
required for jobs in Title IID, the.conderation of the job qighlifications of
the applicant also tends to promote the,assignment of more aisachaaaged
applicants to Title IID.

1 e

MP.
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REFERRAL AND HIRING

Seventy-six percent of the CETA administrators in the study -groiip
reported .that the reauthorization act did not affect referral and hiring

-practices As in previo surveys, the job qualifications of the applicant
were considered to b the ,most important factor influencing referral and
hinng decisions. On 3 out of 25 sponsors considered the targeting
directives of the reaut rization act to be most influential in their referral
decisions, and only 2 o sponsors made their hiring decigions on the
basis of the applicant's need for employment assistance.

Past surveys have identified preselection as a factor affecting the hiring
decision. In the current survey, an even larger proportion of respondents,

.30 percent, indicated that selection of applicants known to the hiring
agency is an inflUential factor in hiring decisions.

In short, the survey findings suggest that recruitment, program
assignment, referral, anti hiring practices under the reauthorization act
have not affected the composition of the population enrolled in PSE
programs. However, the new eligibility determination procedures have.

SUMMARY
o

The tighter eligibility requirements and lower wages mandated by the
reauthorization act have directedithe PSE programs toward the structural-
ly unemployed. This is evident in the increased participation of women,
youth, blacks, and persons from low- income families, as well as in the
smaller proportion or unemployment insurance claimants and persons
with posthigh school education now being hired.

Three groups that Congress expressed special concern forpublic
assistance recipients, Vietnm -era veterans, and disabled veteransdid not
benefit significantly frOm the reauthorization act. Prime sponsors reported
difficulty in finding eligible veterans who were willing to participate. The
reasons for the lack of change in the proportion of AFDC recipient
participating in PSE are more complex. Inadequate outreach efforts to
recruit AFDC recipients, lower-wage PSE jobs, lack of CETA/WIN
cooperation, and a referral system that heavily weights the job qua -'
lification of the applicant all appear to have played a role in constraining
the proportion of AFDC recipients enrolled in PSE jobs.

Under the reauthorization act, Titles HD and VI serve the same
clientelethe structurally unemployed. The differences in the eligibility
requirements between the two programs are not sufficient to identify
eligible populations with significantly different employment and training
needs. The principal factor in assignment to Title IID or Title VI is the

."\
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41"0- availability of openings, although sponsors also report evaluating the needs
of the applicagt. It is still too early to tell, however, whether Title IID and
VI will providesubstantively different services.

The reauthorization act has had little effect on the process used to select
PSE participants. Sponsors continue to rely principally on "walk-ins" for
recruitment. When special outreach efforts are made, they are generally
directed at veterans or AFDC recipients. However, these efforts are
limited, ,and sponsors report dissatisfaction with the results they produce.

Sponsors have tightened their control, over the eligibility determination
process. It is anticipated that the greater scrutiny given to participant
eligibility will succeed in lowering the incidence of ineligibili this
directing PSE .toward the structurally unemployed. However, the new
eligibility determination procedures have increased the time required to
process applications. In the event of an expansion of Title VI for
countercyclical purposes, these could prove to be a significant source of

*delay in'hiring.
the job qualifications of the applicant remain the single most important

factor in the referral and hiring Jecision. The selection process tends to
choose the best qualified applicant available. This suggests the importance
of the eligibility requirements and wage restrictions in meeting congressio-
nal targeting objectives. .

NOTES

1. EJPEA divided the Title VI program Into two parts, sustainment and
nonsustainment Sustainment refers to the PSE positions required to maintain the
level of enrollment in effect on June 30, 1976. All positions beyond that level were
labeled nonsustainment. Under EJPEA, 50 percent of the participants hired to fill
vacancies in sustainment positions and all nonsustainment participants were
required to meet the tightened eligibility requirements-15 weeks unemployment
and family income below 70 percent of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) lower
livirig standard. In addition, all nonsustainment participants were required to be
enrolled in projects. A project consisted of a group of PSE employees performing a
discrete task that was separate ,from regular local government functions and that
could be completed in a fixed period of time. The EJPEA eligibility criteria are
summarized below:

. Eligibility Criteria Program

(1) Unemployed% days Title II and 50 percent of vacancies.in Title
VI sustamment

(2) Unemployed 15 weeks and family 50 percent of vacancies in Title VI
income below 70 percent of BLS sustamment and all of Title VI
lower living standard income level nonsustainment,

9
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1

2 Economically disadvantaged includes persons with family incomes below the
Office of Management and Budget level of poverty or 70 percent of the BLS lower
living standard, as well as persons who are handicapped or institutionalized. '''`

3 The CLMS is a quarterly national sample of new enrollees in all CETA
programs A full description of the CLMS methodology is contained in Westat,
Inc; (1977).

4 Westat estimates that weighted cells of under 7,500 have a standard error in
.. excess of 10 percent:

5 The chief constraints were (1) some prime sp nsors had not hired sufficient
numbers of new enrollees nrobtain a reliable view of anticipant selection under the
reauthorization act requirements, and (2) some pn e sponsors were not a,ble to
distinguish between intertitle transfers and new enrollees in their reporting systems.

...
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4 Wages, Jobs,
and Services
O

O

Public Seryice Employment (PSE) pebgrams were enacted to create
temporary' jobs for the Alleantaged unemployed. The jobs were o
provide useful public sericel, and'the work experience was intended to id
participants in obtaining unsubsidized employment. espite repea ed
modifications ip the law, Congress and the administration b lieved that t e
most disadvantaged in the population were not receiving an dequate shar

' f PSE jobs and were concerned that PSE jobs were ubstituting fo
regular government positions. The CETA reauthorizatio act addresse
these problems by restrictipg enrollment to low-income applicants and the
long-term unemployed, and by limiting PSE wages so that PSE jobs would
not attract workers who could compete in the regularjpb market.

These eligibility and wage provisions succeeded in focusing PSE on the
seriously disadvantaged and probably.reduced substitution. However, they
narrowed the range of PSE jobs and limited the services that can be
provided. This chapter examines the early effects of the new wage and
eligibility requirements on the kinds of jobs and services that prime
sponsors provide with PSE funds.

NVA'oE PROVISIONS IN THE REAUTHORItNTION ACT

The most controversial of the 1978 amendments to CETA were the
limitations or} the wages to be paid participants. Prior to the re thoriza-
tion act, the nationwide average wage for PSE workers was set t $7,800
per year. Tice maximum wage that could be paid with CETA unds was

76
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a

$10,000, but there was no limn on the use of local funds to supplement the
'CETA wage.

These provisions came under sharp attack cluing the debate on the
reauthorization of CETA. Supporters of lower wages argued that new
wage limitations would have several advantages:

daa .' .
The program would be focused more sharply on perSons least able to

4 compete in the regular job market; .
.

COmpetition between PSE programs and private industry for capable

.0

workers would decrease;
Substitution, the use of PSE for regular governkent jobs, would

diminish;
00, Fewer, PSE jobs would pay more than the average wages for
qnsubsidized jobs; and

The funds appropnated would provide morepbs because the cost per
participant would be reduced, sOpponents of of ldwer PSE wages, however, anticipated a number of
adverse effects: 6

Because wages for PSE jobs must equal local preailing entry rates for
similar work, prime sponsors in high-wage areas would. fifid it difficult to
create PSE jobs at the lower PSE wage.

The creation of low-paying jobs would result in "make- work" rather
than the kind of experience that-would teed to.,unsuldized employment.

High -wage areas in financial difficulties would beunable to use PSE to
provide the kinds of services that comrn mities. need but are unable to
support with local funds. ..3 7 .4

Persons receiving public assistance or uneinf4loymem insurance
would be less likely to apply for PSE jobs because the net increase in their
income would be small or nonexistent.' Hence fhe targeting objective and
savings in income transfer payments would not be achieved.

The compromise bill that was finally enacted made the following wage
changes:

The national average wage permitted for P§E was reducedlont
$7,800-lo $7,200per year for participants entering the program ,aTter on
Much 1979 despite the fact that wages for most government and nonprofit
organization jobs were rising. For specific areas, the average could be more
or less Than $7,200 depending on the relation between the national average
and the area wage for unsubsidized jobs.2 The national PSE average wage
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must be adjusted annually by the percenitiA chinge in the average wage
for unsubsidized jobs.

For areas with average or lest than average wages, the maximum
wage remained at $10,000 per year. However, where wages were above the
national average, the permitted maximum ranged up to $12,000.

Supplementation of CETA wages PSE employers was significantly
limited No supplementation was permitted for new participants in Title
IID programs (These programs included 43 percent of budgeted PSE
positions in 1979) Suppl.ments for wages under Title VI\ generally could
not exceed 10 percent of the maximum CETA wage for the area, how

d in the few areas where average wages for regular jobs were more than 2
percent above the national average, CETA wages could be supplemented
by 20 percent. Thus wages after supplementation could be as high as
$11,000 in areas where wages do not exceed the average, between $11,000
and $13,200 in most higher-wage areas, and as high as $14,400 per year in
a few areas with the highest wages.

EFFECTS OF AVERAGE-WAGE PROVISIONS

The average-wage provisions of the reauthorization act are having a dual
effect. They are restricting the program more narrowly t2, persons who
have been least successful in the job market. But they are changing the
nature of PSE jobs and services. Although the lower-wage requirements
have resulted in program alterations in most areas, adapting to these
provisions was much,,more difficult for some areas than for others.

Average wages were lowered in four-fifths of the study areas. .The
reductions average 10 percent and were as much as 20, percent in a few
areas. In areas that rediiced wages, an average of half of the PSE jobs
approved prior to the ,reauthorization act could not be used for new
enrollees because the permissible PSE wages- were below the prevailing
entry wage for similar unsubsidized jobs. In a few areas about 90 percent
of the jobs had to be replaced with lower-wage jobs when on-board
enrollees left. At least 2 of the 28 areas exceeded their authorized average
wage because of difficulties in developing low-vage jobs.

UNEVEN IMPACT OF AREA WAGE ADJUSTMENT

The 1978 amendments requirethat the secretary of labor mepare an area
wage adjustment index each,yeaf. Forleach area, the national average wage"
fopublicservice employment must be adjusted by the ratio df the average
wage for unsubsidized jobs in the area to the average wage for such jobs in
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TABLE 15 Within Area Comparisons of Government and Private,Industry
* Wages, Selected Occupations, 26 Large Cities, 1977 -1978,

a

Occupational Group

Government Wages as a Percent
of Private Industry Wages "

Range Average

Clerical 78-142 103
Typists, Class B 86.170 I 1 I

Skilled Maintenance Group 64.154 4, 100
Helpers, maintenance trades 56.129 97
Janitors, porters, and cleaners 85.158' 115

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, U S Department of Labor, March 1980:Wage
Difference's Among Large City Governments and Comparisons with Industry and
Federal Pay, 1977-78, Table 2

-
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the nation. The adjustment was expected to serve three objectives. In low--
wage areas, reduced PSE wages would help prevent undue competition

.0.
with private industry for qualified workers. In high-wage areas, a higher

, PSE wage would facilitate use of PSE to provide essential public services in
localities with inadequate tax revenues. Iiirrally, the adjustment, was .
expected to equali)e the difficulties between high- and low-wage areas in .
implgmentihg th(new wage requirements.

The wage adjustment procedure has not been efficient in serving these
objectives. The adjustment for Ach area depends primarily on wages in
privateindustry, which- employt 82 percent of all workers, but prior to the

'reauthorizatibn about three-fourths Of the PSE participants were employed
in government agencies. Geographic variations in private industry wages or.
do not correlate 411 with, geographic variations in governinent wages for .
low-level joie3 The variation between goveritmel and private industry
wages for selected jobs in 26 of the largest cities is illustrated ,In Table 15.
In New Orleans; the average government wage for cleI-ica1.workers was 78

, percent of the private indu;try wage for such workers4 but inDelroit it was
142 percent. The range is even larger for Other occupational groups. ,

Government wageIevels may not correspdnd with average wages in theo
,e

private sector for a number of,reasons. The privAte ,sectbr may include a° '"

mix oriitclusCries with' wageslsubstantially higher or loWler the average, or
e, .

*P 4
p 6. goverhment gage rates may b appieciably higher or Iower th4n wages for

. similar jobscin4r,ivate industry. These'possibilities are illustgt$4 Gap, ..

and Philttlyeit. The lighetAerage PSEwage ,Orr.nitted for 'the 28 kr .

areas Cit tis study iias piP8f1gteirpary, Indiand. 'nit Qary 'Wage ,was,high Oir
qt, ,,

° largely be*.f,ise t.4.§. Steel apdgthershigh-wage primaolnetals plants were a ,
'rh, . 4 ...114 ..0 at

...
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located in the area. However, the lowest wage fi manual and clerical
workers in the Gary city government was 56,032. or 50 percent less than
the PSE average allowed in Gary. The maximum CETA wage that could
be paid with federal funds was 512,000, but if hiring agencies chose to\
supplemerit the CETA wage, the maximum was 514,400. Under these
conditions, a wide variety of PSE jobs similar to city government jobs
could be developed.

The adjusted PSE average wage in Philadelphia on the other hand, was
$7,855 Although this was above the national average of $7,200, it was 24
percent less than the lowest wage paid by the city, for manual labor jobs
($10,400) and well below the lowest wage fdr clerical jobs ($9,000). In
Philadelphia, wages'for jobs in the local government were considerably
higher than wages for similar job's in industrx. On the average, municipal
wages were 31 percent higher for clerical workers and' 14 percent higher
for janitors, porters, and cleaners (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980).
Under these circumstances, it was notAx)ssible-ta-assign PSE workers t
city agencies unless new positions could be developed for which there were
no comparable positions in 4he regular job classification. structure.
However, initial proposals in Philadelphia to restructure jobs and to create
trainee positions offering lower pay were opposed by the 1061 union
because they were considered a threat to existing wage standards.

Difficulties in Northern and Western Cities

Area wage adjustments have not successfully equalized the impact of the
new wage requirements (Figure 5). The adjusted PSE average wage was a
greater probleth for large cities in the North and West than for thosetint the
South. In the six largest western cities, the PSE average wage was 19
percent belo* the average entry level wage for such typical lower-skill jobs
as typists, class B, refuse collectors, janitors, and laborers. The average
entry wage for these jobs in most large northern,cities also exceeded the
PSE average wage. In the largest southern cities, on the other hand, the
PSE average was 3 percent above the entry level wage for these jobs (Table
16). It was. difficult for most large northern and Western cities to establish
PSE jobs similar8to jolts existing in city afgeneies while meeting the
requirement to pay prevailing wages. However, in most southern' cities,
sponsbrs were able to place PSE enrollees in entry level clerical and
manual jobs at wages below the PSE average and therefore could also
place other PSE workers in skilled jobs that paid above the average (see
Appendix A, Table A-3).
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FIGURE 5 CETA Public Service Employment Average Wage as a
Percent of Fntry Wages for Lower-Level City Government Jobs

Wage Competition with Industry

The preient procedure is norefficient in preventing wage competition with
private industry for workers with saleable job skill. Thesffect of the 1978
wage restrictions is to limit wages in Title VI prograires to a maximum of.
$11,000 in half the areas and between $11,000 and $13,200 for most of the
other areas. For Title IIb jqbs, the maximum is $10,000 in low-wage areas
and between $10,000 and $12,000 in areas with above average wagel. PSE
positions are not competitive with gnsubsidized jobs paying more than
these amounts, and few PSE jobs pay the maximum permissible wages
because of the average wage requirement.*Nonetheless, the presence of
high-wage industries in an area will result in a relatively high PSE wage,
cvhidh.may be competitive with the wages for many low -wage jobs in the
area. Howefier, if in these areas a portion of the most highly paid jobs were
excluded from the wage adjustment, the procedure would prottbly be
more effective in preventing competition with private industry.
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TABLE 16 Comparison of CETA Public Service Employment Average Wag
and Lowest Wages for Seletfleil Government Jobs in Large Cities, by Region,
1979

Region and City

Permitted
Average
PSE Wage

-Average of Lowest
Wages for Selected
Government Jobs°

PSE Average as a

Percent of Low Wage
Government Jobs

Northest
Boston $7.805 S 8,008b 97
New York 8.690 10,803 ao
Philadelphia 7.855 10.374 76
Pitt sbUrgh 8.129 10.816 75

Average . ' 82
North Centrals Chicago 8.417 11,570 73

Indianapolis- 7,926 8,853 89
Detroit 9.662 11.986 81
Kansas CIty, Mo. 7,553 7,202 105
St. Louis 8.050 7,930 102
Cleveland ' 8.352 9.295 90
Columbus 7,351 10.660 69
Milwaukee 7.754 10.738 72

Average 85
South

,Wa'shington, D.C. 9.540 9.516 100
Jacksonville 6,667 6,513 102

' Atlanta 7.898 7,542 105
New Orleans . 7,121 - 7,020 101
Memphis 6.1333 6.562 104
Dallas 7.596 /.332 104
Houston 8,338 7,748 108
San Antonio 6.635 6.622 100

Average 1

West
.

Phoenix 6.941 :- 8.528 81

Los Angeles 7.913 9.256 . s, 85
San Diego 6,42 9,100 i 77
San Francisco' 8,935 10.26Ib - 87
Denver ,7,812' 9.724 80
Seattle 8,251 10.660b 77

Average , . . 81

Source Permitted average PSE wage from EmployMent and Training Administration,
U.S Department of Labor. Data on lowest wages for selected jobs computed from ,

Municipal Government Wage Surveys for 1978 and 1979 prepared by the U.S. Bureau
of Labo; Statistics.

aThe average of the lowest wage paid for Typist Br Refuse Collector. Janitors, Porters,
and Cleaners; and-Laborers. See Table A-3 for data on each occupation.
bExcludes refuse collectors.

Excludes refuse collectors And Janitors, porters, and cleaners.

1.1
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*
TABLE 17 Comparison of CETA Public Service Employment and the
Long-Term Unemployed, by Otcupational Group, 1977 (percentage °

, distribution)

Occupational Group

t '
J. e

Public . Long-Term
Service Employmenta Unemployedb

ALL OCCUPATIONAL CROUPS -)loo

Total White-Collar
r '43

Professional, techntcal, any1.41-4nagenal
"V

20
Clerical and sales 23

jotal Blue-Cotlar 38

Craft workers! 10
Operatives . 5
Non-farm laborers 23

Service workers 1.8/
No previous work experience

100 ,
33

1.3

20

43

Soinces. For the unemployed Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,
"Employment and Earnings," January 1978, pp. 146 and 150. For public service em-
ployment: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey (unpublished da'a).

aTitles II and VI only.
bUnempOyed 15 weeks or more.

NOTE: Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
a

PSE WAGES AND JOB CHANGES .

Prior to the 1978 amendments, the occupational !nix of PSE jobs reflected
both to national emphasis on employing the most disadvantaged (one-
fourth of the PSE jobs were for laborers) and the local emphasis on
providing services that require prof tonal, technical, and managerial
skills (one-fifth of the jobs were in these ategories). Larger proportions of
PSE than of all long-term unemployed were at the extremes of the skill
rangeeither laborers or in the professional, technical, Ind managerial
group (Table 17).

The wage restrictions of the 1978 amendments are expected to shift the
PSE occupational mix to a greater concentration of low-s jobs. Every
sponsor in the study whose average wage for public s ice employment

i

)
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TASEE 18 Prime Sponsor Perceptions of Effects of Lower Average Wages
on CETA Public Service Employment, by Occupation, Sample Prime Sponsor
Areas (percent of areas)

Occupation 11 Group
Less
Emphasis(

No
Effect

Increased
Emphasis

Professional, technical, and admimitrative 100 0 0
Paraprofessionals 86 5 tO
Clerical workers 10 20 70
Graft workers 85 15 0

` Operatives 47 21 1.32
Laborers 20 5 75
Service workers 10 10 80

Source: Based omfeports from 21 areas.

..

NOTE. Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding

was reduced indicated that fewer professipnal, technical, and administra-
. tive 'Om would be approved. More than 80 percent of these sponsors also

ned reductions in relatively high-skill jobs for paraprofessionals and
craft workers. Conversely, sponsors planned to increase the proportion of
lower-skill, lower-wage laborer, service, and clericaPpositions (Table 18).

Data to test sponsors' expectations of the effects of lower wages on PSE
occupations were sparse. At the time of the survey, only six areas thdt
provided data on the occupations of participants had enrolled appreciable
numbers of PSE workers under the new average wage requirements. These
data showed sharp reductions in jobs for professionals and sharp increases
in jobs for laborers. However, contrary to sponsors' expectations, the data
indicate a somewhat greater incidence of paraprofessional jobs and little
change in the proportion of jobs thar were in the clerical, craft, and service
worker groups.

Plans for achieving the lower average wage involve not only elimination
of high-ivage jobs, but also restructuring. of current positions. Job
restructuring (the development of new positions tha include only some of
the tasks involved in the original positions) was plann in all but'one of
the areas that reported lower average wages and affected imar,ily clerical
and paraprofessional jobs. High-skill professional, technical, and craft jobs
were more likely to be eliminated than redesigned (Table 19).

Imsome areas, even laboring and service jobs wert modified because the
prevailing wage for these occupations was above the average, CETA wage,
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TABLE 19 Local Officials' Opinions of Occupational Groups to-be
Dropped and Restructured to Reach Lower CETA Average Wages, Sample
Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of areas).

Sources B d on reports from 24 areas.'

Jobs Restructured

Jobs Government Nonprofit
OccupAionalGroup Discontinued Agencies Organizations

Professional, technical, and , .

administrative 87 38 . 36
Paraprofessionals - '70 67 82
Clerical workers 30 71 7.7
Craft workers 65 29 14
Operatives 13 38 ' 23
Laborers 30 .48 23'. Service w eTS ° '. 17 34, ' 41,

-A

and a felk observers reported that employers wenf through the motions of
changing job titles with little change in job content.

The problem of reaching a lower PSE wage by restructuring relatively
low-skill jobs is summarized in a letter to the CETA director in Niagara
County, New York, from an official of one of the employee unions
(National As'sociation of Counties, 1979, Attachment M):

Mbst of the attempts at job restructuring can not produce jobs that satisfy the
definition in section 675 4' of the CETA regulations, which requires that a
restructured job be clearly different from the original job in skills, knowledge,
expenence and ability.

Your proposed "Manual Services Trainee" job description is an attempt to
restructure a Laborer job which already requires no special skills, knowledge
experience and abilities . in practice, participants working in this title would,
be doing substantially We same' work as laborers earning tin_ higher prevailing
wages. .

Job restructuring generally was accomplished through creation of
subentry level positions such as trainee,-aide, assistant, 4.nd helper. These
trainee positions were established not only for paraprofessional and
clerical positions, but also for janitorial apd laborer jobs. Because wages in
nonprofit agencies weretlower than in government agencies, a smaller
propoition of jobs in nonprofit organizatiods had to be restructured.
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TABLE 20 Sources of Support for Supervisors of CETA Public Service .

Emplpy ent Projects, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of areas)

. ., Sources Used by
Most -
Important Government Nonprofit

Support Source Source Agencies Organizations.... .......

.
Funds from employing agency . 76 96 93
CETA Program Funds° 16 46 68'
CETA adnunistratg funds 8' 32 39

iSource Based on reports from 27 areas.
. - ---)

aCKA participants used as supervisors.

0

:Use of Participants in Supervisory Positions
,

Because of limited job skills og PSE employees and the requirement that
they receive special employability services, PSE participants require more
supervision 'than other employees. The cost of such supervision is a
problem for many agencies. When few PSE workers are employed to
expand customary activities, the increased supervisory effort is absorbed
by the akency's regular staff. HoWever, when the PSE activity is a separate
project or involves many enrollees, agencies have usually had to increase
their supervisory staff.

In three-fourths of the study areas, funding for supervisors of PSE
workers has come primarily from employing agencies (Table 20). Agencies
that cannot provide funds to support supervision of PSE participants can
use PSE administ'rative funds. However, such funds are limited. In fiscal
1979, only 10 percent of a sponsor's PSE allocation could be used for
administration, and many prime sponsors reserved a share of these funds _
for their own administrative costs.5

Employers can avoid spending.their Own funds for supenisiOn by -.sing
PSE enrollees for that purpose. In two out of three areas, nonprofit
Organizations used PSE participants' as supervisors, and .in half of the
areas, government agencies followed that practice. ,However, the new wage
and eligibility restrictions make it difficult to approve supervisory positions
at the wages perihitted and to find eligible persons with the required skills.
The wage limitations in the 1978 CETA amendments will force nonprofit
organizations to reduce or eliminate. the use of PSE enrollees as

,.aupervisor's in half the study areas. Dependence on this.source of support
by government agencies will be cut back in 36 percent of the areas.

10
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TABLE 21 Prime Sponsofr PerceRtions of Effects of Lower Average Wages
on CETA Public Service Employmeift, by Function, Sample Prime Sponsor

,

, lAlen (percent ofareas) .

Function

Law enforcement
Fire protection 4

Education
Housing
Public works
Health and hospitals ,
Environment
Creative arts
Social services
Transportation
Recreation and parks

.:

--Emphasis------Effect
Less No Increased

Emphasis

79 21 0
58 42 0
47 32 21
42 53 5
42 26 32
30 50 ' 20
30 50 20
28 44 28
26 26 47
21 63 16

-201i 20 60I_
Soulce. Based on reports from 19 areas.

NOT: Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
it

Nonprofit-organizations plan to use more of their own funds or will seek
other sources too defray supervisory costs. Some sponsors anticipated a
reduction in supervision and expected poorer performance and 1, useful
job experiende for the enrollees.

\
EFFECTS OF LOWER AVERAGE WAGES ON PSE SERVICES

The lower average wage is expected to have a major impact on the types,of
services provided by PSE workers. Public safety services particularly will

\ be affected. About 80 percent of the areas with lowered wages will reduce
the use of PSE for law enforcement, and more than half of the areas will

\cut back PSE fire protection services. Homing activities, primarily
kin'atherization of low-income homes, were expected to be reduced in about
40 percent of the areas.6 The proportion of PSE funds going to educational
services is expected to be smaller in about half of the survey areas but\
larger in 21 percent of the Areas. Recitation and patii and social services .
will benefit from increased shares of PSE funds (Table 21). ,A comparison 'of the mix of.PSE services with all services provided by
state and local governments indicates sharp differences before 1978.
Neat y 50 percent of state and local government employees worked in

I

-.. 1 i,).
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TABLE 22 Comparison of CETA Public Service Employment and All State
and Local Government Employment, by Function, 1977 (percentage
distribution)

Total State Total

ALL FUNCTIONS 100 100

Education 49 15
Health and hospitals i 11 7
Public works and transportation° 12 25
Police and corrections 7 8
Social services 3 12
Parks and recreation 2 13
Fire protectio 2 1

Admin4tration and miscellaneous 13 20

`A. Sources Total state and local employment U.S. Bureau of the Census, Public Employ-
ment in 1977, p. 9, PSE data based on uhpublished Employment and Training Admin-
istration data for Titles 11 and VI sustainment and on sample of'project data summaries
for 28 areas for Title VI projects

°Includes highways, local utilities, natural resources, sanitation and transportation.

NOTE: Details may not add to 1081)erepent due to rounding.

educational activities; only 15 percent of PSE workers were engaged in
such services (Table 22). PSE participants were concentrated more.heavily
than other _public sector employees in ,public works activities and
development and maintenance of parks and recreation areasactivities
involving high proportipns of blue-collar Workers. The exception to this
pattern was the large share. of PSE workers engaged in social service
activities, reflecting the sponsorship of PSE activities by nonprofit social
service organizations. The reduced emphasis on education and public
safety activities and the increased share of .PSE for social sbrvices and
parks and recreation activities will shift the pattern of PSE services further
from the general pattern of state and local government activities.

Some areas reported that the wage changes would affect occupations
within an a tivity, but not the distribution of PSE employment among

'activities. 17 such instances, the employing agency would replace the
higher-level SE jobs with lower-paying clerical, laborer, and service
worker jobs.
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INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES TO LOWER WAGES -tr

Unions

Local labor unions were consulted about the new wage provisions in about
40 percent of the study areas. Union oNals were concerned primarily

\vVith protecting Wage standards. In many areas, consultation led to early
re"gblution of the wage issues and hiring delays were avoided. In one of
every six areas where PSE wages were lowered, hiring was temporarily
frozen or delayed because of union objections to the proposed PSE wages.
In two areas, the union was working with the Kime sponsor to 'develop
trainee positions that would justify a lower wage. One area reported that
the union agreed to lower entry level wages to save PSE jobs.

Sponsors probably find it more difficult to establish lower-wage jobs in
occupations with stronk labor unions and formal job hierarchies. This may
be Qne reason the proportion of PSE jobs in law enforcement and fire
proteetien-agencies is-expected/I-decrease.

Personnel Systems

In over half of the reporting areas, employing agencies had merit staffing
systems that established PSE job descriptions, wage rates, and qualification
requirements. However, only re area included PSE workers in a local
Civil Service system with all the rights of regular employees.

About three-fourths of the areas reported that no serious issues arose
between the prime sponsor and local personnel offices as a result of the
lower-wage requirements. In a few areas, however, enrollme t delays
occurred because some employing agencies resisted jot restr luring, and
PSE positions had to be transferred to oth r'gRvernmen agencies or to
nonprofit organizations.

SUPPLEMENTATION OF THE CETk WAGE

Prior to the 1978 amer1dments, there were no restrictions on supplemynta-
tion of CETA wages. Reports of PSE jobs paying substantially more,than
t4 average wage for unsubsidized jobs and concern that CETA funds
were being used to finance ongoing operations of local governments led to
the restrictions on wage supplementation. The 1978 CETA reauthorizaf
tion limited supplementation for Title VI enrollees to no more than 10'
percent of the maximum CETA wage except in a few high-wage areas
where 20 percent was allowed.-No supplementation was permitted for new
enrollees in Title IID. Persons enrolled prior'to October 1, 1978, could

16
11
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TABLE 2.3 Extent of Wage Supplementatibn of CETA Public Service
$thployment"Positions, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas

is
Percent of Jobs
Supplemented

TQTA L

Percent of Areas
with Supplementation

100

0-5 52. 1

6-15 24
16 or more 24

Source Based on reports ftom 25 areas.

continue to receive their original wage supplementation as long as they
remained in the same PSE position.

In a majority of the stiO areas, only 5 percent or less of the PSE
positions were supported by supplethentary funds prior to the reauthoriza-
tion act (Table 23). However, in a few areas, particularfy those in which
wages forklower-level government jobs started near or above $10,000,
supplementation was extensivIn one large 'city, over 80 percent of the
PSE jobs were affected.

Information on the size of the supplements was available from only six
of the study areas' where wage supplements were frequently used prior to
the reauthorization act. These areas provided data on about 600
supplemented jobs. In these areas, about two-thirds of the supplements
were under $2,000, but 8 percent v5efe $5,000 or more. More than half of
the supplements exceeded the amount permitted by the reauthorization act
(S'ee Table 24).

Prior to the CETA reauthorization, wage supplementation in the six
areas was used predominantly to provide funds for PSE jobs that paid
more than $10,000. For about 70 percent of the jobs with supplemented
wages, the supplement was paid in addition to a CETA-funded salary of

`,1 $10,000, which was the Maximum at the time. More than half of the
$10,090 CETA jobs received supplementary employs funding (Table 25).

The effect of the 'supplementation limits on PSE jobs and services was
similar to the impact of lower average wages but weaker. Only 2 of x 28
areas in the study reported that the supplementatiqn limits h d a ater
influence on jobs and services than the other wage changes e 1978
amendments. Nearly all study areas were affected by the restraints on
supplementation, but in most instances, only a small shar' of PSE jobs
could. not be refilled when vacancies occurred. In 4 out of 5 areas, some
professional or technical positions were scheduled to be dropped because
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TABLE/ 24 Supplemented CETA Public Service Employment Positions,
by Amount of Supplementation, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas

4) Amount of Supplementation
Percent of
Supplemented Jobs°

TOTAL

S1-999
S1,000-1..999
S2,000-4,999
$5,000 or more

100

37
31

23
8

Percent of jobs supplemented in excess of amount
permitted under the reauthorization act 53

aAverage percent 'for 6 areas.3ased on occupational summaries prepared in the spring
or summer of 1979: refers to persons enrolled prior to October 1978 who were still
employed after March 1979

TABLE 25 Supplemented CETA Public Service Employment Positions, by
Wage Clas.t.Sample Prime Sponsor Areas

CETA Wage
Percent of all Jobs Percent of all Enrollees in the
With Supplementationa Wage Class with Supplementatiore

der S9,000 7 2

S9,000-9,999 21 11

$10,000 or moreb '72 56
*

aAvesage for 6 prime sponsors Based on occupafional summaries prepared in the spring
and summer of 1979, refers to persons enrolled pnor to October 1978 who were still em-
ployed after March 1979. *.
bA fewsjobs with a CETA wage greater than $10,000 were reported for persons enrolled
prior to October 1978. These can occur due to cost of living or time in grade raises after
the reauthorization.

** the prevailing wages for similar jobs were higher than 4he pennitted
wage including supplementation. In more than half of the apas,
paraprofessional and craft positions would not be continued. Mast' of the
impact would be felt in government agencies. Few PSE jobs with nonprofit
organizations provided wage supplementation, and more than half of the
study areas reported that the number,of discontinued positions with
nonprofit agencies would be negligible.

1n
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Law enforcement-was again the hardest it activity. More than halof
the areas reported that the,share Of PSE jobs located in law enforcement
agencies would be reduced as a result of the limits on wage supplementa-
tion Fire protection jobs were affected'in:a third of the areas. Prior to the
reauthorization act, supplemented PSE salaries (or policemen and
firefighters ranged from $11,500 to $17,500.

,
In recent years, them has been intense, interest in better law enforce-

ment, And police chiefs have repoited that a' 27 percent increase in staff
would be needed to satisfy eoriimunity expectations (National Planning
AssoiSiation. 1977, p. 79). PSE jobs in law enforcement contributed to
higherlev els of seryices,,but the high wages paid tp PSE police officers in
some areas suggest that CETA fundstyre sometimes used to pay salaries
for police department jobs that would have been funded by local revenues
had CETA funds not been available.

!
INCREASED MAXIMUM WAGE

TO allow sortie flexibility in using PSE positions for essential activities in
high-wage areas, the 1978 amendments permitted the maximum wage that
could.be paid from CETA funds to range to $12,000 for areas.with
above-average,wages and retained the $10,000 maximum wage for all
other areas.

The higher maximum wage had PSE jobs andserviees
because in post areas th average wage requirement determined the types
or jobs and services that pould be Orovided. To stay within the average
wage limits, sponsors Had to offset jobs paying above-average wages with
jobs phying below the *sage. The increased rbaximu'm was the most
important wage change inslonly oueq1 the areas in the study. In some
areas, the, higher CETA ximum1w ,asused to provide scheduled pay
increases or cost-of-living in .sesprPSE participants In the majority of't
areas with increased maxiift Yti wages, orilPP.SEparticipants,employed byegovernment agencies benefited. "'",

A
°

4 ;
The act provides for annual adjustments in the average wage but non,'

the maximum wage. Although the average v.,Age exercises the dominant.
influtnce on the kinds of jobs that Can Ile establigied; a fixed maximum*
wage in a period of wage increases will reduce the range of jobs that can.be
approved.for PSE.
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CHANGES IN PARTICIPANT SKILLS AND EFFECTS ON
JOBS AND SERVICES

Applicants' PSE jobs in the summer of 1979 were considered less
qualified than those of a year earlier in three out Of four reporting areas.
The decrease iu the level of qualifications was attributed to the more
restrictive eligibility criteria and to the unwillingness of better qualified,
eligibles to take PSE jobs at the wages offered. The reactions Of employers
to the poorer qualifications of PSE participants are reflected in the ti
following comments. "The wage restrictions ensure targeting to the hard- 4

tore unemployed," and "PSE is now restricted largely to the unemploya-
bles." Some hiring Agencies are asking, "Is it worth it?"

In about two-thirds of the areas, the decrease in skills was expected RI
affect the types of jobs that could be included in PSE programs. Sponsors
planned to replace professional, technical, and craft jobs with entry level
clerical, cigitodial, and laboring jobs and expected that it would be more
difficult to find applicants for PSE jobs who were able to super%ise other
PSE enrollees. Education, health, and home weatherization were cited as
services that Would be particularly affected.

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION, SPONSORSHIP OF PUBLIC
SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

Congress has consistently fa%ored extenshe use of iiOnprofit organizations
in the CETA progrim. The Conference Report' the 1976 amendments
stated, "Theconferees expect prime sponsors to provide a substantial
portion tof project funds to nonprofit aFhetes.. . : " (U.S. Congress,
1976c, p. 17). The conferees believed that use of nonprofit orginizations
for public service- employment would reduce substitution and would
broaden the types of jot% and services pi-ovided by PSE programs. These
expectations were met. The use of nonprofit organizationlincreased
substant ally duieng the 1977-1988 PSE expansion. Two recent studies
in e that substitution is less of a problem hi nonprofit organizations
than in government agencies (National Research Council, 1980, p. 130;
National Commission for Employment Policy, 1979, pp. 27 and 39).

Although the 1978 amendments did not specifically require an expanded
role for nonprofit organizations, the more restricthe wage proNisions were
expected to necessitate greater use or these organizations. Nonprofit
organizations could develop low-wage jobs more easily than government
agespcies that were more likely to have formal personnel systems and
agreements with labor organizations.

In three-fourths of the reporting areas, nonprofit organizations em-)

41'
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ployed a larger propottof PSE participants than ther,,j` lad prior to the
reauthoOiation act. Irrnay 1979, 34 percent of all PSE-jobs were in
nonprofit organizations as contrasted with 24 percent in September 197Z.
About two-thirds ofthe study areas 'expected the trend to 'continue,
particularly after September 1979, when the PSE employees hired prior to
the reauthorization act would be dropped from.the program.

Increased use of nonprofit organizations was attributed to low PSE
wages in 64 percent of the areas and to more restrictive eligibility criteria
in 45 percent of the areas. In a majority of areas the difficulty of developing
lower-wage PSE jobs ill government agencies resulted-in the allocation of
more jobs to nonprofit organizations. In a few areas, where wages in
nonprofit organizations were as high as those in government, there was
little or no shift to nonprofit organizations. Some respondents reported
that nonprofit organizations were more willing than government agencies
to employ the less skilled workers that were available after the tighter
eligibility requirements becathe effecti'e.

"PropositionA 13" was, a factor in the greater use of nonprofit
organizations in California. Two.of the four California areas in the study
reported that supervisors could not be made availZble for PSE because of
the limits on employment in local governments. In San Joaquin County, a
successful youth employment project could be expanded only by shifting
responsibility to a tronprofit organization.

PSE JOBS AND SERVICES 4IN NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

t he Nation Research Council study of the expansion of PSE after the
Economic imulus Act of 1977 found that Title VI project positions in
government agencies differed sharply from Title VI positions in nonprofit
organizatioa:4' (National Research Council, 1980, pp. 146-150). Govern-
ment agencies were heavily engaged in public works and the development
and maintenance of park and recreation facilities. Nonprofit organization's
directed their PSE- programs primarily to social services and housing
activities (largely "weatherization"). They also devoted more of their
projects to creative arts and to health and hospitals than did government
agencies (Table 26).

The occupations used-in government agency and nonprofit organization
. projects reflected the differences in their PSE activities. Government

agency projects employed a high proportion of blue-collar workers,
primarily laborers in public works and parks activities. Nonprofit
organizations, heavily involved in social service, creative arts, health, an.r1
teaching activities, have required relatively high proportions of profbssion-

,

1
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TABLE 26 Title VI Project Employment, by Ftinction, by. Government
Agency and Nonprofit Organization, 1977 .(percentage distribution)

Function
Government
Agency

Nonprofit
Organizations

ALL AREAS 100 100

Public works 33 3

Parks and recreatin 21 c 9
Education 19 13
Social services 8 40
Law enforcement 5 2
Housing 4 15
Health and hospitals 3 8
Creative,arts ' a

7

Other 5 3 '
SOURCE Expanded to U.S. total based on a sample of project data summaries for 28
study areas.

°Less than 0.5 percent:

NOTE: Details may riot add to totals due to rounding:

al and paraprofessional workers. Only 5 percent 'Isf the total PSE
participants employed by nonprofit organizations were laborers (Table 27).

Despite their higher-skill occupational structure, nonprofit organiza-
tions have greater flexibility than government agenciesin adjusting- to
lower PSE wages. Greater use of nonprofit organizations is likely to result
in more emphasis on social services for the poor and the elderly and
expansion of home weatherifation programs.

Public officials i,tva few areas believed that transition to unsubsidized
jobs was less likely to result from PSE jobs in nonprofit organizations than
fr6m PSE jobs in government because nonprofit organizations had fewer
permanent staff openings and did not provide the kinds of job experience
that were transferable to private industry. The available information did
not part a direct comparison of the "placenlent rate of Nonprofit
organons with that of government agencies. However, the data that
are available do not support the view that PSE workers in-nonprofit
agencies are less likely to obtain unsubsidized employment:The placement
rate is influenced by many factors, including the unemployment rate, the
skill of job placement personnel, and the characteristics of enrollee's. Half
of the participants in the PSE projects sponsored by nonprofit organiza-

.
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TABLE 27 Title Vi Prdject,Employment, by Occupational Group, by Gov-
ernment Agency and Nonprofit Organization, 1977 (percentage distribution)

Occtipltional Group
Government
Age n'cy

Nonprofit
Organizations

ALL OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS '
4 ,

Total White-Collar A

Profdsional,lechnical, and managenal
Paraprofessionals
Clerical workers

Total Blue-Collar
Craft workers
Operatives
Laborers

Service workers

-

. 100

35

100

62',
10

'12
13

58

25
26
11

27
17

3

39

8

19
t

4
5

11

SOURCE, Expanded to U.S total based on a sample of project data summaries for 28
study areas.

NOTE. Details may nol, add to totals due to rounding.

tions were professional, technical, administrative, and paraprofessional
workers. These workers are more likely than lbw-skill workers to obtain
regular employment. When the percentage of PSE jobs sponsored by
nonprofit organizations and the additional variables were introducedAntb a
multiple regression model, the effect of greater dependence on nonprofit
organizations did not significantly affect the placement rate.

THE USEFULNESS OF` PSE SERVICES

Advocates of public service employment hive insisted that the program
provide useful public services as, well as temporary employment. Local
goVernments, especially those in fiscal distress, seek to use-PSE to provide
setvicys thttt cannot be financed from l'Ocal, tax reventes. Congressional
concern that PSE provide useful services was emphasized in the debate
that preceded the 1976 amendments of CETA. More recently, the House
Appropriations Committee report on the DOL-HEW budget requested the
secretary of labor "to explore means of increasing the assignment of CETA
public service job-holders to projects that produce lasting benefits to the
society at large by increasing our nation's capital assets.' This could include
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work-on roads, bridges, parks and trails, among others." (U.S. Congress,
1979b). .

Because there is no market price for many of the services provided by
PSE, it is difficult to establish an objective measure of their value. In a
prelhous NRC study, Perceptions of usefulness were obtained fronOocal
officials who were familiar with specific Title VI projects in their
community. Ninety-five percent of the respondents identified the projects
as very useful. (National Research Council, 1980, pp. 138-139). j

The usefulness of the PSE services ,was expected to be adversely affected
by the 1978 CETA ame e almost all of the study areas. In one-
seventh of the study areas, o e or more local governments within a prime
sponsor area was conside g dropping out of the program because of
reduced benefits and i reased operat difficulties. However, local
officials in a majority f the areasemphas d that most PSE activities
continued. to provide important benefits to thei ommunities. Usefulness
had diminish d, but had not been° eliminated. Some officials expressed
concern that tie new PSE jobs did not provide the kind of experience that

, would help participants obtain unsubsidized employment. In a fei,v areas,
additional staff experience or a smaller size program resulted in improve-
ments in the effectiveness of the activities despite the wage and eligibility
restrictions in the 1978mendments.

The wage restrictions were far more important than the skills of the
participan,ts in limiting the usefulness of PSE activities. About 70 percent
of the sponsors in the study group believed that PSE usefulness was limited
primarily becatise the allowable CETA wage precluded the kinds of jobs
necessary to provide high-priority services. Twenty-one percent said the
inadequate skills of the partlicipants were the most-important factor (Table
28). :*

LOWER AVERAGE WAGES AND USEFULNESS OF ACTIVITIES

All but one of the areas wit to d PSE wages in 1979 anticipated a
decline in the utility of PSE services. Many positions in high-pribrity
activities such as police and fire protection, _home winterization, and
education are scheduled to be replaced by entry level and subentry level
positions that are.considered less useful to the community. Furthermore,
the number of low-skill jobs that can be used effectively in an agency is
limited.

In about ,half the areas with lower wage rates, the usefulness of PSE
activities was also adversely affected because eligible nersens with job skills
were rejecting the low-wage jobs. The PSE wage attracted only persons
with poor job skills. However, in some areas the shift to less essential, low-.
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TABLE 28 Local Officials' Perceptions of Factors Limiting the Usefulness
of CETA Public Service Employment Activities, Sample Prime Sponsor ,areas
(percent of areas)

Factors
Most
Important

Second Most
Important

ALL REPORTS 100 100

Wage limits \--../ 71 21
Participants' iob skills 21 46
Termination requirements for Title VI proieep 0 11
Limits on administrative expenditures i 0 14
None are important 7 7

Source Based on reports from 28 areas.

NOTE. Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

skill jobs occurred despite the availability of eligible persons who were
qualified for positions in high-priority activities.

Several respondents indicated that the lower average wage had been in
effect for too short a time td determine the long-term impact on usefulness.
The major impact would be felt only after September 1979, when
participants enrolled prior to the reauthorization act complete their tenure
and are replaced by participants subject to the lower wage provisions.

'JOB PERFORMAkCE.OF PSE RARTrCIPANTS

Perceptions of the job performance of PSE workers were less favorable in
1979 than in 1977. Two-thirds of the local officials Contacted, including
CETA administrators and officials of employing agencies, reported that
the job performance of PSE enrollees was about the same as that of regular
employees doing similar work. However, the remaining third considered
PSE workers "below average." Only 16 percent of the respondents in the
1977 survey rated PSE workers as ,below average, and an almost equal
number ranked them as "above average" (Table 29).

SUBSTITUTION

The fear that "substitution"the use of PSE funds for jobs that otherwise
would be supported by local resourceswould undermine the creation of
new jobs was reflected in the CETA legislation and in the predecessor
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TABLE 29 Rating of Job Perforinanqe of CETA Public Service Employment
Workers, 1977 and 1979 (percent of respOndents)

Rating 1977 Surveyf 1979 Surveyb

Below average
About average
Above average

16

71
13

32
68
0

a117 respondents from 27 areas.
b78 respondtnts frbm 26 areas.

, program, the rnergency Employment Act of 1971. These statutes have
included "maintenance of effort" provisionsrequirements that employ-
ing agencies shall not reduce their regular work force by hiring PSE
workers, The 1976 amendment to CETA attacked the substitution
problem by requiring that expansion of Title VI PSE jobs be limited to
special short- duration projects that would emphasize new or separately
identifiable tasks rather than th-e expansion of ongoing activities. Addition-
ally, a "substantial portion" of 'project funds was to be directed to
nonprofit organizations and eligibility for project jobs was tightened.

The 1978 amendments took a different tack. Rather than trying to define
permissible activities, they tightened wage and eligibility criteria to
produce changes in the kinds of people participating in PSE programs and
the kind's of services pro'vided by ttle,programs; in turn these changes wev
expected to rechge the incentives`for substitution. These restrinons have
had the following results:

4

There is less use of PSE in the primary government functions of
public safety and education-where the likelihood of substitution is greatest.

The shift to lower-skill jobs moves PSE further from the pattern of
regular governmental activities.,

The enryllnient of the imore severely disadvantag ed persons reduces
the likelihood that PSE workers will be used in lieu of regular government
workers.

Low wages are inducing a shift of PSE from government agencies to
nonprofit organizatiOns that are less likely to use PSE participants for their
regular positions.'

This study made no attempt to ingasure changes in the incidence of
substitution. Hoty.ever, it is inferred that ,the lower wages and tighter

4 '`
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eligibility require penis produced program modifications that proba-
bly have reduced the extent of substitution.

SUMMARY

Both the advocates and the opponents ,of lower PSE wages correctly
anticipated its effects. Lower wages aze serving the purposes for which
they were designed: they, along with the new eligibility criteria, are .
focusing the program on persons who halve the most difficulty in obtaining
unsubsidized jobs, PSE less often competes with private industry,. for
qualified workers; and the opportunitiei for substitution have been
redused.
/-6ffsetrivig these benefits, however, the public services provided by PSE

are less useful than those provided prior to the 1978 amendments. ,
Preferred activities are being replaced with lower-priority services. In areas
where wages for many low-level government jobs are above the PSE
average, it has become difficult or impossible to use new PSE enrollees, for
needed services that cannot be su'p ported within''regular budgets. Some
officials believe that the new PSE jobs do not provide the type. of
experience that will help participants obtain regular jobs.

Despite the difficulties in creating PSE positions within the constraints
of the wage restrictions, PSE enrollment increased from 546,00Qat the end
of March to all estimated 570,000 at the end of June; but this growth was 9
percent short of the 625,000 goal.8

, The lower average wages required by the CETA reauthorization are
having a major impact on the types of jobs and services provided by PSE
and on usefulness of PSE activities.

,

Twenty-three of twenty-eight retidrting areas were required to reduce
the average wage, for new PSE participants. ,

In areas where average wages must be lowered, use of PSE for high-
skill professional, technical, paraprofessional, and craft jobs will be
reduced.

Almost .all areas that were required to reduce their average wages
planned to restructure PSE jobs. Restructuring will generally involve
intermediate-skill paraprofessional and clerical occupations, but even low-
skill service worker and laborer jobs will be redesigned in some areas
because the prevailing entry wage for these positions exceeds th(PSE wage
that can be approved. Professional and craft jobs are more likely to be
discontinued than restructured.

o

LLo
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The PSE activities that will most frequently be cut back are those
involving the primary governmental services of law enforcement, fire
protection, and education. An increased portion of PSE will support the
development and.tuaintenance of parks and recreation facilities and will
require a high proportion of workers inlunskilled laboring jobs. More PSE,

_positions will be devoted to providing social services, largely through
nonprofit organizations. 0',

The share of the PSE program contracted to nonprofit Organizatio%,
has increased from 24 percent In 1977 to S4 percent in 1979 primarili.,
because nonprofit organilations can meet the lower PSE-wage more,easily
than government agencies. * ,

Local officials in three- fourths of the study areas bekieve that lovier'
average wages are having an adverse effect on the usefulness of PSE
services, higher- priority activities will be droppeh and lower-priority
activities will be substituted. .

The effect of the PSE average wage varies among geographic areas. the'
PSE average wage for the largest western cities was 19 percent below the

S

entry wages for low-level jobs in gov rim nt, for the largest southern
cities, the PSE averag(was 3 percent higher than the entry wages for law- , .

level government jobs.
`The lower P/SE wages and the tighter eligibility requirements have t

°a?fectill the qualifications of PSE participants and the types of skills
needed for PSE employment and may have reduced substitution.

New PSE participants possessed fewer job qualifications than thOse
enrolled prior to 1979 in thiee-rou'izths of the study areas. Lo vier wages--and 3

.

more restrictive eligibility were responsible in an equal number of areas
Fewer skills are required to perform PSE jobs because the lower wa'e

prevents the, funding of many higher-level jobs.
Two-thirds of the CETA administrators and officials of agencies that

employ PSE workers assess the job ,performapce of PSE workers as about .
the same as other employees doing similar work. The remaining third
reported that PSE workers were below average. Perception of worker
perforrriance was less favorable in 1979 than in 1977.

Lower PSE wages probably reduce substitutiot for several reasons.
jobs in high-priority public services are reduced, fewer new enrollees have
the qualifications required for regular government jobs, and an increased
piroportion of PSE j4s are sponsored by nonprofit organizations, which
ay less likely than government agencies to use PSE participants to replace
regular workers.

e
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1 A survey of eight prime sponsor areas in 1977 found that the financial'
incentivessfor PSE jobs ranged from.$1 00 to $1.46 for welfare recipients and from
a loss of SO 46 to a gain of $1.36 per hour for former unemployment insurance
beneficiaries. See U.S. General Accounting Office (1978), p.4.

2 Amon the contiguous 48 states, average PSE wages ranged from $6,635 (10
percent above the federal minimum wage) for parts or.all of about one-third of the

+E. prime sponsor areas, to more than $10,000 for two areas in Michigan.
3 For fiscal 1979, the adjustment factor was,based on private industry wages

only However, because government employees comprise only 18 percent of total
wage and salary workers in the United States, the inclusion of their wages in 1980
and later years will not have a signifi5ant impact, except in a few areas where there
are large concentrations of government workers.

4 In 1978, average hourly earnings in manufacturing were $6.53 in Philadelphia
and $9 43 in the GaryHammonti-East Chicago area. (U.S. Department of Labor,
1979b).

5 PSE funds for administration could be po oled with administrative funds for
other CETA programs in 1979 so that more or less than 10 percent may have been
available for PSE:

6 Employment and Training Administration Field -Memorandum 463-79 of
September 26, 1979, provides instructions for increased cooperation of CETA
programs with those of,the Department of Energy and the Community Services
Administration to expand weathenzation efforts.

7 The Brookings Institution study of PSE found that displacement of regular
workers was 22 percent iri government agencies but only 4 percent in nonprofit
organizations See National Commission forEmployment Policy (1479), pp. 27 and
39.

8 Reported enrollment increased sharply between May and June 1979, from
561,000 to 592,000, but they data are believed to include an estimated 22,000
summer program enrollees.

V
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transition and
Employability
Development Services

THE REAUTHORIZATION %CT

Ths transition Of 'participant's from federalixesubsidized jobs to unsubsi-
dized employment has, with some exceptions, been a cardinal feature of
public service employment programs. Indeed, placements have become the
measure by which the short-term effectiveness of employment and training
programs is judged. The Emergency Employment ,et-Zif '1971 contained
rigorous transition requirements that were carried over to Title II of the
original CETA legislation. However, with the addition of Title VI, enacted
during the 1974-1975 receSsidn, the emphasis4'on placements became
secondary to the speedy implementation of the new countercyclical job
creation program. The Efnergency Yobs Programs Extension Act of 1976
further weakened the transition objectives of ETA by explicitly barring
thip. secretary of labor from sett* any speci c transition goals for prime
sponsors.

The reauthorization act of 1978 revives the emphasis on transition.
Althbugh it does not prescribe quotas or goals, it contains several
provisions that are directed toward increasing the proportion of Public
Servide Employment, (PSE) participants who move into unsubsidized jobs
when they leave the program. The act (Sect. 232(a)) requires that Title IID
PSE jobs '" . . . be combined with training and supportive servi-
ces . . . and . . . be designed to enable participants to move into
unsubsidized employment." Under the act, the percentage of Title JID-
funds that must be devoted to training ranges from 10 percent in fiscal

103
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1979. to 22 percent in 1982. Similar restrictions are imposed on Title VI
spending; a least 10 percent of 1979 funds and 5 percent of all future
funds must be used for aining and services to de,velop the employability
of participants. To sure that congressional intent' would be carried out,
the act limits the tenure of PSE kartieipants to 18 months, authorizes the

/secretary of labor to establish performance standards, and requires ,prime
sponsors to set performance and placement goals.

This chapter explores the probable impact of the reauthorization act
changes on transition, describes the, plans, strategies, and management
practices developed by sponsors to accomplish their transition objectives,
and analyzes the current trends in job entry rates.

Unfortunately, empirical data that permit a comparison of transition
rates before and after the reauthorization act provisions are not yet
available The terminatiii data obtained through September 1979 do not
include information on s fficient numbers of people who were subject tp
the new reauthorization requirements to provide an accurate picture of its

,fUll effects.

ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF. THE REAUTHORIZATION ACT

As a result of the new provisions in the 1-978 amendments, the proportion
of PSE enrollees who obdin unsubsidized jobs is expected to increase.-The
requirement that prime sponsors set placement goals may ,enQOUrage
sponsors to step up transition efforts, and the prescribed employability
development plans and training should help PSE workers obtain unsubsi-
dized employment. The most important provision, however, will probably

-----te--the.-month limit on participation in PSE programs.
According to the prime sponsors in our study, the amount of effort

participants will make to find unsubsidized -employment is influenced
primarily by their perceptions of the security of PSE jobs. Participants
who recognize the temporary nai re of PSE jobs are more likely to begin a
job search Despite the 18-month limit, however, several prime sponsors
reported that it is difficult to convince participants that PSE jobs are short-
term.

Limited PSE tenure was also the most important factor motivatffig
employers *19, move PSE workeis into regular jobs. Transition is Con-
strained, however, by the number of vacancies in the employer organiza-
tion and the concern of employers. that PSE positions that have been
vacated will not be refilled. Some employers hesitate to move PSE wolrkers
into unsubsidized positions because the new wage restrictions make it
difficult to refill positions. One research associate described the constraints
in this way:

"2

37'
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TABLE 30 Lbcal OfOcias' Perteptions of the Effects of CETA Provisions
onTransition of Public Service Employment PaticipantsIto Unsubsidized

. Jobs,.Sample-Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of areas)

Provision
Increase Decrease No-Effect on Don't
Transition Transition Transition Know

Limits on duration Of participation 78
Eligibility requirements 0
Wage limitations 36
Use pf PSE for essential services , 54
Erdollment objectives 7

I

11 . 11 0
t.

68 32 1 0
32 25 r
18 28 0
28. 61 4

. Source; Based on reports from 28 areas.

. .
the moratorium placed by the prime sponsor on the PSE,progranr makes

employing agencies reluctant to transition workers or. have them find their own
".14jobs because there will not be an er PSE worker available to fill that job.,And

chances are that the job left unfillg ays more than the [now lower] average wage
permits, so that the position will never be PSE staffed again.

The effect of lowered average wages on refilling vacant PSEvpositions
may diminish as PSE jobs are restructured to meet the new requirements.
However, if the restructured positions do no, provide training and job
experience' that is relevant to the laboi market, transition opportunities
will be adversely affected.

There is, however, a fundathental trade-off between the commitment to
serve a greater proportion of disadvantaged persons in PSE and the puisuit
of transition; frequently, the most disadvantaged persons are the least
employable.

Spqnsors agree that limitations on the duration of participation in PSE
will serve to increase transition to unsubsidized employment and that the
tighter eligibility requirementsm likely to decrease transition (Table 30).
Theie is'no consensus, however, about the effects of the wage provisions.
Some sponsors believe that the wage limitations will increase participation
by those most difficult to place and thus reduce transition possibilities,
others expect the lower PSE wages to serve as an incentive for participants
to seek more attractive unsubsidized jabs. Both,factors. are likely to be
operating.

At least three other factors are believed to affect transition rates. (I) the
use of CETA workers to provide essential service,"(2),higher enrollment
objectives, and (3) the use of projects under Title VI.' Under the original
CETA legislation, theirrospect of using PSE workers to support essential
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local services was an incentive to sponsors for participating in the
program. Although reliance on PSE workers to provide such essential
services may induce substitutiou, especially in areas facing fiscal stringen-
cies, the relevancy of the positions and the skills obtained in these jobs may
increase the-possibilities for transition.

Periodically, PSE programs have been sharply increased in response to
rising unemployment. It has been suggested that the pressures on pnrise
sponsors to reach higher enrollment levels have 'made some of them
reluctant to terminate participants and jeopardize their enrollment and
expenditure targets. While most ofRhe sponsors in our study do not believe

at enrollment objectives adversely affect transition, more than one in
four

Under Title VI, at least 50 percent of the funds must be used for projects
planned to last for not more than 18 months. The duration of projects was
extended, from 12 to 18 months under the reauthorization act to conform

t-6 the limits on participant tenure. Since projects are intended to be
temporary undertakings and not part of the normal activities of employers,
opportunities for participants to move info unsubsidized jobs with their
PSE employers may be limited.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE

Job entry rites have become the customary measure of the short-run
effects of employment and training programs. They have the advantage of
being relativply objective and easy to compute, but they are marred by
serious conceptual problems and data limitations.

All indivi4erntleave PSE programs.during the year are classified as
"terminations" and put into one of four categories: .

. Entered Employment. Persons placed in unsubsidized jobs by prime
sponsors, persons who found such employment on their own, or persons
who entered the armed forces.'

Other Positive Termination. Persons who enrolled in school or a non-
CETA employment or training progr4m.

Transfer to Other lTitle. Persons who were transferred to programs
operated under other CETA titles.

Nonpositive Termination. Persons who did not obtain other employ-
ment, were not Ansferred to another A program, and did not enroll
in school, the armed forces, or other raining.

Persons Classified as entering employment are subcategorized based on
the extent of plac&ment services they received. Direct placiments -represent

1'
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persons who received only minimk1 gervices, such as counseling, and were
placed without having entered PSE employment. Indirect placements are
persons who obtained unsubsidized employment as a result of prime
sponsor or.subgrantee efforts. Self-placements (other indirect placements)
represent persons who find employment on their own or through means
othe4han those provided by the sponsor qrAts agent..Even though self-
placements are not attributable to prime sponsor placement activities, it
should be noted that they may be the culmination of good counseling and
training and an appropriate PSE assignment.

The job entry rate, as used in this report, represents the ratio of the
number of participants who entered employment to the total number of
program terminations excluding persons transferred to other titles. Gross
job entry rates may not fully reflect placement performance since
distinctions are not made between difference's in the kinds of persons
placed, the nature and duration of t ir jobs, or the state of the labor
market.

DATA LIMITATIONS

In addition to the conceptual problems, there are difficulties with the job
entry data that stem from the manner in which changes in the employ e
Vitus of terminees are handled. Some sponsors 'put terminated employ
off"hold" status until they find an unsubsidized job. A recent GAO report
noted that " . . . such inaccuracies can significantly distort the reliability
of the reports" (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1979, p. 40). It cited a

' report of the Dallas prime sponsor, indicating that terminations were
understated by 140, and.jOlientryrates were, therefore, artificially high.

Sponsors may change the reported employment status of terminees
within 90 days of termination if the individual's situation changes. Some
sponsors routinely follow up and record job entries that are made during
this period, while others do not. National Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey (CLMS) data indicate that employment status changes
during that perio4ould be substantial (Westat, Inc.. 1979, p. 5-2):

to,

About half of those who were unemployed at terminatio and abotil, three-fifths of
those who were not in the labor force had changed thei status by the three month
post-termination time point. . 3O percent of the to inees who were employed
at termination were either unemployed or out of the la force three months later.

Thus, sponsors with identical job entry experiences could report job
entry rates that are over 50 percentage points apart if they have different
follow-up policies.
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TABLE 31 Job Entry Rates, Title IID and Title VI, by Type-of Prime Sponsor, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas,
Pisa 108-1979 4

4.

. i'"

Title IID Title VI Total Titles IID and VI

Fiscal
January-
June

January-
June Fiscal

January.-
June

January-
June Fiscal

January-
June

January-
JuneType of Prime Sponsor 1978a 1978a 1979 1978 1978 1979 1978 1978 1979

National Job Entry Ratesb 45 44 '47 33 33 36 35 35 39
Study Sponsor Job Entry Ratesa 43 42 45 34 34 36 35 35 . 39

City 40- 43 ' 27 31 34 26 32 35 27
County 49 48 53 35 35 44 37 36 46
Consortium 36 31 48 33 35 35 34 , 34 39
Balance of State 44 42 49 35 29 ,m,

39 37 34 40
Source: Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor (unpublished.data).

aJob entry rates fo'Title II.
bJob entries as a percent of terminations, excluding those transferring to other CETA titles.
aliasedpn reports from 26 areas; 6 cities, 9 counties, 7 consortia, and 4 balance of states.

-f
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A special report by the House Committee on Governthent Operations
summarized the problem (U.S. Congress, 1979a, p. 16):

One critical weakness in all the reports is tlfat they are not augmented by routine
random checking of reported figu?es DOL has very little ability to go behind the)*
statistiA\ Specially directed investigations, for instance, have disclosed errors in the
number oksc:ients, the number of placements, and other key data.

JOB ENTRY RATES
:1

Job entry rates for the first six months of 1979 were slightly higher than
for the same period in 1978. When rates are examined by prime sponsor
categories, cities are the only group that did not show an increase (Tab)e
31). A previous NRC study showed lower job entry rates in 1976 and 1977
(National Research Council, 1978, p. 232). However, changes in the
reporting4requirements for intertitle transfers make year-to-year compari-
sons difficult. Prior to 1978, persons transferring from one title to another
were counted as terminations. The effect of this was to understate the job
entry ratio.
In fiscal 1978, indirect placements accounted for 52 percent of PSE
placedients, while self-placements were 47 percent of the total. In fis al

`1979, indirect placements increased to 59 percent, and self-placements fell
to:40 percent of all PSE placements. Less than I percent of persons who
obtain employment are_slirect placements.

The increase in the percentage of persons entering employment as a
result of prime sponsor job development activities may be due to increased
emphasis on transition prompted by The 18-month limit on participation.
This effect may have been particularly important as large numbers of PSE
workers reacted the limit of their extended enrollment periods in the last
month Ef fiscal 1979.

Success in placing participants who leave PSE programs may be
influenced by a number Of factors that are largely outside the control of the
prime sponsor. Client characteristicsnd local economic conditions are
two primary example,s of such factors. et

Client Characteristics

Department' of Labor data.for the third, and fourth quarters of fiscal 1979
indicate that persons who are white, age 22-44, and have more than a high
school education are the most likely to obtain unsubsidized employment
immediately after they leave the PSE program (Figure 6 and Table 32).
CLMS data on terminees who have been out of the program at least three

19"
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months support these findings. The CLMS data also suggest that males are
more likely to find jobs than females, and that persons who are
economically disadvantaged have lower fob entry rates than those who are
not (Westat, Inc., 1979, Table 17).

Based on our study sample, there appears to be a relationship between
job entry and the participation of economically disadvantaged persons in
PSE programs! the higher the relative percent of,economically disadvan-
taged participants illider a title, the lower the relative job entry rate.
However, a relationship between other client characteristics and job entry
could not be established.2

It is too early to make a conclusive statement about the impact o£ the
tighter eligibility requirements of the reauthorization act on job entry
rates. In the absence of countervailing initiatives to improve placements,
however, it appears that job entry may he slightly constrained by, the
mandate to serve more economically disadvantaged persons.

tx
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TABLE 32 Job Entry Rates, Title 11D and Title ill, by Selected
Characteristics of Terminees, April-Sq4kmber 1979

Participant Charactdristics Job tntry Rate
TOTAL 36

Sex: Male 35
Female 37

Age: 21 and under 31
22-44 38
45-55 37
55 and over 29

Education:
Lessthan High School 28
High School graduate or equivalent 37
Beyond High School 42 .

Economic Status:
AFDC recipient 31
economically disadvantaged 34

Race/Ethnic Group:
White (not Hispanic) 40
Black (not Hispanic) 30
Hispanic
Other 29

Source' Data for persons terminating in wrar'ittc ending June 30, 1979 and September
30, 1979, based on Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of
tabor reports (unpublished)./

' alob entries as a percent of terminations.

, 1

Local Employment Conditions

Contrary to expectations, there was ,no significant correlation between
unemployment rates and job entry rates. Xmas in our sample with high
unemployment rates did not have significantly lower job entry rates than
areas with low unemployment rates.3

Moreover, year-to-year changes in job entry' rates are not always
p, associated with similar changes in unemployment rates (Table 33).

Between 1978 and 1979, unemployment rates for .the sponsors in our
sample declined by an average of 0.1 percentage point, while job entry
rates increased by 4 percentage points. This relationship is not consistent
among the sponsors, however. In cities, both the average job entry rate and
the average rate of unemployment declined; in' counties, unemployment
declined, while job entry,rates increased; in consortia, both the unemploy-
ment rate and the average job entry rate increased; and in balance-of-state

*
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TABLE 33 Changes in CETA Public Service Employment .lob Entry Rates
and Changes in Unemployment Rates by Type of Prime Sponsor, Sample
Prime Sponsor Areas, 1978-1979

Percentap Point Change Percentage Point
in Job Entry Rate Change in Average
(January-June 1978 to Unemployment Rate Average Rate

Type of January-June 1979) (Calendar 1978 to January-June
Prime Sponsor Total PSE January-June 1979), 1979

< ALL STUDY AREAS + 4 l -0.1 , 6.1

ary ' - 8 -' -0.3 6.6
County +10 -0.8 5.4
Consortium + 5 +1.2 5.7
Balance of State + 6 0.0 6.3

Source' Based on Employment and Training Adniinistration and Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics data. U.S. Department of Labor (unpublished) for 28 areas.

areas, the unemployment rate was unchanged, white the job entry rate
increased.

LOCAL TRANSITION SYSTEMS

Local man ,dement policies could be the most significant factors affecting
transition. Researchers have found only minor relationships between client
characteristics, unemployment rates, and transition outcomes, but have
suggested that variations in management policies could be important. A
recent Ohio late University study of CETA management decisions and
goal achievement indicated that differences in management can sig-
nificantly affect placement results. The study concluded (Ohio State
University, 1978, p. xiii):

The broadest findidg is that management decisions at the local level have
significant potential for improving program performance. By the same token, poor
management has the potentiallor contributing to mediocre performance.

Although an attempt was made to relate current transition outcomes to
variations in the management policies of the prime sponsors in our survey,
?vailable data from Employment and Training Administration's (ETA)
Management Information System on job entry rates Fere judged to be
inadequate for this, purpose. Although the data day be sufficiently
accurate to be used as performance indicators for a large sample, errors in
the data became important when the data were used as performance
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indicators for the sponsors in our study. We have not, therefore,, included
an empirical analysis of.the variations in job entry rates as they relate' to
differences in management Along the sponsors in our study.

PLANNING FOR TRANSITION

Under the reauthorization act and accompanying regul;tions, plans must
contain three elements that are prerequisites for a successful transition
program: -7

An analysis of the local labor market, that identifies the local
industries and-occupations with growth isotential;

A strategy for training and placing participants in such jobs;. and
Realistic placement goals based upon The supply of jobs and the needs

and capabilities of the program participants.

More often than not, however, plaCement strategies are not based upon
an analysis of the labor market conditions, and transition goals are not set
forth as part of the transition strategy,

/-
.'

Labor Market Analysis

Two-thirds of the sponsors in our sample reported that preparation of the
labor market analysis was o of the most difficult tasks in the planning
process. Only 25 percent eluded an analysis of prospective job openings
in specific occupations in eir plans for transition. Although such analyses
are, periodically available from the entployment service, the geographic
areas used in these analyses may not conform to the geographic
configuration of the prime sponsor jurisdiction. Furthermore, the analyses
of the employment service are generally not up -to -date, and details needed
for transition planning are missing.

A labor market analysis that identified growth industries and occupa-
tions would be useful in planning for both PSE positions and training. The
Department of Labor assumes that the information needed for such an
analysis is readily available. The 1979, Departmenr of Labor's Forms
Preparation Handbook suggests that ernploYrrient service reports be used to
'describe the industrial and occupational composition of the local labor
market and instructs the sponsor to "indicatVitlie current demand for
labor as well as the estimated demand, if known, for the next five years,
and (2) the availability of pre-employment and post-employment training
ror local residents funded from sources other than CETA. . . . " But
there is inadequate guidance on how to project labor market needs based'

I
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on the potential growth of the product market, labor turnover rates,
population trends, or the numerous other factors that may affect the
demand and supply of workers in a particulars industry or occupation.

Transition -Strategies .

The requirement to include a transition strategy in the annual,plan was
met by about 60 percent of the prime sponsors. The strategies are based on
three approaches: (1) job development by CETA staff or delegated
agencies; (2) 'job search by 'the PISE participant;7'3and (3) skill training.

When all of the sample sponsots were questioned about their transition
strategy, about 40 percent said they rely primarily on job developers to
open, opportunities fOr PSE participants in unsubsidized . employment.
Another 40 percent emphasize job search activities by the participants, and
the remainder stress skill training.

10 A lack of emphasis on skill training was also noted in a recent study by
the University of Texas. The report concluded ( University of Texas at "--
Austin, 1978, p. 23): a

&Ito.

training was the least emphasized means oftnhancing employabi in public
service employment. In the eight Texas sites, PSE participants gene Hy received
little skill development training transferable to the private sector. There were no
assurances asked for or required by CETA program staff that training and skill
development received would be adequate to prepare participants for unsubsidized
jobs

6

Sponsys who include an analysis of the local labor market with respect
o prospective jobs in specific occupations in their plan tend to use this

info ation to develop unsubsidized job opportunities for participants;
ti those who do not tend to leave the problem of finding employment to the

participant (Table 34). None of the sponsors who °studied the job market
emphasized participant job search Is,a transition strategy.

Singe Title IID is aimed primarily at the strpcturally unemployed, or*
would expect more emphasis qn skill training for Title HD participants
than for Title VI enrollees. In our study, only two &nsorg emphasized
skill training for Title IID enrollees but net-for Title VI participants. This/
is consistent with evidence indicating that the characteristics of the
participants under the two titles ke)ecoming more alike (see Chanter 3).

Prime sponsors and field associates ove'rwhan;lingly believe job develoN,
ment to be the most effective course of action. In areas tliat'emplidsize job-'
development, 80 percent othe field associates and 60 percent of the
sponsors reported that the trategy is effective. In contrast, none of the

n
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TABLE 34 Public Service Employment Transition Strategies, by lise of
Labor Market Analyais.of Job Openings. in Specific Occupations, Sample
Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of sponsors)

115

Major
Transition
Strategy

Tine IID r Title VI

" No
Labor isirket Labor Market

Total Analysis Analysis
Labor Market

fotal Analysis

No
Labor Market
Analysis

t.
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100

Job
Development 40 71 28 44 86 28

Job Search by
Participant 40 0 56 44 0 62

Skill Training 20 29 a 17 12 14 11

Source: Based on reports from 25 areas.

NOTE: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.

sponsors and only 10 per.cent of the field representahvcs in areas that rely
on participant job search believe that their approach is effective.

Setting 'Goals

Despite the legislative requirement to establish quantitative transition
goals, only 40 percent of the sponsors in the sample had cited numerical.
transition goals as part of their transition strategy.

Very few sponsors set different goals for Titles IID and VI. Where the
goals differed, however, Title IID targets were higher. This suggests that
goals may be based more on past experience than on expected differences-
its the9populations. In 1978, prig to the reauthorization act, Title II PSE*
progi.atns include& a greater share of. highly qualified participants, ,mod
placement rates were higher for Title II PSE participants. As these,
participants leave the program and ar eplaced by persons subject to the
new eligibility provisions, sponsors may r ise their goals to rett the new
participant populations: .

Prime sponsors who considered their transition strategy effective were
more inclined to set goals ,than those .whr4 viewed the strategy as ,
ineffective. One-half of the former group set targets for themselves; only
one-quarter of the latter group did so.

.

t
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The goals set for transition varied widely. Title IID goals ranged from
11 percent of terminations to 85 percent, and averaged about 45 percent.
In Title VI, the average goal was about 41 percent, but tiie range was from
29 to 85 percent. in general, higher placement goals were set by prime
sponsors who had done a labor market analysis and emphasized job
development as a transition strategy. yL

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

The emphasis placed on transition and the ways in which sponsors manage
the placement activity vary considerably.

Location of the Placeminction

ApproximStely 40 percent of the sponsors in our sample handled the
placement function primarily within their own organization. About 25
percent delegate the function to the employment service, 11 percent rely
on program agents, and another 25 percent assign it to program operators,
employers, or outside contractors. The 40 percent who haq retained the
placement function generally use a central placement unit that serves all
CETA participants. When placements acre made by program agents,
program operators, or outside contractors, PSE workers are likely to be
handled separal,ply from other CETA clients.

Because of the decentralized nature of the ba)ance-of-state operatiOns,
none of these sponsors in our sample undertake the placement functions
themselves (Table 35). They rely primarily upon the employment service.
Cities and counties, on the other hand, are most likely to keep the
placement function in-house. Consortia made extensive use of program
operators and PSE employers, but also relied heavily upon their own
organization.

Em9loyability Development Plans (EDP),

Title IID has been designed as a program for persons with severe
employment handicaps. To ensure that the special needs of these
participants are accommodated, the act requires that prime sponsors
prepare individual plans that identify the employability needs of each
participant and indicate the services to be provided and the plan to secure
unsubsidized employment .upon completion of the program (see Appendix
C). Ninety percent of the prime sponsors say they also plan to prepare
EDPs for Title VI participants. .

Sponsors differ widely in their view of EDPs and the manner in which

I e)
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TABLE 35 Location of Primary Responsibility for Public Service Employ-
ment Placement Function, by Type of Prime Sponsor, Sample Prime Sponsor
Areas (percentage distribution)

Location of
Placement Function

Total
(N .--

Cities
28) (N.= 6)

4

Counties
(N = 9)

,,
Balance

Consortia of States
(N = 9) (N = 4)

TOTAL

CETA Administration
Program Agent
Employment Service
Program Operators. Em-

ployers, Subcontractors

100

39
110
25

25

100

50

17

33

100

S6

33

II

100

33
22

11

33

100

0

- 25

50

25

NOTE. Details may not add to totals due to rounding. ,

they implement them. Most sponsors prepare EDPs before the participant
is enrolled and assigned to a program. In 37 percent of the sample areas;
however, the EDPs are written after enrollment. In these instances, the
plans simply record decisjons that have already been made.

. In about half of the prime sponsor areas, the EDP process includes a
counseliagAnterview to`assess aptitude and interest. Quarterly follow-up
interviews with participants have been planned to ensure that the goals of
the EDP are. being met by the PSE job and supportive services and to

----make 'any necessary changes in the participants' EDP. Contact with
employers' to checkon employee progress is generally included as part of
the process. Thus far, not many of these follow-up interviews have been
conducted. ome instances, sponsors plan to limit the follow-ups to a
telephone check
sponsors in 15 percen

About hajf of the s
0 worthwhile. Forty per

ale not yet certain of t

ce a year. In spite of the requirement of the law,. 4of the areas do not plan to do any follow -ups at all.
onsors in our sample consider the EDP program

t re d them as a, paper exercise, and 10 percent
ue. The useIul'ness of an EDP depends upon

the attitudes, motivation, and abilities of the sponsor, the employer, and
the participant. One respondent noted: ,

,. .-. 1.
It's not the EDP documentit's theact.of interviewing and asking questions of the
enrollee, and then following up. This tells the participant that the PSE job is not an
end in itself but is intended to lead to somettmg elA for which the participant has
indicated a preference.

Three-quarters of the sponsors who regard EDPs as worthwhile prepare

t
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them prior to enrollment, and most have already begun tracking the
pa?ticipants. In contrast, a majority of the sponsors who thank EDPs are
not worth the effort write them after enrollment, and only one has
conducted any folloiv-up.

The reaction of a prime sponsor to EDPs as a transition device is closely
associated with the sponsor's use of other transition tools. Prime sponsors
who tend to do more thorough planning for transitionand emphasize job
development also tend to view employability development plans as a useful
tool to promote transition.

The importance of adequate numbers *competent staff members and
the need for staff training were stressed by any of our research associates.
One associate commented:

EDPs are an indispensable part of manpower training and development but they
place a hem), burden on the skills and judgment of the CETA staff. Until they are
trained in some way it is.a pro forma procedure that induces cynicism,in
those w ate asked to do lt but are not sure that they are doing anything that is
meaninrul.

An average caseload of 60 clients per counselor would require about
5,000 employability development specialists to servg the PSE population,
or an average of about 10 counselors per sponsor. While some currently
employed counselors are certainly capable of providing the necessary
services, there is a need for more trained staff itilhis area.

Other Policies to Promote Transition
. ,

Although not specifically required by the reauthorization act, some
sponsors have adopted two additional policieyo improve transition.
oppqrtunities. One of these policies requires PSE Oorkers to register with
and actively seek employment through the EmplOyment Service for the
duration of their stay in PSE. The other establishes placeinent goals for
individual employers and makes their continued participation in PSE
contingent upon an acceptabiplacement record.

ReqUiring participants to actively pursue unsubsidized,jobs through the
Employment Service not only serves to remind the workers that PSE is not
permanent employment, but also increases their job market exposure at
little, if any additional cost to the prime sponsor. TWo-thirds of the
sponsors require PSE participants to register with the ES and remain
active job seekers.

Sponsors are required to consider "demonstrated effectiveness" when
selecting PSE employers. Our survey found, however, that less than 30
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percent had established placement goals for ESE employers and only 18
percent had ever eliminated a PSE employer from the program because of
poor placement performance. The fact that only one sponsor relied, as a
primary transition strategy, on the transfer of PSE participants" into
regular jobs with their PSE employers suggests that very little pressure is
i ng put on PSkiemployers to find permanent positions in their own
o anizations for PSE workers.

Merit Systems and Unions

The transition of PSE participants into regularpublic sector jobs was not
significantly affected by merit hiring systems or empjoyee organizations,

About 754erc,ent of the sponsors in our sample repbrted that the largest
PSE employer in their jurisdiction operated under a merit hiring system,
These areas had to average job entry rate of 36 percent, almost 10
percentage points lower than those without such systems. ,

Two-thirds of the prime sponsors reported that some PSE emplcgees in
their jurisdiction are covered- by a c9llective bargaining agreement. In
these areas, an average of about 25 percent of the PSE workers are subject
to a union agreement. Less than 20 percent of the agreements, however,
specifically address the issue of ,moving PSE workers into regular
unsubsidized jobs.

None of the- agreements that do cover transition permit employers to
limit vacant positions above entry level to PSE workers. There are no
limits, however, on the types of jobs for which former PSE workers can be
hired.

Six prime sponsors reported union-related problems invOlviQg transition
issues. For the most part, however, they were perso grievances or other
minor problems. Sixty percent of the field researc associates reported that
unions were neutral in their attitude toward PSE transition. None believed
that the unions reiist the transfer of PSE workers to unsubsidized jobs,and
30 percent reported that the unions encouraged such transition. ,

SUMMARY

The reauthorization act attempted to revitalize the transition objectives of
the PSE program. A slight increase in placement rates has occurred since
the act took effect. The 18-month limit on the duration of PSE
employment has generated pressuie on participants to seek unsubsidized
job opport23,t ides and on employers to-provide permanent positions for
enrollees whose terms have come to end. It is, however, too early to assess

14,
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the impact on transition of other reauthorization provisions such as the
stricter eligibility requirements.

Some prime sponsors have developed intensive job placement systems to
assist PSE participants in finding unsubsidized employment, and consider
employability development plans and job development services integral
parts of their programs. However, widespread weaknesses in the transition
processes have been noted. .

Transition planning is inadequate in most jurisdictions. Sponsors
generally do .not have- the labor market information necessawto direct
PSE participants to job opportunities in industries and occupy ons with
growth potential.

Many sponsors do not have enough adequately trained staff to
prepare meaningful employability development plans, nor do they have
aycess to technical assistance an, training resources in this area. Hence, in
many jurisdictions, EDPs have become merely a formality.

Placeme'nt data are inadequate to assess the effectiveness of programs
and are not *forted in a consistent manner by prime sponsors.

NOTES

I -Prior to 1979 a, person who entered the armed forces was recorded under
"other positive termination."

2, Similar results were reported in Ohio State Uniersity (1978, p. 92).
3 See also National Reseaich Council (1978, p. 229); Ohio State University

(1978, p. 82); and University of Texas at Austin (1978, p. 54).

r
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6 Program
Monitoring

The integrity of CETA public service employment programs was seriously
questioned during the debate on the reauthorization bill in 1978. The
criticism came from several directions. The media highlighted "horror"
stories of fraud and abuse. Congressional mail described abuses in local
programs. The Government Accounting Office reported that CETA
suffered from inadequate staand ineffective monitoring procedures. Even
an audit b the Department of Labor (DOL) indicaterthat 1 in every 10
enrollees i Title VI`did not meet the eligibility criteria.'

Severe factors contributed to this state of affairs, but the most
imports t were the emphasis on a rapid increase in enrollment in response
to the economic stimulus program of 1977, the inadequacy of monitoring
by both prime sponsors and the Department of Labor, and the failure on
the part of Congress to explicitly address the assignment of liability or the
imposition of sanctions in the event of improper enrollment of PSE
participants.

of the pressure on prime sponsors to increase PSE enrollment
fr 00,000 in May 1977 to 725,000 by March 1978 was noted by

ongressman Ronald A. Sarasin in August 1978 (Congressal Record,
1978a, p. H8164):

.1No 'system of management could have survived this rapid increase without some
fraud, some abuse and some terrible cases of mismanagemeni. Incteed, it is
something of a Minor !tirade that there were not more problems than we have
already witnessed.

121
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The attempts to characterize the entire CETA program on the basis of
selected incidents were resented by program managers. However, it v,as
apparent that program monitoring was weak, accountability was lacking,
and the eligibility of participants was not adequately verified.

This chapter. identifies. the actions taken by Congress and DOL to
eliminate program abuse, describes their implementation, and assesses
their ;effect s.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS

To ensure better management and continued acceptance of the Public
Service Employment (PSE) program by the public, Congress used the
occasion of the CETA reauthorization to prevent further abuses:

It required all prime sponsors to establish an independent unit "to
monitor compliance with the requirements of CETA";

It reqUired prime sponsors to install a "proven method" for verifying
participant eligibility,

It defined the liability of the prime sponsor for the enrollment of
ineligible participants;

It clarified the investigative responsibilities of various levels of
administration; and

It called for the establishment of an Office of Mahagement Assistance
in the Department Of Labor to aid prime sponsors in both solving program
problems and complying with the requirements of the ne

INDEPENDENT MONITORING UNITS

The requirement that prime sponsors establish an independent monitoring
unit (IMU) was expected to strengthen the stewardship of the CETA
program Although the requirement was triggered by instances of fraud
and abuse, the mandate was a broad one and included program review as
well The IMU was to "monitor compliance with the requirements of this
Act, the regulations issued' thereunder, and the comprehensive employ-
ment and training plan" (Title I, Sect. 121(q)). The implementing
regulations issued by the Department of Labor emphasized the compre-
hensiveness of the review responsibilities assigned to the IMU. They called
for periodic monitoring and review of all program activities through on-
site visits and examination of program data.

As of September I, 1979, five months after the IMUs should have been
in operation. 25 percent of the sponsors in our survey had not yet
established such units. The IMUs that had been established at the time of
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our interviews (June-July 1979) had had little time to function under the
new requirements. As a result, much of the information on IMUs reflects
plans and expectations, rather than operating experience.

Under the DOL regulations, prime sponsors were autho?ized to require
program agents and other subrecipients to establish independent monitor-
ing units w enever 'administratively feasible." However, none of the
consortium or alancezof-state prime sponsors in the study had required
any program ag is to set up IMUs, and only one sponsor had required a
subrecipient to e tablish an IMU. Most sponsors reported that their
program' agents and csubrecipients do some monitoring, but in most
instances the monitoring has not changed since the reauthorization.

INgrEPENDENCE AND AUTHORITY,

The effectiveness of the IMUs depends in part on theldegree of their
independence and the range of their activities. These issues,' however, have
been a continuous source of confusion.

1The implications of the term "independent" have drawfl considerable
attention. The April 3, 1979, regulations stipulated that the INU be a
"part of internal program management" and that it be independint of and
not accountable to any Unit being monitored, and suggested that it report
to the CETA director or the chief elected official in the district.
Nonetheless, some regional offices, concerned with the degree of indwen-

1 Bence possible under this system, gave only tentative approval `to
-monitoring units that .reported to the CETA director, pending further
interpretation of the directive. An October 10, 1979, ETA-field memoran-
durdrepeated the suggestion that the IMU report to the CETA director or
chief elected official. Although this would appear to settle the question of
the organizational location of the IMU, some confusion still exists. The
field memo has been interpreted by some to mean that the units should be
separate enti t ies .!.`ou tside. the primeIpthisor."

An attempt by the Department of Labor to define the permissible
activities of the IMU also resulted in confusion. A preliminary field memo
prepared in June 1979 would have precluded the use of IML1s to perform
the participant - eligibility reviews that are required by the law and that
must be conducted within 30 days of enrollment. The memo further stated
that-IMUs could not be "in chaZie of, or a part of the Equal-Employment
Opportunity (EEO) unit." This draft was widely circulated through 4

informal channels, and'many sponsors, assuming that its provisions would
be imposed, organized their units to conform to it. The final version,
released four months later, reversed these policies, and currently, IMUs
are used for these purposes.

O
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In our survey, approximately 90 percent ,of the LMU heads were
appointed by the CETA adminitrators and reported to them. The CETA
director generally defined the scope of the IMU's activities and the
disposition of its findings. 'In most cases, the director granted the IMU a
large degree of freedom One field representative noted that the support of
the CETA director had assured Independent action by the IMU. "The key
thing," he said, "is that the administrator-is interested in giving the IMU a
large measure of independence." .

In some instances, however, the CETA director has seriously limited the
authority of the IMU Two sponsors, for example, did not permit the IMU
to choose the subject matter to be reviewed. The attitude of one sponsor
was described in these terms:

i:,

Tre sponsor seems to consi&r the establishment of the unit merely a formality, he
does not see# to be.concernedwith the issue of its powers. It is also worth noting
that the head of the unit has still not been appointed, so that control is remaining
with the administrator as long as possible

All of the IMUs had the authority to review any pertinent records and
to interview appropiiate individuals. At the time of our study, about two-
thirds of the units had exercised this authority. Similarly, all of the units
were permitted to visit work sites without advance notice, although less
than half had done so. However, four out of five IMUs were not permitted
to issue reports to outside persons without specific approval of the CETA
administrator or chief elected official. In five areas, the IMUs may issue
reports with* obtaining approval, but none had done so. =,

On balance; he creation of IMUs has served to highlight the monitoring
issue and has giv n the activity greater status and visibility.

#

STAFFING

Sponsors reported tha the number of personnel engaged in monitoring
and evaluation Was slig ly larger than the number of personnel assigned
to IMUs; these figures su gest that some program review activities were
performed by persons outside of the IMUs (see Chapter 2). The newly
designated IMUs accounted r an average of five full-time monitoring and
evaluation positions in 1979.

Although the respurces dev ted to the activity have increased only
modestly, monitoring is now lik ly to be more centralizcd and systema-
tized than previously. :Prior to 1 79, a number of areas had either no
separately identified monitoring sta , or a small separate staff that worked
in conjunction with some part-time monitoring and program review

.. ,
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employees who were assigned to program implementation and operation
units.

According to the field study, most IMUs consisted of an administrator,
tone or two investigators, program specialists, and a clerk. Seventeen of the

twenty-four prime sponsors that reported staffing patterns had no internal
auditors. Financial auditing is often the responsibility of personnel outside
the CETA staff. Units That employed .auditors had an average of three.

Field associates for the study reported wide variations in the quality of
the personnel assigned to IMUs. Most said that the IMUs were staffed
with competent individuals. A few indicated that the staffs lacked
accounting and investigative skills, and one wrote that the IMU was a
dumping Found for staff deadwood.

IMU responsibilities require specialists in a large number of program
areas. Recruiting such personnel is difficult. *Dne held associate presented
the problem in these terms:

Much depends on the .IMU. [The staff members must bel financial wizards, with
the ability to study internal systems and suggest _corrective steps and .study
program operations in the field and make suggestionsa tall order. . . . So muc.h,,,
depends on a knowledgeable and competent staff. But they are sadly in short
supply.

MONITORING ACTIVITIES

The emphasis on monitoring in the 1978 legislation .was expected to result
in more intensive and comprehensiVe efforts, in about 90 percent of the
study areas. About 60 percent of the prime sponsors indicated that their
monitoring activities were fairly evenly i divided between improving
proem quality and preventing fraud and abuse. Almost a third
concentrated priniarily on program quality, and about 10 percent focused
mainly on fratid and abuse.

In ver 80 percent of the areas there will be increased monitoring to
che.ck hat CETA actually fulfills its mission to assist enrollees in obtaining
unsu sidized jobs. Over three-fourths- of the study areas also expect to
increase the monitoring of participant eligibility and enrollee wages
subjects given special attention in the 1478 legislation.

Maintenance of effort, which refers to the CETA requirement that
public' service employment not result -in a reduction im the number of

"'regular. positionS that would be filled normally, was a major concern of
Congress in the 1976 CETA amendments. It was monitored in almost all
areas before the 1978 reauthorization and has received relatively little
additional attention since that time (Table 36)

4
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TABLEC6 Activities Monitored Before and After the CETA Reauthoriza-
tion, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of areas)

Type of Activity

Increased
Monitored Monitored Monitoring Activity
Prior to the After the After the
Reauthorization Reauthorization Reauthorizationa

PROGRAM QUALITY

Assistance in transfer of
enrollees to unsubsi
clued Jobs . 83 100 83

Enrollee training 74 83 70
Enrolling the most

disadvantaged 61 74 57
Supervision of enrollees 87 91 43

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

Eligibility of participahts 74 96 78
Wages and wage ,.

supplementation 70 83 78
Fraud 74 83 74 I
Handling of CETA funds 87 96 61
Pay records 87 100 52
Maintenance of effort 96 96 43
Attendance of enrollees 96 100 35

Source: Based on reports from 28 areas.

Represents the percent of prime sponsors who reported either new monitoring activity
or increased monitoring activity after reauthorization.

Sponsors reported that verification of the eligibility of applicants for
CETA programs is a major activity of the monitoring units. In one area,
the field associate observed,

Client eligibility verification ayid the collection of information to document client
eligibility seems to be getting the most ,attention.. One result will probably be a
smaller propOrtion of ineligible clients. However, the trade-off .may be that
program quality and overall program management will receivi too little attention.

Eligibility verificatitin, which will be discussed in greater &tail later in
this chapter, is difficult because it depends to a great extent on. the
information provided by the applicants. Prime sponsors are faced with the
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almost impossible task of judging whet applicants misstate information
about family income or previous employmen .

Monitoring maintenance of effort also poses oblems for sponsors
because determinations must be made about the activities that agencies
would have supported with their regular budgets in the absence of CETA.
In the words of one sponsor, "it is easy conceal violations behind
bureaucratic rhetoric and political maneuvers." Moreover, there is no
uniform definition/9f substitution, nor are there gUidelines to identify the
various forms it may take.

Sponsors generally expressed a need for more guidance from the
national office as to what constitutes fraudulent activity. One sponsor
pointed out that, "There is a fine line between merely being out of
compliance and actual intentional fraudulent activity, especially with new
agencies which are unfamiliar with CETA." Another sponsor reported,

[We have difficulty] knowing where to draw the lineLwhether to turn over a case
to the Inspector General or to local authorities. There seems to be no solid basis for
making such distinctions.

It Had been presumed that the increased use of nonprofit organizations r
would increase the monitoring burden on prime sponsors. The evidence,
however, is equivocal. The survey data indicate that sponsors are evenly
divided on the question of whether it is more difficult to monitor nonprofit
organizations or government agencies. Some sponsors maintain that
nonprofit organizations are more difficult to Monitor because their record-
keeping ability is inferior; others, however; feel that nonprofit organiza-
tions are more cooperative and easier to monitor because their prof s are
smaller.

MONITORING RESULTS

As previously noted, IMUs had done only a small amountmonitoring
at the time of our interviews, Thus, most of the responses concerning the
effects of the new monitoring efforts were based more on expectations than
on experience. About a third of the sponsors in the study sample thought
that more time was needed before they could predict the results of their
monitoring. Of sponsors willing to make predictions, the number who
believed that monitoring would reduce fraud and abuse exceeded the
number that did not. For the other monitoring categories, the number of
sponsors expecting improvement was small than the number of sponsors
who expected no chanke (Cable 37).

4.
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TABLE 37 Local Officials' Perceptions of Anticipated Ertects of New
Monitoring Efforts, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of areas)

q
Monitoring Categories

Expect
Improvement

Expect
No Change

Don't
Krim

Deter fraud and abuse 41 30 30
Employer performance 30 41 30
Service to disadvantaged 22 48 30
Performance of participants 15 48 37
Tiansition 11 59 t 30
Usefulness of services 11 56 33

Source: Based on reports from 27 areas.

NOTE: Details may not,add to 100 percent due to rounding.er

ro,

Half of the sponsors repotted that formal allegations of fraud or abuse
had been made in their jurisdictions in the last two years. These sponsors,
however, did not differ in their expectations for improvement From
sponsors who had not been confronted with allegations. Nor was thereany
difference between the two groups-of sponsors with respect to the type of
monitoring that they perform, i.e., on-site monitoring Ordesk audits.

Several CETA administrators, who bear the responsibility' for adminis.'
Crating IMUs and who must face the consequences of adverse findings,
questibned the value of the increased emphasis on monitoring. They are
concerned that the negative impact of the IMUs will outweigh any benefits
that may accrue. The observations of some field associates reflect this
feeling.

a

[The prime sponsor] feels that monitoring had been conducted adequately in the
past and the IMU just adds an additional layer in his administration. He also feels
that the existence of the IMU will generate more meaningless complaints from
subgrantees and clients than in the past. . . .

The more intensive monitoring has probably been harmful in a minor way,
because resources are diverted from more beneficial activities additional enroll-
ment and use of staff for counseling and development of training. . . .

CETA at the local level is already Overcontrolled and runs the great risk of
strangulation if this doesn't ease up. Staff turnover is reachips alarmink
proportions, and the "chilling effect" of more and more controls can only be a
further stifling of local initiative.*

1
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ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION AND LIABILITY FOR
INELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS ,

The financial and criteria' liability penalties for enrolling ineligible persons
f-in CETA programs have had a profound effect on the procedures used to

_verify the eligibility of participants. Although the verificationrequirements
in the law and regulations are spedific and .extensive, many prime sponsors
have gone even further to reduce their yulnerability.., .

The regulations prescribe four steps for determining and verifying
eligibility (Sect. 676.75-3). The process begins with t14 completion d an
application form designed to provide the information' necessary to
determine eligibility. The applicant is ,requirecto'tertify that the I
information provided is true...The specific ments,of the application form
afe listedin the regulations, and a sampl is included in the 1979=Forms
Preparation Handbook for FY 1980, issued by the U.S. Department of
Labor (1979a). The second step is The determination of eligibility based on
the information on the application. This determination may be made by
the sponsor, a subgrantee, or a delegated agency. The applicant may be -,,
enrolled immediately upon this finding. Within 30 days after enrollment;
the reauthorization act requires a desk review of the application. Finally,
on a quarterly basis, sponsors must take a random sample of new enrollees '''
and verify the accuracy Of the information provided'on the application
forms. Among the items that must be verified are residence, family incoine,
family size, public assistance status,. labor force status, prior CETA
participation, and school enrollment. Verification may consist of documen-
tary evidence (driver's license, tax forms,- insurance gapers) or,, when

are not available, .corthrmation by a third-party. .

The regulations do not 14utre documentation Of° the items on the,,,,.
, t.,

application term at the.lime of istifibirlitted,and initial eligibilitecan be
determined solelyottlife 'basis cit tte,,, information: provided on the...

applicationIn practiee, however, Aplicants,are generally required tb_

number, welfare statu and, residence befog a defermlnati6n df eligibility.
document income, u ernploitne4 i%,,ski4iiFp.,(UI):status,, social security0

is made. Over 80 percent of the sbp 6 scitsircOrt that they vkrify this anfl,
other inforination prior to the 30-da desk audit,. 0 I.- . 1 , .':'.,

Documentation of application form Items is not tequifedelbra 30 rday
review either, unless an inconsistency is discovered during th4 o s ',,,,

.,Again,,. however, the majority of prime sponsors 04 telephope. c .
4`"'

., :,
, ,with previous employers and assemble other collateral o,n tly`

all items used for eligibility determination. Thus, many sponsors corn de- ,.. . ..

ly verify the eligibility of all enrollees. Although the desk audit need no e
.

performed prim to enrollment, almost half of the prime sponsors will ntk , , ,.g -.

, 0 . 94 r'?, ..:0
. .4

14
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enroll participants until the audit has been completed. ,To protect
themselves, sponsors are "making sure, doubly sure."

When the required quarterly sample of new enrollees is_verified, very
few sponsors need do anything more than review the documentation
already in the participants' files. One prime sponsor viewed the sample
verification as "overkill" and decided not to do it at all. The field associate
for the area noted,

During the desk audit they identify errors and correct Them by gathering more
information and resolving differences. If major errors are found . . . procedures
call for verification This may mean some or all of the information on the
application They estimate that, using this approach, they are in fact verifying 18
percent of all applicants and are not drawing a quarterly Omple.

LIABILITY FOR INELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS

Prior to the reauthorization act, CETA did not specify that sponsors were
liable for the costs of employing ineligible participants. Tai facilitate the
rapid buildup of Title VI and to enhance the role of employment service
offices, prime sponsors were encouraged to enter into agreements that
assigned responsibility for eligibility, certification to state employment
security agencies. About 60 percent of the sponsors in our sample had such
agreements in fiscal 1978. Where such arrangements were made, neither
the employment service nor the prime sponsor was liable for the costs
resulting from ineligible enrollments. Employment and Training Adminis-
tration (ETA) Field Memorandum 421-78 of August 1978 spelled outtt,he
departmental policy:

If income and residence are also verified under agreements with the SESA/welfare
agency,, current regulations are interpreted that neither the prime sponsor nor the
SESA/welfare agelicy will be held liable for payments to ineligible participants.

' To remedy this'no faultneligibility policy, Congress made prime
sponsors liable for the costs of ineligible enrollments, but permitted,
determination of eligibility to be delegated with the approval of the
secretary and with reasonable safeguards and provisions for "reimburse-,
ment of costs ecause of erroneous decisions made with insufficient care"l
by the deleg d agency. The regulations added, "where funds cannot be
recovered, the prime sponsor is responsible for such liabilities." This
language, however, left two questions unanswered: (1) What constitutes
sufficient care? (2) Under what circumstances will the delegated agency
have the funds to repay money misspent on ineligibles? .

An Employment and Training Administration policy clarification of
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February 1979 attempted to resolve the uncertainty by ruling that, "The
grant officer may allow costs if the system was good, effectively

;'`implemented, and the total costs will not be too . great." But this
formulation, too, raised as many questions as it answered. The operative
elements of the criteria"good," "effectively implemented," and "too
great"were left undefined. At this point in time, it is impossible to know
how the policies will be interpreted and applied.

In addition to establishing financial liability, the reauthorization act
makes it a criminal offense to knowingly hire ineligible persons for CETA
positions. Because this rovision poses. a direct . personal threat to
individuals responsible fo hiring, it may ilve a greater effect on the
progrkm than the fina l liability provisions.

The determinat n and rification systems now employed go far
beyond procedur requiredby the reauthorization act or the Department /.
of Labor. These systems reflect the concern of sponsors about the liability
provisions of the act. ' Our survey revealed a surprising. amount of
sonfusion'about theipsprokAsions.

Although most respondents believe that the ultimate responsibility lies
with the prime spiinsor, some believe that the employment service or
program agents will be liable, and a few do not know who is liable (Table
38). Several sponsors recognized that regional and local officials were not
operating under the same liability assumptions and thought the,problem
occurred because the Department of Labor had not provided adequate

Initially, these uncertainties led prime sponsors to develop verification
systems that exceeded the requirements. A continuation of this vagueness
may have the reverse effect. At this point, no one is sure under what
circumstances liability will be imposed or who will be held liable. To
many, it appears that the department does not plan to enforce the liability
provisions at all. Already, some sponsors have cut back on their original
verification efforts. According to one field associate,

The employment service and prime sponsor have had problems interpreting the
regulations and getting systems in place. First, the prime sponsor required that
everything be done on Very applicant. Now, after things have relaxed, the
employment service desk review is used as a signal to verify. .

Another field associate observed that, "The new financial liability
provision does not seem to concern the prime too much; perhaps because

... he assumes that this provision is unlikely to actually be enforced."
Many respondents feel that the longer the department waits to begin

monitoring and enforcing these provisions, the more likely it is that this
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TABLE 3r-Perceptions of Liability (percent of respondents)

THE N'tw CETA

Respondent

\,.0.> Agency Which is Liable'

..""
Other

Prime Employment (Program Agents, Don't
Sponsor Service Contractor) Know

Prime sponsor° 75 11 11 4
Employment serviceb 61 9 17 13 ,

Regional offices 88 4 4 4

°Based on 28 respondents.
bBased on 23 respondents.

4.
°Based on 25Tespondents.

NOTE: Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding

attitude will spread. One respondent concluded that, "A few cases will
have to be processed before one will really know who produces the cash."
If none are processed, sponsors may conclude that the delays, burdensome
processes, add costs involved with verification are not worth the trouble.

DELEGATION OF THE VERIFICATION FUNCTION

Prime sponsors were reluctant to delegate responsibility for eligibility
verification because of the liability they might face. As Table 39 indicates,
they were less likely to delegate responsibility for the desk review than for
the initial determination of eligibility; they were least likely to delegate
responsibilityfor' the quarterly sample verifications. The closer the
eligibility check was to a final review, the more likely the prime sponsor
was to perform the check in-house. Almost invariably, sponsors attributed
this practice to their reluctance to accept liability for someone else's
mistakes. As one associate put it, "They trust themselves."

PROCEDURAL CHANGES

Although many sponsors report that they have alwaYs followed proce-
dures similar to those required by the reauthorization act, the eligibility
verification processes generally have become more rigorous. Over 70
percent of the sponsors reported that they had previously performed desk
checks, and 85 percent reported that the organization that performed the
reviews had ' not changed. Some verification similar to the required
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TABLE 39 Assignment of Eligibility Determination and Verification
Functions, Sample Prime Sponsor Areas (percent of sponsors)

133'

Organization
Initial
Determination Desk Audit

Sample
Verification

CETA administration 27 . 65 92
LYmployment service 69 19 4 M
Other agency (Program

agent or subcontractor) , 4 15 < 4

NOTE: Details may not add to 100 percent due_to rounding.

quarterly sample had been done M about 40 percent of the sponsor areas,
although not as frequently' or as systematically as is now required. Even
among the sponsors who reported that they always had an intensive
verification system, however, there is agreement that currentprocedures
are more rigorous. AlIk one sponsor noted, "The process of verifying
eligiblity is essentially the same, although consistency is- checked more
frequently and documentation is asked for more.often."

There are some areas, though, that required' no documentation of
eligibility before the reauthorization act. Documentation requirements
have .increased in these and other areas since the act was passed. As
examples of the more thorough procedures that have been required, one
sponsor cited contacts with previous employers and written documenta-
tioh by the welfare and -UI offices of transfer payments. Another sponsor
noted that they had never before requested wage stubs or tax records to
prove income.

VERIFICATION PROBLEMS

,Nearly every item that requires documentation can present a-problem. The
most difficult items to verify, according to sponsors in the study, are family
sthtus, date of last employment, and nepotism. It is usually difficult to
prove that an applicant deliberately lied. One field research associate
explained,

People, don't always h e tare necessary documentationthey don't pay taxes, or
drive, etc. Problems f nepotism are almost impossible to prevent, except through
some quirk, espec ly if the deception is deliberate. .

Informationcan be obtained by visiting homes and phoning neighbors,
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but sponsors are reluctant to engage in this kind of prying. There is
,growing concern for the.privacy of clients, and a feeling that surveillance
might become, excessive. Said one respondeat,,with resignatiod, "Some
things just' 'can't be verified, short of sending a policeman into the home
unannounced."

Some of these problems have been anticipated by the Department of
, Labor 'ate Forms Preparation Handbook allows sponsors to use "collater-
,1 contacts " verbal confirmation of items by a third partywhere
written documentation is not available.

IMPACT ON PROGRAM OPERATIONS

The new verification requirements and the sanctions contained in the.
reauthorizatiOn act have significantly affected program operations.

ore than half of the sponsors reported that more time was needed to
enro participants after the act than before. Delays of three days to three
weeks were cited, and clients sometimes must makestwO visits in order to

/ provide the missing documentation. In one area, the application must be
approved_by four separate individuals before efirollment. A typical field

associate report stated,

The prime sponsor, tliinking it could save time during the quarterly sample, has
elected to do elaborate verification before enrollment. This has created a

,bottleneck. Lag times up to several weeks occur.

Prime sponsors generally take a dim view of these delays because they
do not believe that the new procedures significantly reducthe number of
ineligibles Nbr do they believe that many ineligiblcs-slipped through their
previous verification systems. They have instituted complex and time-,
consuthing requkements only because they fear the personal and financial
liability attached to the admission of ineligible participants. "More
paperwork is undertaken," noted one field associate, "not to improve the
program, but to protect the consortium."

DocumentatiOn requirements also intimidate some potential partici.:
pants In the'view of some sponsors, requests for such detailed information
reflect an assumption, that the applicant is dishonest. Applicants, many of
whom are eligible, sometimes refuse to provide the required documents or
simply do not have them, and therefore drop out of the system. Concern
was expressed by several prime sponsors that the people v.lclrop out may
be those most in need.
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Some sponsors believe that the new wage and job tenure limits are
themselves screening devices that make detailed documentation less
necessary. In their view, applicants are not likely to misrepresent their
situations to obtain low-paying, short-duration jobs. One respondent
chaatried the process as "asking applicants to provide life histories-for
.$T§0 an hour." The underlying feeling seems to be that if the applicant is
willing to work under those conditions, he probably needs the job.

Three sponsors thought 'that enrollment levels were currently Con-.
strained by the new verification process, and several more speculated that
future PSE buildup could be hindered. These constraints could have
serious implications if an expansion of the PSE program was needed to
meet countercyclical objectives or to accommodate the jobs portion of the
proposed welfare reform legislation.

Two sponsors repOrted that program agents in their jurisdictions had
withdrawn &mil' the program sircificapy because of the new eligibility
verification provisions. In one of these areas, the program agent felt that
the liability to which it was subject was not worth the benefits that might
be derivedqriim the program. In the other case, the prOgram agents felt
that the paperwork involved in the verification system had added so much
administrative, overhead that they coulaino longer function effectively.

Although everyone agrees that accountability is desirable and that fraud
and abuse should not be tolerated, there is concern that too niach is now
expected. Said one fespondent, "The idea of a 'zero-defect' program in the
social service field may not be too realistic."

FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACTIVITIES

In addition to tightening monitoring procedures at the local level, the
reauthorization act also prescribed actions to be taken by the Department
of Labor. The secretary of labor is authorized (Sect. 133) to conduct any
investigation necessary to determine whether provisions of the act or the
regulations have been violated, and is further directed to provide for. the,
continuing evaluation of all activities conducted pursuant to the act.

Federal activity to strengthen and improve the CETA program began
well before the reauthorization act was passed, but has progressed-slowly.
The most notable undertakings have been the creation of the Office of the
Inspector General, the initiation of two new comprehensive fraud and
abuse prevention programs, 'a departmental review of the auditing system,
an assessment of CETA technical assistance and training, and the creation
of the Office of Management Assistance.

1.5 2
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OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL (OIG)

Created under the Inspector ,Grene;als Act of 1978 as part of a .
government-wide reform, the Office of the Inspector General combined the
former Office of Special Investigations and the departmental auditing staff.
The OIG is located in the Office of the Secretary.

Fraud and Abuse Prevention Surveys (FAPS)

Early in fiscal year 1979, the OIG conducted the first wo comprehensive
reviews of CETA programs using a newly created raud and Abuse
Prevention Survey. A FAPS review entails a month-long s,urvey con-ducted
on-site by a team that includes an auditor, an investigator, and a program
analyst. Sponsors are required to respond to the teport within 60 days of
its issuance, and the OIG must follow up its review. No follow-up has yet
been completed. The department had planned to 6 reviews during
FY 1979 and at least 20 more during 1980. After. the first two reviews,'
however, it was decided that a major revision of the survey guide wasnecessary. After a three-month test of the survey instruments in
Milwaukee,*a condensed version of the survey guide is being developed.

The 20 reviews are currently expected to be carried out during 1980. It
should be noted, however, that the FAPS program covers all departmental
activities, not just CETA, and that other demands could affect the amount

° of investigatory activity that will be directed at CETA programs.
Budgetary and staffing constraints may also limit its viability as a tool for
program control.

° The first two reviews were conducted during November and Decemberof 1978 in the Mobile, Alabama, Consortium and the Cherokee Nation.4,
They consisted of interviews with CETA staff membert, local officials, andpast and preet CETA. participants. Isa addition, contracts, payroll
systems, participant files, and other accounting documents were reviewed.

The report on the Mobile Consortium (U.S. Department of Labor,
19790 concentrated on management control systems fo'r contracts,
payroll, procorement, eligibility verification, and program planning.
Conspicuously absent were any attempts to assess the effectiveness of the
programs or the quality of the services provided. The Mobile CETA

olizerseit characterized the report as generally helpful, although he noted-
that the investigators "were not all that knowledgeable ,about CETA"
(Employment and Training Reporter, 1979, p. 195). r.

The focus of the Cherokee Nation report was on financial control
systems, but it went much further than the Mobile Consortium review in
assessing the services and effectiveness of thq various CETA programs.
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The report concluded that, "The lack of a well developed plan for
determining the number and types of positions, specifying clearly
attainable gbals which would assure the transition from PSE employment
into regular unsubsidized employment and the failure to implem,ent
monitoring procedures contributed to the general failure' of the PSE
program to meet regulatory requirements" (U.S. Department of Labor,
t979e, pp. 32-33).

Departmental Audits

Delays in auditing and the resolution of questioned costs have been
chronic problems. In an attempt to coordinate the activities of the various
auditing units scattered throughout the department, the OIG was given
responsibility for this function. As yet, the new arr gement has not yet
resulted fn a significant improvement in either ar although the backlog
of cases involving questioned.costs has been reduce Moreover, in spite of
the rhetoric about increased emphasis in the detection of fraud and abuse
in the CETA program, the number of prime_ sponsors that were audited
was actually less in 1979 than in 1978 (Table 40),

NonethelesOhere are two promising developments. The first is the
regulatory requirement for unified audits of CETA prime sponsors.
Previously, prime sponsors audited their subrecipients and the DOL
audited the prime sponsors; this practice resulted in duplication of effort.
Furthermore, problems arose because the audits did not cover the same
time periods. The unified audit system is intended to eliminate these
problems by employing a single auditor to audit the entire prime sponsor
operation; the cost of the audit will be shared by the sponsor and the
department. However, like the FA rogram, the unified audit program
appeari to have been thwarted by nding problems. The OIG had
planned to conduct 27 unified audits d ring FY .1979, but only one was
conducted. That audit, in the "balanc of Massachusetts," was funded
entirely by the prime sponsor and was co ducted only because the sponsor
volunteered to participate.

In part, unified audits e not been conducted because there is no
standard formula, for dividing the costs between the sponsor and the OIG.
The regulations provide only that the allocation be decided on an
individual basis by "mutual agreement between the OIG and the
recipient" (Federal Register, I 979a, p. 20031).

The second development in the area of departmental auditing was the
creation of an intradepartmental review committee to assess auditing
policies and recommend improvements. Although the committee report
has not yet been released, the review revealed problems in the timely
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o
TABLE 40 Department of Labor Office of inspector General Audit

r'''Activitres, Fiscal 1978.1979

Programs to be Audited

Total Number
of Units to.
be Audited

Numbers of
Audits
Required
Annually

Aetual Number of
Audits /Reviewsr

FY 1978 F 1979

CETA Titles 1, II, and VI
Prune Sponsor audits 460 230 169 125

CETA Title III . .

Native American audits . 174_ 174 157 165
CETA Title III

Migrant farm Labor
audits 80 :80 38 3

CETA Title IV
Job Corps audits 120 120 31 11

CETA Subsponsor
Report reviews 40,000 20,004 9,633 13.750

SOURCE Semi-Annual Report of the Inspector General. U.S. Department of Labor,
June 1979, p 6, and Semi-Annual Report of the' Inspector General, April 1, 1979 -
September 1979, p 20.

development and distribution of audit guides to sponsors, as well as the
need for unified audits performed on a current basis.

Incident Reporting Systeni

The Office of Investigation And Compliance (OIC) within the Employmeqt
and Training Administration managed an investigatory program that Was
later transferred to OIG. Under 'this program, the regional office was
required to send a Questionable Activity Report (QAR) to the OIC
whenever it became aware of a problem or potential problem within the
region. The national office Of the ETA would then review the report and
assign responsibility for investigation to an appropriate agencyOIC
itself, th. regional office, the prime sponsor, local law enforcement officials,
or in extreme cases, the FBI. The program was not particuldily effective
for two reasons. First, there was little follow-up; cases were logged-in and
referrals made but the OIC seldom monitored theoutcomes. Second, there
was no provision-for anonymity within the system.

In the fall of 1979, the Office of the Inspector General instituted the
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"Incident Deporting System" to replace the Questionable Activity
Reports. Under this system, which covers all DOL,,programs, a report is'
sent directly to the OIG, which then decides whaLagency, if any, should
investigate. This system guaraptees anonymity to the individual filing the
report.

4
.

OFFICE OF INVESTIGATION AND COMPLIANCE

Once the Office of the Inspector General was established and given
responsibility for the Questionable Activities Reports, the Ictiyities of the
Office of Investigation and Compliance (OIC) changed from reactive'
investigations to preventive monitoring reviews.

The OIC monitoring reviews bearsome resemblance to the fraud and
abuse prevention surveys conducted by the inspector general's staff. Like
FAPS, they concentrate primarily on systeins evaluation's, but they focus
less on financial questiotis. The surveys are conduCted liy. a team of four to
six individuals, one of whom generally has "an accounting background"
and mit of whom is an Et0 specialist. The reports tare based on two
eleMents: interviews with participants, prime sponsor staff members,
contractors,andl al, t.fficials; and reviews of participant files, contracts,
and other available a efts and audits. Althdugh the selection of sponsors
to be reviewed is t e respoftsibility of the OIC, the regional offices

. -
recommend the sponsors. ,

All of the 24 reviews planned for fiscal 197.9 were-completed, although
follow-ups have not yet been performed. Fifty reviews tare planned for
1980. - . .

The most striking feature of the reports is their brevity. The booklet.of
interview questions is'more than 90 pages and focuses oh progfammatic
informatiop. However, the reports do not reflect this information, but
concentrate on shortcomings in financial accountability.

The OIC reviews and recommendations are directed to the' regional
office, not the prime sponsors. For example, one report, finditt that the
prime sponsor was monitoring subgrantees after contracts had been
terminated, recommended that the regional office follow up to see that, in
the future, monitoring would be accomplished while the program was in
operation. Another report noted that the sponsor did not have a formal,
grievance prOcedure and recommended. that the regional office provide
technical assistance to the sponsor so that the procedure would be
instituted as soon as possible.

The kind of monitoring done by OIC can be distinctive. But at this
point, the ages of,the OIC reviews and the FAPS are not clearly
distinguished, and duplication effort may result.

15"
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE

The Office of Management Assistance (OMA), mandated by the reauthori-
zation act to provide management assistance to any prime sponsor seeking
or needing such services, has been established within the Employment and
Training Administration.

The office was setup in October 1979 after an extensive review of CETA
technical assistance and training systems by a departmental task force. The
report of the task force characterized the department's technical assistance
and training efforts as,uunorganized, uncoqrdinated, [and) crisis-oriented"
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1979g, p. 5). The recommendations, number-
ing in the hundreds, covered, such matters as long-range planning, prime
sponsor participation in technical assistance policy, establishment of
CETA field centers, and information distribution.

According to the task force reporj, the primary functions of OMA are to
identify and Coordinate The delivery of tecluiical assistance and informa-
tion. The report recomn ended. that the OMA serve as a liaison between
program officials in the national office, regional offices, the newly created
OMA field centers, and other ETA units.

REGIONAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES
4

The federal representatives in each regional office are responsible for
monitoring sponsor compliance with the law, the regulations, and the
prime sponsors' plans. Formal assessments of prime sponsors' perfor-
mance are conducted annually. In fiscal 19.78, 50 of the 450 prime sponsors,
were assessed as having."serious problems"; the year before, '29 sponsors
received this assessment. Teridus problem rating indicates that major
corrective action and/or technical assistance is required, and full funding
is delayed until performance has improved. Of the 50 sponsors with
serious problems, 41 received that rating for their PSE programs. The
1979 assessments found serious problems in 28 arcs; PSE programs were
the cause of the problems in 20 of these areas.

Federal representatives are expected to monitor prime spon4or programs
on acontinuing basis as well as o an annual basis. Verylittle change in
regional monitoring has been oted since the reauthorization; a few
sponsors thought it had actual] diminished. Most of the sponsors in the
survy characterized regional monitoring as Primarily desk-iudit activity.
OnVird described it as an even, ombination of on-site and desk review.

fit addition .to their monitoring responsibilities, regional officials also
*vide technical assistance to primg sponsors and are the first line of
contact between sponsors and the national offices. However, sponsors may
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be reluctant to seek aid from federal representatives who subsequently will
assess their programs. The report of the Technical Assistance and Training
Committee highlighted this problem (U.S. Department of Labor, 1979g,
pp. 21-22):

In the last few yeafs, a significant attitudinal change has been taking place between
prime sponsors and the Regional Office This has created algiost an adversary
relationship There is an increasing tendency for prime sponsoRtty view regional
staff as compliance enforcers rather than helpers. Prime sponsors are holding badk
on requesting technical assistance from the regions. They believe the staff is unable
to provide it or are afraid the request will be looked upon as a deficiency in
performance The adversary relationship is thought to have been worsened by_the2.
new CETA legislation with its emphasis on prevention of fraud, mismanagement,
and abuse.

SUMMARY

The impact of the independent monitoring units will probably be small.
Prime sponsors, uncertain about DOL''requirements concerning the
organization 'and permissible activities of IMUs, have been slow to
establish such units. Most of the units have been created from preexisting
monitoring or evaluation units and do not represent a major change in
organization or activities. Sponsors are generally reluctant to assess the
IMUs at this point, but few expect that IMUs will result in better program
operations or less fraud and abuse. Consequently, many sponsors view the
IMU as an administrative. burden that may create more problems than it
solves.

Many sponsors have decided to use their IMUs to perform the eligibility
verifications mandated by the reauthorization act. Although the
verification requirements are clearly' defined,and quite extensive, most
sponsors are going -far beyond them in order to avoid the possibility of
being held liable for ineligible participants. These procedures will reduce
the number of ineligibles entering the program but will also require a
sigificant investment of time and money. Some concern ha& been
expressed that the procedures used to verify eligibility subject applicants to
invasions of privacy and result in delays in enrollment.

Monitoring activity at the federal lever has become increasingly, self-
initiated 'rather than reactive. Both the Office of Investigation and
Compliance and the Office of the Inspector General have begun preventive
review programs. However, only three reviews have been conducted by the
inspector general, and neither office has done any follow-up, hence, the
effects of the new programs cannot be assessed at this time.

1 to
0 I
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.7 Findings andt Recommendations

The recommendations of the -Committee on Evaluation of Employment
and Training Programs are based on the committee's assessment of the
effects of the 1978 CETA amendments oft public service employment
(PSE) programs. In develpping its assessment,, the committee focused its
attention on the extent to which the new amendrnents are serving the
objectives of the act. These,,objectives include increasing the proportion of
jobs allotted to the most disadvantaged, preventing displacement of p
employees by CETd workers, and providing temporary PSE jobs that a
to unsubsidized employment.

The committee has been sparing in its recommendations major
legislative changes, because it is aware that repeated changes n policy,
program direction, and funding levels have kept the CET system in
turmoil since its inception in 1973. The 1978 provisions w e particularly
traumatic.

The committee believes that CETA desperately needs a period of
stability during which recent changes can be absorbed and results can be
assessed. For this reason; the committee urges that mop legislative
changes in public service employment titles be deferred until CETA comes
up for reauthorization in 1982, unless modifications are needed to counter

,

This chapter presents the recommendations of the Committee on Evaluation of Employment
and Training Proframs.
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rising, unemployment. However, the, committee proposes some mini,.
technical changes that would facilitate implementation of the 1978
amendments. The recommendations are presented in two major sections:
program substance and program administration.

SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES IN PROGRAMS

The CETA reauthorization act made a number of substantive changes in
tlie design of public service employment prograins: it established a separate,
title (Title IID) to provide PSE jobs for the low-income, long-term
unemployed; it lowered the authorized wages that could be paid to
participants; and it required that training anhther services be provided to
'enrollees to prepare' them for unsubsidized* jobs: This section deals with
recommendations relating to eligibility criteria, selection,of participants,
wage provisions, and emplOyability devekipment activities.

ELIGIBILITY PROVISIONS AND PARTICIPANT SELECTION FOR PSE
JOBS

One of the most persistent issues in CETA has been how to- seeeligibility
criteria for public service jobs prOgrams. Under the original act, the
criteria were very broad; any person unemployed for 30 days was eligible.
This loose screening requirement enabled PSE employers to select the
most qualified pirticipants from Among the eligible applicants and
adversely affected the enrollment of ,the most disadvantaged among the
unemployed. Congress has repeatedly attempted to correct this situation,
and the 1978 reauthorization act is the most recent effort in thiadirection.
The following questions were addressed by the committee: (I) Are the
revised eligibility criteria directing PSE jobs to the most disadvantaged?
(2) What is the most effective way of assuring that the most needy
applicants will be selected for jobs?

Findings

Data from a sample of-prime sponsor areas and other'. sourcesindicate
that new enrollees are younger, poorer, less well educated, ante more likely
to be women and members &a minority gr.oup than those enrolled priorto.

--the reauthorization act..
-Despite the requirement that special consideration be giverr/ to

disabled and Vietnam-era veterans and to public assistance recipients, the
percentage of disabled and Vietnam-era veterans is about the same as
before the reauthorization: The proportion of AFDC recipientspicl other

100
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public welfare beneficiaries has risen but is still low compared with the
sliire of AFDC participants in the eligible population.

Because there are only minor differences in the eligibility criteria of
Titles IID and VI, distinctions in PSE enrollFes between th twp titres are
becoming less pronounced.

To ensure that those most in need are selected fro among the
eligible population, the act has identified a number of gro s to be given
special consideration. Except for Vietnamera veter s and welfare
recipients, local sponsors are not mounting outreach e arts to recruit and
select the specified target groups.

Recommendations
0

The conimittee endorses the objective of reserving PSE positions for th'ose
persons with the fewest alternative employment opportunities. The
following recommendations are proposed to feinforce and enhance the
act's effectiveness in irskeetinCthis goal.

Eligibility Re7firements. The reauthorizati
ments have effectively foe-used the PSE progr
Therefore,' the committee recommends that

4

n arks eligibility require-
ms on the disadvantaged.
the eligibility criteria be

retained. However, should the scale of the Title VI program be increased
significantly for counterc'clical purposes, the 6f mmittecbelWes that the
appropriateness of the Title VI criteria should be reexamined by the
administration and by Congress. It is uncertain at this time whether a
significant number of the cyclically unemployed would qualify for Title VI
jobs under the current eligibility requirements and whether under current
time-consuming eligibility determination procedures, Title VI jobs could
be filled rapidly enough to countercyclical pressures.

Groups Given Special Consideration. The multiplicity of target groups
identified in the CETA. legislation muddles the objectives of the act and
undercuts the effectiveness of the targeting provisions of the act. The
committee. recommends that Congress reduce 4e number of target groups or
specify- priorities among these groupi. It is recognized, however, that many
groups will attempt to influence this decision of Congress. Limiting the
numbe,E,of 'federally designated target groups, would not prevent ,local
officials from identifying other groups in needfPf special assistance within,
their own jurisdictions.

Selection Procedures. The piocedurelkused to choose PSE... participants
often do not result in the selection of those most in need of assistance.
Reliance on "walk-in" applicants and the practice of referring the ba-
qualified applicants to openings tend to exclude persons who have the
greatest difficulty in obt-aining unsubsidized employment. This is particu-

1 Li
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: larly true for AFDC recipients. The committee recommends that
Department of Labor direct prime sponsors to improve methods fo
recruiting severely disadvantaged applicants. Closer control over inta e
processes and more objective methods of selection are among the methods
proposed. To ensure that these applicants. are referred to PSE jobs, the
committee recommends that prime sponsors establish objective rating
systems for making referrals. Under such systems, sponsors would assign
numerical weights to characteristics such as educational attainment,
faniily income, or welfare status and use these weights to rank applicants
for referral to PSE openiogs.

To ascertaiq,whether PSE employment offers participants an attractive
alternative to welfare, the committee recommends that the Department of
Laborillgiew the relative benefit levels provided by income transfer programs
and CETA PSE positions. Such a study should consider geographic
variations in welfare benefit vels, variations due to family size, and the
value of in-kind benefits such food stamps and Medicaid in relation to
PSE wages and fringe benefits,. The committee also recommends that the
Department of Labor. take additional steps to foster coordination and
cooperation between the CETA and welfare systems. The Department of
Labor should review current policies on budget credits for placements to
determine whether they act as a disincentive to interagency cooperation
among the employment sere, WIN, and CETA systems, .

WAGES, JOBS, AND SERVICES. 2
' One of the lost significa t changes made by the CETA reauthorization

act was the restriction wages that could be paid to participants. The act
lowered the nation' average PSE wage and provided for individual area
adjustments above and below the average, based on the relationship
between national average wages and the area's average wage for
unsubsidized jobs. It also limited the extent to which local governments
could supplement wages with their own funds. The intended effect of these.
provisions is to prevent CETA from attracting workers from private,
industry; discourage- substitution of CETA workers for regular public
employees; increase the number of unemployed persons that Can be
enrolled with available funds; and encourage the development of.jobs that
are appropriate for low-skilled disadvantaged workers:

Among the central questions addressed by the committee were: Can
prime sponsors, in areas where prevailing wages are generally higher than
allowable CETA average wages, establish suitableirSE jobs that meet both
the new low-wage standards and the prevailing wage requirements? Will
the lows authorized wage result, in "make-work" jobs rather_ than in

i P(>.A.,3 _7,
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employment that is useful to the community and beneficial to the
participant?

Findings

The new CETA wage p(r`ovisions are having a major impact on PSE wages
and are affecting the types of jobs and services provided by PSE and the
level of skills available among participants. Twenty-three of the 28 areas
studied were required to reduce the average wage paid to new participants
in 1979.

The disparity between prevailing wages and permissible PSE wages is
greater in some areas than in others because the calculation of average
PSE wages for an area is largely based on private sector wages, but
geographic variations in private sector wages do not necessarily corre-
spo0 with variations-4n government wages.

In most cases, sponsors adjusted to lower PSE wages by cutting back
on professional, technical, paraprofessional, and craft positions and by
establishing new positions at lower skill levels; rany sponsors also planned
to restructure positions. In a few cities, PSE programs were sharply
curtailed because of the wage gap.

In areas required to cut back wages, PSE activities are deemed 'to be
less.useful than they were in the past.

Lower wages, along with restricted eligibility criteria, also appear to
beNaffecting the skill level of participants. In three( out of four areas new
enrollees had fewer job qualifications than past particlpants.

It may be inferred that substitution will decrease as a result of the lower-
wage provisions because the provisions have reduced the use cif PSE for
basic public service functions where substitution is likely to occur, lowered
qualification 9f new enrollees, and ipereased the proportion of positions in
nonprofit agencies.. .

.

fa

Recommendations

Ideally, a CETA wage policy would maximize the participation of
disadvantaged persons in PSE programs, while providing services that are
useful to the community and beneficial for the participant. However, ifa
choice must be made between these goals, the entry of the disadvantaged
into PSE jobs is closer to the central purpose of CETA.

Wage Policy. Because of their effectiveness in meeting the reauthorization
. ,
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,objectives, the act's policies governing prevailing wage, average wage,
maximum wage, and wage supplementation should be retained. However,
someminor modifications in the wage provisions are suggested:

Area Adjustment of the National Average Wage. The national PSE
average wage is adjusted for each area on the basis of the relationship
between average wages for all public and private jobs in the area and the
national average wage. The, area adjustment factor is based largely on
wages in private industry, .which employs 82 percent of all workers.
However, three-fourths of all PSE workers were employed in government
agencies, and differences in private industry wages among areas are poor
indicators of area differences in government wages. In areas where the PSE
average wage is less than the ,wage prevailing for most entry lexel jobs in

rngovement, it is difficult to create PSE, positions. Therefore the Depart
;

mint of Labor should change the method for computing area wage
adjustments. Consideration,should be gken to increasin the relative weight
of government wages in this calculation.

Supplementation Limits. Prior to the 1978 amendments, some sponsors,
"through supplements, established PSE positions that paid well above the
average for unsubsidized jobs. These high-wage 'positions were also
thought to be susceptible to substitution. To deter this practice, the
reauthorization act forbids supplementation of Title IID wages and limits
supplementation of Title VI wages to 10-percent of the maximum CETA
wage in most areas and 20 percent in a few high-wage areas. Because the
limits on- supplementation appear to be accomplishing their purposes, they
should be retained for most areas. However, in cases when PSE ogesr-- .

including supplements, are below the entry wages for almost all of the jobs in
local government, Congress should authorize a 10 percent increase in ..supplements.

tyaximurn\Wage. There is no'provision for,adjusting the PSE maximum
wage to reflect the effects of inflation. It remains fixed at $10,000 for about
half of the CETkareas,and may be as much as $12,000 for the remaining
areas with above average wages. To adjust for wage escalation, Congress
should provide thqt the PSE maximum wage be modified annually by the
procedure 'used for adjusting the PSE average wage.

Further Review of Wage Effects. The impact of the new wage provisions
-should be reexamined by the DepOrtment of Labor and Congress in the fall
of 1980 to provide an assessment of their long-term effects. By that time0
sponsors will have had more experience in dealing with the wage
restrictions, and it will be possible to distinguish between problems that
are intrinsic to the act and those that can be solved without legislative
action.

.
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THE.NEW CETA,
TRANSITION AND EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT

The placement of enrollees in unsubsidized employment (transitiott) has
been a constant, albeit somettmes neglected, goal of PSE programs. The
reauthorization act reasserts this goal and prescibes employability develop-
ment services to facilitate transition. from PSE jobs to unsubsidized
employment PSE, particularly in Title IID, is to be more closely
integrated with otheediting activities to enhance skills, provide useful
work experience°. and increase the prospects forjegular employment:

The major issue examined -by the committee was Le extent to which" ,

congressional emphasis on transition is reflected in the employability
development and placement activities of prime spo rs.

0
Findings

.4
.....7-

Job entry rates in a sample of study areas were slightly higher in fiscal
1Q79 than in fil 1978. The 18-month limit on duration of enrollment is a
factor in this Mange. Most prime sponsors in the survey believed that the
eligibility requirements under the reauthorization act would have the effect
of increasing enrollments of those most difficult to place and would
ultimately reduce the transition po4bilities. Job' entry rates for those .

terminating' from the program may be affected by local employment
prospects, as well as by the characteriglics of prticipants, but the study
emphasizes that management practirp may also be -a key factor..Despite
slight increases in the job entry rate, widespread weaknesses in transition
processes have been noted:

.

itikg ,
"Sponsors differ in the importance -they attach

4
to employability

development plans (EDPs), the manner in which they prepare pans, and
the extent to which they follow up on plans. Forty percent of the sponsors
'studied were not taking ED'Ps seriously, and nearly we-third did not have
trained staff to carry out the functionifiroperly. -

More than one-third of the sponsors identified training and employa-
bility development as a prOblem in implementing new requirements.°Many
had not yet worked atit strategies fOr integrating tiainin, with public
service employment actiities. , # - ''

' Transition planning is inadequate in many' jurisdictions, in pall
because sponsors lack ,j(kb market information that is specific enough for
planning placement activities. .

. / .
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-)?ecorizmendations

Employability Development Plans. To make employability development
plans meaningful the Department of Labor should provide prime sponsors
with EDP models and other technical assistance to aid them in developmg
staff capabilities in the area of transition.

Job Development Information Needs. The Deparyhent of Labor should
prepare and disseminate examples of techniques and procedures for
identifying, soliciting, and developing job opportunities for CETA (ermined's.
These should be based on the experience with the job bank and with other
automated information systems in the employment service, the unemploy-
ment insurance system, and the CETA system.

Further Research. Two major qbstacles hindered the committee's,
attempt to assess the effects of the reauthorization act and the variations in
local management policies on fob entry rates. First, the effects of the act
were not reflected by most of the terminations at the time of the survey,

',4-,because the individuals affected had entered the program before the new
provisions of the reauthorization act .were implemented. Second, there
were wide variations in the reporting procedures used by prime sponsors,
and 'these variations precluded an, accurate assessment of placement,
results. The committee believes that at least one year of experience with
termination under the reauthorization act is essential for an accurate
assessment of its impact. The committee, therefore, recommends that thg
Department of Labor arrange for supplementary surveys to be conducted
when sufficient time has elasped to identify and measure the effects of the
1978 amendments on transition and the relationship between placement
results and local magagehlent policies and practices.

149 .
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

The CETA reauthorization act sought to tighten program accountability
throughout, the system and attempted to simplify administration by
reducing the amount of paperwork involved in the grant application

process. The findings and recommendations in this section of the chapter
focus on the implementation of legislative and other programmatic

es and their effects on the management of CETA programs.

MONITORING AND ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION

The reauthorization act and accompanying regulations mandated specific 1

actions to reduce the incidence of fraud and abuse and to tighten controls
and accountability. In'clependent monitoring units (IMUs) weret to be
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established at the pnme sponsor and subcontractor levels to monitor all
program ..activiti'es and management practices. At the federal level,
responsibility for compliance was centered-in a newly created Office of the
Inspector General. The act also required prime sponsors to establish an
acceptable system for eligibility determination and verification and defined
the liability of prime sponsors.

The central question is Whetherohe Department of Labor and prime
sponsors are implementing effeovely the monitoring and eligibility
verification pro% 'mons of the act aid whether the oversight activity
adversely affects other program activities.

Findings

Most sponsors in the study sample didsome monitoring before the
reauthorization act. However, the creation of IMUs has given prominence
and more structure to this activity. At the time of the survey, some
sponsors had not yet set up IMUs and few had arranged for monitoring
units at the subcontractor level The establishment of IMUs was hampered
by uncertainties relating to the scope of IMU activities and the degree of
IMU independence. In areas that had established IMUs, the size and
quality of staff posed problems.

Nearly all IMUs report to CETA administrators who define their
investigative and management review functions and determine procedures
for corrective action. Under these circumstances, the degree of indepen-
dence is likely to vary considerably.

The range of subjects covered by IMUs reflects a tack of direction.
Over three-fourths of the sponsors in the study sample expect to increase
attention to questions of eligibility and wages, but maintenance of effort
investigations are not being pressed.

In some instances, IMU staff were reported to lack specialized skills
needecLfor effective monitoring.

One of the consequences of assigning liability For ineligible participants
to prime sponsors is that sponsorg have become relut.tant to delegate
responsibility for eligibility verification to the employment service or other
organizations. Procedures for determining and documenting eligibility are
detaile and time consuming. Sponsors report that the processing of new
enroll es is slowed as a result. In the event of a cyclical rise in
unemp oyment, these procedures might prevent sufficient increases in
enrollm nt.

At th national level, responsibility for program monitoring of CETA is j

(
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assigned to a newly created Office of the Inspector General, various
auditing units, and an Office of Investigation and Compliance. Problems of
coordination, policy diffeiences, and inadequate funding have hampered
'the activities of those offices. For the most part, federal monitoring is
performed by regional representatives of the Employment and Training
Administration, Many of these regional representatives handle technical
assistance as well as compliance, and this dual responsibility_ hampers their
effectiveness in both roles.

Recommendations

Monitoring. The quality of the staff of independent monitoring units
varies considerably. Many IMUs lack personnel with accounting and
investigatory skills. The Department of tabor should provide training and
technical assistance to IMUs and to regional monitoring peisonnel.

Sponsors are uncertain about what constitutes fraud and abuse and
which cases should be referred to federal investigatory personnel. The
Department of Labor should develop a monitoring guide for sponsors and
publish examples of effective sponsor monitoring systems. The department
should also distribute information about problems which have been
discovered and the issues involved in their resolution.

Federal representatives are currently in the untenable position of
monitoring programs for which they have provided technical assistance.
Prime sponsors, for their part, are reluctant to ask for help from regional
staff who will subseqtiently monitor their programs. The committee
recommends that technical assistance and monitoring functions be sepa-
rated at the regional level. .

Coordination of Monitoring Activities. Monitoring occurs at all Adminis-
trative levels. At the national level, both the inspector general and the

.Office of Investigation and Compliance in the Employment and Training
Administration have begun snrveys to preveht fraud and abuse; regional,
offices prepare evaluations through annual performance assessments; and
prime sponsors have established monitoring units that perform day-to-day
reviews. Very often: however, the relationship among these organizations
is unclear, leading to duplication of effort. The Department of Labor should
review the monitoring activates of all levels of administration in the CETA
system to clarify the role of each and to integrate monitoring efforts.

The DOL unified audit system (a plan for auditing subcontractors and
prime sponsors simultaneously) has not been implemented, in part because
no rules have been developed for distributing audit expenses between
sponsors and the Office of the Inspector General. Regulations for allocating'
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the cost of unified audits shoulifebe developed by the Department of Labor,
and steps should be taken to implen)ent unifiedauditing.

Eligibility Verification and Liability. Because of a stricter interpretation
of liability, and uncertainty as to how liability provisions will be enforced,
prime sponsors have developed elaborate systems for eligibility .

verification. Thee procedures are slowing down enrollment and causing
some applicants to drop out of the system. The Department of Labor
should clarify its liability policy and begin to enforce the liability provisions
of the act. Liability policies should be consistent across regions. Among the
items that should be explicitly stated are the dollap amount at which
misspent monies are c8psidered "too great," what constitutes an "effective
system" of eligibility verification, and the circumstances under which
prime sponsors must notify national or regional officials if ineligible
participants are discovered.

Present procedures for eligibility verification are excessively complex in
some areas, and may not be justified by the incidence of ineligibles entering
the PSE program. To relate the costs of eligibility determinations more
realistically to the incidence of ineligibility, the Department of Labor
should develop a flexible procedure, permitting less frequent sample
verifications in areas where improper enrollments are uncommon:

THE PLANNING SYSTEM

The objectives of the CETA planning system are (1) to formulate goals on
the basis of local needs, (2) to involve the community, in the planning
process; and (3) to provide a systematic basis for federal evaluation of
budgets and operations. As CETA evolved, the third objective oversha-
dowed the first _two; plans became an awesome collection of grant
applications for specific titles. The CETA reauthorization act sought to
simplify planning documents and reduce paperwork. The act also required
that planning councils become more representative of the community. The
issue is whether these planning objectives ire being met.

Findings

The study finds that the planning documents must contain more
detail under the reauthorization act_ than in the past. Most sponsors
consider the present plans more time.consuming, no easier, and no more
useful than previoq plans.

In many cases, demographic and labor market data are among the
items not available in a form that is useable for planning.

Annual plans are, still a series of grant applications rather than an
-
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integrated and comprehensive area plan. The basic problem stems from the
ambiguity of the legislation. On the one hand CETA provides local
authorities with flexibility to allocate funds on the basis of local needs, and
on the other hand, it requires local sponsors to comply with nationally
determined objectives and priorities.

Most of the sponsor's in the study sample were expanding the
membership of advisory councils, btlt the influence of planning councils
does not appear to have grown; the decision-making process has zemained
largely centralized in the CETA administrator's office,

At the Lime of the study, prime sponsors were beginning to activate
Private Industry Councils (PICs) to increase private sector participation in
CETA. The study finds that the relationship between PICs and advisory
councils is still evolving. There appears to be some potential for
duplication and fragmentation of operations as well as planning.

Recommendations 4.

Improving the Quality of Plans. To serve as a blueprint for action, plans
should describe the local labor market setting and identify the population
in need of service and the institutions that can provide those services.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of various approaches that have been tried
in prior years should be an integral part of the planning documents.
Information on Other federal, state, and local programs in the communi-
tyeconomic development, community development, housing, energy
conservation, and healthshould also be incorporated in local plans. It is
essential that plans contain information that is useful for management at-
various levels of government. The committee recommends that the
Department of'Labor provide greater assistance to sponsors for improving
the quality of plans so that they may serve as a better'"bils'is.
comprehensive planning. This can be done throVutraining sessions and
materials on the principles and methodology of planning. In prime,sponsor

urisdictions that are too large for central planning, technical assistance .

should also. be provided to program agents and other stibjurisdictions.
Labor Market Information. One of the pervasive problems in planning is

the lack of appropriate informatiOn on the labor force, employment
outlook by industry and occupatidq, and unemployment in.the population
as a whole and among particular groups such as women, minorities, and
youth. The major source of this information is the state employment
security agency. Because labor market information is prepared for many
different users, the data provided to CETA sponsors are often outdated
incompatible with the geographic unit covered by the prime sponsor,.or
not sufficiently detailed for the specific needs of CETA users, The

.1 0
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committee recommends that the Department of Labor devotee more
attention. staff and resources to labor market information systems
appropriate for CETA planning. Information systems should be improved
in several as research should be undertaken on the kinds of information
needed for analytical and operating purposes, data sources should be
examined and data-gathering systems coordinated, and techniques for
estimating unemployment, occupational demand, and the supply of
trained workers should be improved. The system needs quality controls
and methods for disseminating information to users on a timely basis It is
especially important to involve CETA prime sponsors, employment
security agencies, and education agencies in joint efforts to produce labor
market information that is more relevant for ldcal use.

Reduction in Paperwork. Although the reauthorization act attempted to
reduce paperwork, the study found that the master and annual plan
requirements are no less onerous than past requirements. The committee
recommends that the Department of Labor, in consultation with prime
sponsors. establish a task force to review the guidelines and eliminate
requirements for nonessential details. Statistical profiles of the eligible
population for each separate program, occupational summaries of public
service jobs, and planning budgets are among the items identified by
respondents as excessively detailed.

Stabilizing Appropriations and ,Allocations. Congressional delays in
appropriations and uncertainties in funding levels have frustrated planning
and administration. The committee recommends that the administration
and Congres.itse the authority availaile under the act for advance funding
of CETA except for Title VI. This would permit more orderly planning and
management of programs a. nd allow more time for refining and relaying
instructions, and for prdviding technical assistance and training for CETA
staff The exception has been made for countercyclical PSE programs
under Title VI because the level of Title VI appropriations is tied to
changes in unemployment rates.

11+

ADMINISTRATION AND INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

The CETA reauthoriiation act has added td the accumulation of
prescriptions and proscriptions that have made public service employment
prograins increasingly difficult to manage. It is questionable whether prime
sponsors have sufficient resources And staff to carry out their responsibili-
ties under the 1978 amendments or to handle an increase in enrollees that
would accompany an expansion of PSE or a welfare reform program.

The reauthorization act failed to resolve the long-standing problem of
the federal-local relations in the administration of CETA. The original act
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was deliberately ambivalent in delineating roles. In an effOrt to compro-
mise differing views, it shifted the administration of Manpower programs
to state and local officials but mandated a substantial oversight role for the
federal establishment. This set the stage for continuing tensions, In some
respects these have been exacerbated by the reauthorization amendments
that inherently give greater weight to the federal role, at least in the
introductory phases. The issue i how best to reconcile the respective roles
and interests of federal and local o cials.

Also unresolved by the reauthOrization act are relationships between
CETA print? sponsors and state employment security agencies. In effect,
CETA established a network of offices, some of whose functions overlap
those of the employment service system. Congress did not, in the
reauthorization act, attempt to clarify the relationship. The committee is
concerned with how best to utilize the special-competence of both systems
to promote the objectives of manpower programs.

Findings

During the transition year, drninistration of public service employ-
ment programs wasspriously a ected by delays in funding, shifts in the
levet of allocations, and chan es in enrollment goalsMoreover, the
introduction of new regulations and changes in policies kept operations in
constant turmoil.

Looking beyond the first year, sponsOrs in the.study sample believed
that complying with wage provisions, tracking the length of stay of
enrollees, providing employability development and training, and deter-
mining and verifying eligibility would pOse long-term operating problems.

Programmatic changes in PSE, along with requirements for monitor-
ing, planning, and reporting have increased record keeping and other
administrative activities. The staff and resource implications of these
changes are considerable. Although their full costs were not realized at the
time of the survey, administrative cost ratios did increase.. Furthermore,
staff turnover and morale reflected the strains andburdens associated with
the growth and instability ofAhe system.

The reauthorization act, by increasing specifications for eligibility,
wages4, tenure', and other program requirements, has tended to reduce local
flexibility.

Greater interaction between local sponsors and federal officials
produced frictions that centered around interpretation of rules, pressures
for meeting enrollment goals, and implementation of new provisions.

The close working relationships between the employment service and
prime sponsors, fostered by the 1976 ambndirints to CETA and the

A
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expansion of public service jobs programs in 1977-1978, have begun to
erode. Although the use of employment service offices for placement of
enrollees has increased id some areas, there is:sifts dependence on the
employment service for eligibility determination and verification.

Recommendation's

Staffing. The committee recommends that the Department of Labor study
the staffing and cost implications of impleme. nting amendments to CETA.
Unless sufficient resources are made available, some of the act's provisions,
such as monitoring or preparing employability development plans, may
become prO forma exercises. the committee also recommends that the DOL
Office of Management Assistance provide technical assistance to local
sponsors to improve merit systems, Personnel standards, staff development
practices, and organizational structures and to take stepSlo improve -"
employee morale and reduce turnover.

Federal-Local Relations. The tensions arising &Om the grasp of the
"feds" and the reach of the "locals" may be.inevitable in a decentralized
block grant program. However, it may be possible to reduce some of these
tensions. Most of the friction during the transition year stemmed from the
delays and lack of-uniformity in the interpretation of the regulations. To
minimize this problem, the committee recommends that Congress allow
more time for the implementation of new legislation. The Department of
Labor, in turn, should allow more time for dissemination and review firj
proposed rules. A longer lead time would permit more time for planhing
and training of local staff, and would reduce misunderstandings.

Employment Service-CETA Relations. The committee recommends that
the Department of Labor arrange for a study of incentives that affect
coordination in intake and job placement services to determine whether
changes in placement credits or other measures would induce closer
coordination.

A more basic problem, however, is the coexistence of two national
networks with related functions. The reauthorization act required that the
secretary of labor recommend improvements in the Wagner-Peyser Act to
ensure coordination with CETA, but the Department of Labor has not yet
filed its report. The committee recommends that, Congress establish an
independent commission to examine the roles and functions of both CETA
and the employment service and to propose methods for harmonizing the two
manpaer systems. -

Coordination with Other Agencies. Emphasis on basic education and skill
training for youth in the administration's 1981 budget proposals would
necessitate coordinattfliNween CETA and vocational education agen-

1 '14
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cies The administration's welfare refornt proposals woul end on close
coordination between CETA and welfare agencies. The coin Uttee sees a
need for the Depahment of Labor to study the coordinatioti of CETA
agencies with the education and welfare systems. and with Private Industry
Councils (PICs).

_.7
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TABLE A-1 CETA Appropriations, by Title, Fiscal 19741981 (millions of dollars)

Tit lea
Fiscal
19741)

Fiscal 1976

Fiscal
1977

Fiscal
1978

Fiscal 41'

1979
Fiscal
1980

Budget
Fiscal
1981

Fiscal
1975

July 1975- July- ,

June 1976 Sept. 1976
,

TOTAL 2,265.6 3,742.8 5,741.8 597.6 8,052.8 8,124.9 10,289.7. 8,1303.6 10,305.4

Comprehensive Manpower Programs 1,190.0 1,819.4 1,848.4 453.8 3,480.7 2,26'7.9 2;360.7 -2,915.6 2,917.9

I (II A, B, C) 1,9,),.0.0 1,580.0 1,580.0 395.4 1,880.0 1880.0 1,914.1 2,054.0 2,117.0
111 180.0 239.4 268.4. 58.4 1,600.7e 387.9 371.6 536.0' 650.9
Vila - - - - - - 7S.0 325.0. 150.0

Youth Programs 455.6 648.4 668.4 43.8 Lz 869.1 1,173.0 , 2,023.6 2,100.6 2,789.4

IV 150.0 ' 175.0 140.6 43.8 274,1 417.0 1,2384e 1,492.0 1,9504h
Summer iouth 305.6.. 473.4 528.4 , 595-.0 756.0 785.2 608.6 839.0

, .



Public Service Employment Programs 62 .0

II HI D) 370.0
VI 250.0

1,275.0 3,225.0 100.0 3,703.0 4,6,84.0 5,905.3 3,112.0 4,598.0

400.0 1,600.01 100.0 524.0 1,016.0g 2,500.9 1,485.0' 2,554.0
' 875.0 1,625.0 3,179.0 3,668.0g 3,404.4 1,627.0 2,044.0,

SOURCE: Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.

. 41
aBeginning in fiscal 1979, titles redesignated as shown in parentheses. .

bAppropriations for Department of Labor manpower programs corresponding with Titles I and II of CETA, and for the Emergency Employ-
.ment Act corresponding withIitle VI.

'''"` elncluPes S233 3 million for Young Adult Conservation Corps, also funds for veterans programs (HIRE), skill training improvement (STIP), andc::t.
V other youth programs.

dPrivate sector initiatives, beginning in fiscal 1979.
eBeginning in fiscal 1979, Includes funds for youth employability development projects and for the Young Adult Conservation Corps.
1-S I ,200.million authorized under Title ll for both Titles ll and VI.
ST:orward funded from 1977 appropriation under the Economic Stimulus Appropriations Act.
hIncludes SI,125 million for new youth legislatio , proposed for later transmittal.

NOTE: Details may not add to totals due to rou ins.
!
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TABLE A-2 Selected Characteristics of Title 11 (LID) and Title VI PaLticipants, Fiscal 1975-1979 (percentage distnbution)

Selected Characteristics
Fiscal Fiscal
1975 1976a

1-...
NUMBER SERVED

os
Sex: Male

Female

Age: 21 and under
22-44
45-54
55 and over

298,556 747,158'

68 65
32 35

23- 21
: 64 64

9 9

5 , 5

'
Race/Ethnic group:`

White 69 66
White (nonhispamc) NA NA. --",
Black 22 24
Black (nonhispanic) NA NA
Hispanic (7)e (I1)e
Other 9 10

Education: 0-11 years 26 26
12 years 44 43
13 years and over 30 32

EConomic Status:
/

AFDC recipient
MI- Public assistance, other.

6 .
8

6
8

Fiscal Fiscal
1977 1978

928,239 1,218,722

63 61
37 39

20. 21,
65 659 R

6 5

Fiscal 1979

.

Oct.-Dee. Oct.-March 'Apnl-Juneb
A pill-
Septemberb

660,257 $92,943 801.024
.

955,200

57 56 55 55
43 44 45 45

20 19 21 22
65 65 64 6.3
10 9, 9 9
6 6 6 . 6

69 "'. "' 67
NA NA

. 25 28
NA NA-.

(NA)e (10)e
6 5. .

25 2§
42 41
32 33

I. ....,'

9 `1 118' 8

(69)d
58
(28)d

(66)d
57

(29)d

(67)d

55
(28)d

t67)d
55

(30)d
. 28 29 28 30

11 , 9 12 13
4 5 5 3.

25 26 28 28,
44 43 44 43

t
30 30 28 29

11 11 12 1-2.

6 7 r 7 II.

4



lt .

Economically disadvantaged!
Family income below

poverty level

'Handicapped:

Veterans: Total e
w Specialh

'Disabled .

Unemployment Insurance ,
Claimant:

44

44

3.

NA
NA
NA

13

.
45

45

3

NA
9

0

14

.

't.,

§0

60

4

24.
7

.1

16

78

NA ,

4

23
5

1

14

. -77

58

4

19
4

1

14

(

.

80

' 63

4

19
4

1

.....
13

.
83

63

4

17

3

1

12

4

85

65

5

17.
3,

1
,

11

r

SO,URCE. Quarterly Summary of Participant CharattenStis, Employment and Training Administration:U.S. Departmentof Labor.

°July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976.
""Chara..tenstis shown are for Individuals served in the third and fourth quarters of fistl 1979. However, prime sponsors that did noerewrite
their Title 11 and 1,1 grants on Mari.h 31, 1979 may have reported cumulative totals for the first three quarters of fiscal 1979. No adjustment
has been made to exclude cumulative reports. ,

`'Participants for whom racial 1. h a r a %. t e ri s ti %. s were nut available were excluded from the.number served in .ialculatingthe racial characteristic
percentages. , ,

dDue to 4..hanges in reporting ..ategunes, race;ethnii. group data reported for 1979 are not comparable with earlier years. Assuming that his-
pinks were Jassified as white m previous y ears, the numbers in parentheses would be comparable with those shown fop fiscal 1975-1978.

4
elneluded, in figures for other race/ethnic gropps. i r
fDefinitiun was expanded in fisLaI 1978 to include persons with family income between the poverty level set by the Office of Management and
Budget mid-70 percent of the lower living itu,ume standard set by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In fiscal 1979, the definition was expandel,to
Include mpnbers of certain institutionalised populations. 4
Proportion of participants with family income below the poverty level set by the Office of Managenient and Budget.
hVeterans who served in Indochina or Korea between 1964 and 1975. . ,.

NOTE: Details may not add to 100 percent due to rounding: ,

1. 8
0 a C
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TABLE A-3 Public Service Employment Authorized Average Wage and Lowest
Wage for Mumcicial Government Employees in Selected Occupations

Region and City

Date of
BLS

Survey

PSE

Average
Wage

FY 1979

Lowest City Wage for

Typists
Class B

Refuse

Collectors Laborers

Janitors,
Portals, and
Cleaners

Northeast
Boston 10/78 $7,805 $7,280 S a 8,528* S 8,216
New York 5/79 8,690 7,020 14,976 13,312 7,904
Philadelphia 9/78 7,855 9,880 10,816 10,816 9,984
Pittsburgh 2/7y> 8,129 9,360 15,600 11,232 7,072

North Central
Chicago 8,417 6,760 16,224 12,064 1%,232
Indianapolis 4/79 7,920 7,020 9,226 9,152 ,464
Detroit 1/79 9;662 '9,880 13,728 13,728 10,608
Kansas Coy, Mo. 9/79 7,553 6,240 8,320 6.968 7,280
St. Louts 8/78 8,050 7%280 8,944 8,528 6,968
Cleveland §/79 8,352 7,020 11,232 10,400 8,528
Columbus 4/79 . 7,351 9,360 12,896 9,568 10,816
Milwaukee 2/79 7,754 8,840 12.064 11,856 10,192

South "I I '
Washington, D.C. 10/78 9.540 7,280 11,856 9,152 9,776
Jacksonville 12/78 6,667 6,500 6,656 6,448 6,448
Atlanta 5/79 7,898 8,329 7,488 ", 7,696 6,656
New Oileans 9/79 7,121 6,760 - ° 7,280 a

Memphis 11/78 6,8'33 5,720 8,017 6,452 '6,061' Dallas 4/79 7,596 7,280 7,904 7,280 6,864
Houston 9/78 8,338 6.240 10,816 7,696' 6,240

. San Antonio '2/79 6.635 5,980 8,235 6,448 5,824

West

, Phoenix 7178 6.941 7,280 9,360 8.736 8,736
Los Angeles 10/78 8,320 10,81.,fb 9,984 7,904
San Diego 11/78 6,96; 7,280 11,648- 8,944 8,528
San Francisco 3/79, 8,935 8,320 a 12,480 9,984
Denver 3/79 7,812 6,240, 12.480 11,440 $,736 .
Seattle 1/79 8,251 9,100 a 12,480 10,400

SOURCE itt average wage data from Emplo
from Municipal Government Wage Surveys for
Department of Labor.

4.

allotmunicipal positions in these cities.

)
1 c;

t,1

yment and Training Administration, city wage data
1978 and 1979, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.
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Appendix B:
Methodology Statements

DESCIUPTION OF SAMPLE AND STUDY METHODOLOGY

Although data for the committee's report were drawn From a number of
sources, the primary source was the field observations in a stratified
random sample of 28 prime sporkors drawn from a universe of 383.' To
select the sample, the universe was first stratified by 4 types of sponsors
(city, county, consortia ti and balance of state), by 2 classes of population
level (above and beM one million), and by 2 classes based on the rate of
unemployment (above and below 6.5 percent). The 16 strata were
combined into 1I cells, an g the prime sponsors were selected within each
cell by. a random procedUre!

As in prior surveys, information from the committee's report was
obtained by resident field research associates (FRAs), most of whom are
faCulty members at universities who have been engaged in manpower,
research. FRAs used structured, standardized guides to interview local
CETA administrators, elected officials, chairmen of advisory committees,
employment .service officials,- community-based organization officials,
union representatives, and others familiar with the area's 'manpower
-problems and the admipistratioq of CETA programs. The total interview
time in each area was about one week. Moreover; most FRAs had been
monitoring the CETA program in their areas for several years and lad
developed considerable knowledge of the prograrh. The committee relies
on summary 'observations and judgments of field research associates as
well as on the survey data.

171
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Interview data are supplemented by statistics from prime sponsor
records as well as from reports of the Employment and Training
Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor and from other sources.

The FRAs' interviews were conducted in June and July 1979, only a few
months after the provisions of the CETA reauthorization act became fully
effective Due to the magnitude of the changes dictated by the act, the
Employment and Training Administration, which sponsored the project,
as anxious to obtain an early reading of the effect of its implementation.

Officials of the Office of Management and Budget were equally anxious to
gather preliminary information on the impact of the reauthorization ..#st
before beginning the budgetary process. The committee felt that a roundOf
interviews at an early date would capture information about the
institutional and procedural changes taking plge in the CETA system
during the transition period. A preliminary report, issued in September
1979, summarized some of the highlights of the study from selectat-wrvey
data.

It he early timing o(.J.he' survey imposed limitations on the study. In
some cases, the respondents were not able to provide reliable data. For
that reason, the number of respondents varies among the tables, and tits
findings drawn froth tables with few respondents are qualified in the
report Caution must be exercised in generalizing from them. Respite these
limitations, the committee believes that the report provides useful
indications of changes in program direction and emerging problems.

ESTIMATING THE SIZE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
POPULATION ELIGIBLE FOR CETA PUBLIC SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS (PSE)

The estimates of the size and characteristics of the populations eligible for
PSE under different eligibility requirements were derived from the Census
Bureau's March 1978 Current Population Survey (CPS).2 However,
because the data collected in the CPS do not correspond precisely with the
information needed to determine eligibility for PSE, some adjustments and
assumptions were needed to arrive at the estimates in Table 13. These
methodological considerations are outlined below.

.AFDC RECIPIENTS

Both the 1976 and .1078 CETA amendments made AFDC recipients
eligible for some PSE positions irrespective of their labor force status. In
sOme..cases, AFDC recipients were a substantial proportion of the eligible
population. However, not all AFDC recipients are actually available for
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work. Thus, only AFDC recipients Who were registered as available for
work under the Work Incentive Program (WIN) were included in the
eligible population estimates. To accomplish this, the CPS data were,used
to identify the non-AFDC eligible population. Cumulative data on the
characteristics of WIN registrants for fiscal 1977 were then combined with
the data on the non-AFDC group to obtain the profile of tkie total eligible
population. This procedure also tends to correct for the 'undercount of
AFDC recipients in the CPS.3 The characteristics of AFDC and non-
AFDC eligibles are shown separately in Table 13.

DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

The eligibility requirements for PSE require a person to be unemployed for
a certain number of weeks within a, longer period of time, 15 out of 2Q
weeks for example. Due to the limitations imposed by the data collected in
the CPS, the estimates shown in Table 13 are for the required period of
unemployment (15 weeks for example) within a 52-week period. This will

,,tend to overstate the size of the eligible population.

FAMILY INCOME

The PSE eligiblitNequirements also specify the period of time over which
family income will be annualized for purposes of determining eligibility
usually three or six months. The estimates in Table 14 are based on a
family's annual income. Thus, a person in a family that had no income for
three months but had significant earnings for the other nine months of the
year would be excluded from the estimated eligible population even though
at one point during the year that person would have met the fanilly income
requirement. This limitation on the estimates tends to understate the true
size of the eligible population. 4.0*

The income levels used to determine whether a person met the eligibility
criteria (70 percent of the Bureau of Labor Statistics lower living standard,
for example) were national averages tha,t had not been adjksted for
regional or farm/nonfarm differentials. Thus, a person in the CPS' sample
living in a geographic area viith" a low cost of living is more likely to be
inclulled in the estimated eligible population than a person in a high-cost
area. It is not known how this affects the estimated size of the population.'

In sh'ort, the estimates shown in Table 13 are approximations based on
the data that areavailable. While not precise depictions °of the true
population eligible for CETA services, they do allow a comparison of the
effects that different eligibility criteria have on'the eligible population.

18,,ci
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NOTES

Appendix B
0 .

1 Prime sponsors are city or county governments for jurisdictions of 100,000 or
more population or consortia of several jurisdictions. State governments are
sponsors for remaining -units in the balance of state. The number or pnme sponsors
has been increased Since the sample was drawn by subdivision of some large
sponsors

2. Unpublished tables prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
'3 Unidentified AFDC recipients could be included inipthe non-AFDC CPS

group .4-lowever, the problem of duplicate counts is likely to be minimal because
most of the unidentified' recipients would be out of the labor force and thus
excluded from the CPS upemployed population.
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Appendix C:
6- Sample Employability

... Development -Plan
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EMPLOYABILITY PLAN

PLAN #
Mr.

NAME Miss SOCIAL
Mrs. SECURITY NO

Last First MI

ADDRESS PHONE

1. Background'Information
q.

a. Education' List highest grade completed.
High School or GED Gradtate: Yes No
College Graduate: Yes NO If yes, degree.

, b. Training: Programs Participated In:
OJT 0 BVR 0 VO TECH 0- JOB CORPS 0 Other 0
Name school or college and list courses or training which prepared client for work.

c. WORK HISTORY: Enter Most Recent Job First

' Name of Employer Job Title & Duties (Describe Job)

Address Reas,on_for-Leaving:

Started Ended Wage $'

Nartv.c.o,f Employer

Address

Started Ended

Job Title & Duties (Deselfe Job)

Reason for Leaving:

Wage $

Name of Employer

Address

Started Ended

2. TEST SCORES!

Typing: WPM
Errors:

Job Title & Duties (Describe Job)

Reason for Leaving:

Wage $

3. COUNSELOR'S ASSESSMENT

DA'T SUMMARY

a. Client's ability to express himself/herself,
4 *

b. Client's attitude during Assessmen process

._-...' . . ,,... )176 :."';;; .
. . ,., .. , - .. #

;
8 *5 t.

* 0t, , .* ,
4 . 't :6 V ',{,'do 4 1, tr %

4I?
0, if . .. ,

4 k '9 - I 4. ;
'4 . ...i.'

_
'.) * ..'-°.

, a a

4. . . i 41' swim..

1

1
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c. Client's educational needs

d, Client's skW training needs and interests

e. Client's work adjustment needs
I

f. Client's counseling needs

g. Client's appearance

71no,

h. Client's,interest and goals

i. Client's strengths and weaknesses as related to job interest

j. Is clietil Job Ready: Yes = No _
k. Summary of client's employabilitY%.

.

4. CLIENT JOB7TRAINING PREFERENCE

1. Type of Job .90T Code
2. Type of Job DOT Code'

(Primary)
(Secondary)

5. YOUR OPINION OCLIENT'S APTITUDE FOR: .st".
% .. a ,I. Primary Choice 4( : Yes .____ No ....._2

Client able to do job Yes _ klo
. $

_
Client able to do job, but no labomarket demand Yes -__ No
Client able to do job with necessary training r, ' Yes _.4 No ...

. Yes No
2. Secondary Choice

Unrealistic job choice

,. Yes L.
'11*----

No
" :

C Client able to do job .
Client able to do job, but no labor market demand Yes ___' No __s. * a ;. Client able to do job tvith necessary training ''' Yes _ No,_./....
Unrealistiejob choice ,

9
Yes _ NQ, ____ i i' '

. 0'.n ..sa:is f

6. A'S$ES$OR QEKERMINED PLACEMENVOBIECTIVE: * ' 9%. A,.

-: 63
.. i' 4

Type of bab ° , DoT Code a 0 ,,,
.

4 1. ...44. I,Lahor MarkeoDerand:s Very G oct,,L Good Fair. It-- .r It
JobQualificadois ntci;sa6Apl entobjective *44. °. t-.. 1011 .°

fr

ft

494
Aro

. ri

4 177
t- ^

s'
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7 TRAINING SERVICES

a) EducationafObjectives

b) Skill Training Objectives

c) Vocational Education Qbj.

d) Upgrading Objectives

e) OJT' Job Title/Site

f) Work Experience Objective

g) Counseling Objectives_

Hours/
Week

Starting
Date

End Date
Planned Actual

No. of Weeks to
Complete Objective

h) Others

8. SUPPORTIVE SERV14 NEEDS.

Child Clie

Medical

Legal

Housing,

, Transportation

OTHER COMMENTS

Pattjsipant's Signature Date
CounAor's Signature Date

./
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Appendix D:
Selected, Legislative
Changes Under
CETA Reauthorization

PLANNING AND. ADMINISTRATION

PLANS

Title I., Sect. 103, requires prime sponsors to submit a master plan that
represents a long-term agreement between the sponsor and DOL, and an
annual plan that describes itydetail all programs that will be administered
by the prime sponsor in the coming year. Previously, sarate planning
documents were required for each title.

PLANNING COUNCIL
-----7.---

Title liSect. 109, requires that the local planning council members
.

,

represent a broader array of groups than previously designated, including /
significant segments of the eligible population, workers not represented by ,
organized labor, veterans, handicapped individuals, vocational edUcation
agencies, public assistance agencies, and agricultural employers and

rkers. It also requires that comments and recommendations of the

Except where otherwise indicated, legislative references are to the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act Amendments of 1978, PL 95-524, October27, 1978; and references to
regulations are to the bepartment of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Regulations, Apill 3, 1979

179
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private industry council (newly established under Title VII) be` specifically
Lonsidered The chairperson of the local planning council must be chosen
from the general public The council must meet at least five times per year

A

ADNAINISTR ATI\ E E PENDITC RES

Title VI, Sect 603. requires that no more than 10 percent of the funds
allocated in fiscal 1979 under this, title:(countercyclical public ser, ice
employ me-tit) be used for administratne purposes. and no more than 15
percent in any kcal y ear thereafter. The precious limit wad 15 percent

Title IID, Sect 402: requirg that no more than 10 percent of the funds
allocated under this.entle (public service employ ment for the economically
disathantaged) be used for administrative purposes. The pre% ious limit
was 15 percent.

Title I. Sect 123(f), allows 'administratie funds to be commingled
among titles. Preiously, separate accounts were kept for each title.

REPORTINGI
Title I. Sect 127(d), requires a new and detailed annual report that

includes data on program performance, carious cross-tabulations of
participant charactenstics. average cost ter participant, and information
about the postpr9grarri experiences of participants.

0,FFICE OF MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE

Title .1, Sect. 135, requntes the secretary to establish an Office of
Management Assistance to prol,ide help to all prime sponsors who request
Or are ident46ed as needing such services.

TARGETING PUBLIC SERVICE .EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
PARTICIPANTS

ELIGIBILITY REQ.UIREMENTS FOR 1111:1C SF,12 IV. EMPLOYMENT

Title HD, Sect. 236, requires that a Title IID participant be: (1)

unemployed for at least 15 weeks and economically disadvantageduor (2) a
member of a family receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children
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(AFDC) or Supplemental Security Income (SSI). The term 'economically
disadvantaged" jefers to a persbn who is a member eithei of a welfare
family'or of a family whose annual income is not in excess of (1) the Office
of Management and Budget poverty level or (2) ;70 percent of the lower
living standard level. (The lower living standard level is determined on the
basis of family budgets published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.)
Certain other persons, such as state-supported foster children
handicapped persons, are also included as economically disadvantaged.

Title VI, Sect. 607, requires that a Title VI participant be: (1)
unemployed for at least 10 of the last 12 weeks and unemployed at the
time of determination; and (2) anyidividual (a) whose f ignit income does
not exceed 100 percent of the lower Piing Standard income level or (b)
whose family receives AFDC or SSI.
1Before the reauthorizatioq act there were two rules that applied to Title

VI eligibility: (1) A person hired for new posiiionsand half of the Title VI
positions that became vacant through attrition) had to be (a) unemployed
for at least 15 weeks and a member of a family. whose income was below 70
percent, of the lower living standard income level or (b) a member of a
family receiving AFDC; (2) a person hired for the remaining Title VI
positions that were vacant due to attrition was required only to have been
unemployed for 30 days (15 days in areas with unemployment rates of 7
percent or more).

*
SPECIAL GROUPS f
Tide I, Sect. 122, provides that PSE is intended for the moveverely
disadvantaged in terms of length of unemployment and prospects for
finding employment; that special consideration be given to :persons
receiving or eligiblg for public assistance and to disabled or Vietnam-era
veterans; and that, special emphasis be given to persons with particular
labor jnarkei disa.dvantages, including offehders; persons with limited
English proficiency, handicapped individuals,. women, single parents,
displaced homemakers, yfouth, older workers, and individuals whO lack
education credentials. This considerably expands the groups receiving
particular consideration o mphasis in PSE programs, and de-emphasizes
unemployment insurance be sficiaries and exhaustees who were pi viousl
among the target groups.

Title VI, Sect. 603(b), provides that special consideration,te given to
unemployed persons whb have previous teaching experience and:who are
certified by the prime sponsor's state for tilling teaching. positions in
elementary and secondary schools. No requireme6t of this type was
included in the previous CETA legislation.

1.93 A
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PSE SERVICES AND JOBS

PSE FOR THE STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED

Befpre the reauthOnzation act, Title II authonzed ;PSEIrograni in areas
with at least 6.5 percent unemployment. The reauthonzation act estab-
lished a PSE program (Title IID) for the structurally unemployed,
regardless of the area unemploynrnt rate

Countercychcal PSE remains under Title VI The program is activated
only when the national. rate of unemployment 'Is above 4 percent, and is
designed to expand and contract corresponding to changes irl the
unemployment rate.

Appendix D

WAGES

Title I, Sect."122(1), establishes a maximum annual PSE wage of 510,000
except in high-wage areas, where a maximum of up to eye may
established based on an area wage index published by the secretary.

Title I,, Sect. 122(i), establishes a hational annual average PSE wage

1\,

equivalent to 57,200. This lowers the national average annual PSE sage by
S600. Local average rates must be adjusted! according to an area wage ,,

47 "index published by the secretary. The Index is based on the relationship of
wages in each area to a national average. r

. . ,

WAGE SUPPLEMENTATION

Title IID, Sfct. 237, forbids supplemeniatioh of CETA PSE wages from
local 'funds for Title IID participants, except for persons receiving such
supplementation on September 30, 1978. Wage supplementation was
permitted under the previous legislation.

Title VI, Sects 609, allows wage supplementation up to 10 percent of the
maximum allowable wage in thearea for Title VI PSE participants.

Supplementation may be as mu\ph as 20 percent in areas, with an, annual
average wage inemployment covered by unemployment insurance between
125 percent and 150 percent of the national average wage in such
employment. Wage supplementation was not previously limited under
Title VI.

°

PROJECTS

Title VI,VI, Sect. 605(a), provides that 50'percent of Title VI funds be used
for short4duration projects. Under the Emergency Jobs Programs Exten-

,

1
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sion Act:of 1976 (EJPEA) all new positions were to be in projects Prgjects
are defined as tasks that can be accomplished in a-definite time period,
result in a specific product. and would not be done with eAsting funds

'DURATION OF PROJECTS

Title VI, Sect 605. limits the durationtof projects to 18 months, lut allows
them to he renewed for another 18 months, prodded that they are
successful in meeting, the purposes of 'the act Pre% musty a Project was
limited to a 12-month duration.

USE OF NONPROFIT AGNCIES

I30L regulations require that at least one-third of Title VI prOject funds be
allotted to nonprofit organizations Prior to the reauthorization the
conference report' accompanying the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension
Act of 1976 (which amendedeETA) urges" prime spots to provide
project positions td nonprofit organizations. put the regulations did not.
speciN a goakil

DURATION VP PARTICIPATION

Title I, Sect. 122, limits ,participation in PSE to 78 weeks in a five -year
period (Under the act, not more thlri. 26 weeks'of enrollment prior to
October 1978 can be counted for this purpose.) Waivers of the 78-week.
limit may be granted in cases of unusual hardghip. Tenure was hot limited
befoi-e reauthorization

TRANSITION TO UNSUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLANS

Title II, Sect. 205, requires prime sponsors to establish a perso,nalized
employability plan for each Title IID.pa'rticipant, and to review and assess
that plan petiodically.'These plans were not previously required.

TRAINING AND- SUPPORT SERVICES

Title IID, Sect 7,32(b)(2), requires that at last 10 percentof/scal 1979
Title IID PSE funds, 15 peic'ent of 1980 funds, 20 percerit of 1981 funds,
-and, percent of 1982 funds be used exclusively for training.

Title VI, Sect. 603(a), and Sect. 605(c) requite that at least 10 percent of

1 9
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Title VI PSE funds for fiscal 1979 and 5 percent of such funds in all
subsquent .}.ears be used for training and employability counseling end
services for those partitipants who. based on an'assessment of employ, Ali-
ty. require these semices .

MONITORING AND ELI

MONITORING . '
I

6rfY VERIFICATION
./

/*"
Title 1. Sect 121(q),.and Sect 676 61 of the regulations require that prime
sponsors establish independent monitoring units and require that subreci-
lents est4olish independent pionitongs units when feasible. Sect. 123(g)

the at!t and Sect. 676 of the' regulations set forth thApecifie problems
that were of greatest concern to Congress. These problems inclu4
jkickbacks, commingling of funds, charging of fees, nepotism. child labor';
politicalpatronage, p_olitiL:atactiatle5.'lobbying actiNities, sectarian actiaei-
ties, unionization and antiunonization activities, maintenance of effort,
theft or embezzlement, improper inducement, and obstruction of imestiga-
tions, .

ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION, \
Pursuant, to Seim i 123(0 of the #ct, Sect. 676475-3 of the regulations .'

.4..provides specific instructions for eligibility ertcation, which include (1)
obtaiiiing a completed application, signed by the applicant, (2) a desk
review of each application for consistency and reasonableness within 3Q
days of the date of enrollment, ) and (3) verification and documentation of a
quarterly .sam le (not to e, eed 10 percent) of the enrollees for the

s. preceding three m nths. frrevious regulations did not stipulate specific
verification procedu es.

LIABILITY PROVISIONS

Sect 123(i) and Sect. 106(d) of the act provide that the prime sponsor be
held financially liable for ineligible participants who wee enrolled
deliberately or with insufficient care. Sect. 676.75-3 of the DOL regula-
tions holds prime sponsors financially liable, bat provides that reponsibili-
ty for eligibility determination may be delegated with provisions for
tranferring liability to the delegatee In cases where funds cannot be
recovered from that party the prime sponsor remains liable. Previous
eegulations held no one liable if eligibility deterrnination'vvaperformed by
the employment service. Sect. 106(1) of the act provides that any person

I'
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who alleges that an action of a prime sponsor violates any provisions oT the
act or the regultnionl may pursue any. remedies authorized under feder4
state, or lodal law Sect. 676 74 of the regulations specifies that 18 U.S.C.
665 provides criminal penalties for knowingly hiring ineligible individuals-
under the act.
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